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IN THE DISTRI CT COURT FOR THE SECOND
JUDI CIAL DI STRICT LEWIS COUNTY

KRINI TT ,
Plai n t i f f ,
No. CV 12 - 1 4 6
DEPARTMENT OF F I SH AND
and STATE OF IDAHO,
De f end a n t s

DISCOVERY DEPOS IT ION
DOUGLAS E. STIMPSON

TAKEN ON
TUESDAY, MARCH 11 , 2 014
12:26 P.M .

11901 ALLISON STREET
BROOMFIELD, COLORADO 800 20

Douglas Stimpson

March 11, 2014

NOT Assgn # 17878-2

1

was made; nobody's found one.

2

any of your review of the documents?

3

A.

I did not.

4

Q.

Good.

Did you find one in

Thank you.

And again, I know you -- you were at the

5

6 crash -- there was a whole group of us back in
7 December of 2012 that went over to Kent to look at
8

the wreckage. You were present during that

9

examination, were you not?

10

A.

I was.

ll

Q.

Okay.

And other than that occasion, have

12

you examined the wreckage on any other -- at any

13

other times?

14

A.

I don't believe so.

15

Q.

Okay.

Do you have any parts from that

16 wreckage in your possession at your office?
17

A.

No.

18

Q.

Okay.

Have you attempted in any way to

19

re-create anything by building a model or exemplar

20

or anything of that nature?

21

A.

No.

22

Q.

Have you examined any exemplar, either

23

bubble doors or what I will refer to as the standard

2 4 Hiller door?
25

A.

Not in conjunction with this case,
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although I've flown a Hiller since then and I would

2 have looked at the door, but I didn't look at i t for
3

the purpose of this case.

4

Q.

5

11

6

term.

All right.

And when I use the word

standard Hiller door, 11 that might not be a correct

I call them the flat doors that were

7 were initially on the helicopter.
8

that

That's what I'm

referring to as a standard Hiller door.

9

A.

Correct.

10

Q.

Have you done any testing or examination

11 of the operation or function of the standard Hiller
12

door that would have been on this helicopter before

13

the bubble doors were installed?

14

A.

No.

c:.

Q.

Have you done any testing or attempted to

i

.L J

...

16

duplicate anything

17

of the bubble doors with the latch mechanism as i t

18

was at some point in time installed on this

19

helicopter after the 337?

wi·•. n
~

~

reference to the operation

20

A.

No.

21

Q.

Do you have any plans to do anything along

22

those lines?

23

potential trial date here some day, right?

24

there any plans to do any type of testing?

25

A.

I mean, we 1 re working towards a

There's no plans.
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1

I read Mr. Sommer's depos:tion and then decide,

2

know,

3

you know, what his testimony is, so I'm not sure

if I need to do anything.

Page 20

you

I'm not quite sure,

4 what he's done, so I would reserve it until I read
5
6

that deposition.

Q.

Well, that's fine.

Okay.

And I think

7 when you read his deposition you weren I t going to

8 find anything different than what was in his report,
9 but that being said, is there anything that you
10

think you should do regardless of whether or not

11

anything is triggered by Colin's deposition?

12

A.

No.

13

Q.

You mentioned depositions, and I know we

14 went through this list and I'm kind of going to talk
1 S off the top of my head .

I 1 m assuming that you've

16

reviewed -- let me just go through and I ' l l list you

17

names, and if.there's one that you haven't looked

18

at, tell me.

19

Craviotto'?

Pope, Atchison, Rinebold, Heston,

20

A.

Craviotto I don't have.

21

Q.

You do not have Craviotto's deposition.

22

Okay. Let I s see.

Crenshaw, did you --

23

A.

I have Crensha·ll.

24

Q.

And Dupont, D-u-p-o-n-t?

25

A.

No,

I don't believe I have Dupont.
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1

Q.

Hickey, H-i --

2

A.

I have Hickey.

3

Q.

And Nelson?

4

A.

No Nelson.

5

Q.

Did you review Eryn Peralta's deposition

6

by any chance?

7

A.

No.

8

Q.

And how about Mr. Perry?

9

We'll call him

Senior for quick reference here, the plaintiff in

10

the case, not the deceased pilot but his father, did

11

you review his deposition?

12

A.

No, no.

13

Q.

Okay.

I know Charlie asked Colin this

14

morning about some depositions of some people we

15

took in Karniah. Oatmar1 1 did you review his?

16

A.

No.

17

Q.

Or I think i t was Hewlett, Hewlett

18
19

{pronouncing), something along that nature?
A.

No.

20

MR. JOHNSON:

21

MR. CARPENTER:

22

MR. JOHNSON:

And who was the other guy?
Marshall.
Marshall.

23

A.

No.

24

Q.

(BY MR. JOHNSON)

25

Thank you.

Well, they wouldn't be

worth reviewing, I can tell you that.
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that . Thank you .

2
3

March 11. 2014

Koehler -- I'm doing this by memory.

Did

you review Mr. Koehler' s deposition?

4

A.

No.

5

Q.

Any depositions that I named that are on

6 your list that you reviewed that I didn't remember?
7 Did I catch them all that you've got?
8

A.

You did.

9

Q.

Okay.

10

A.

Did you say Hickey?

11

Q.

I did say Hickey.

12

A.

Yeah, I got them all.

13

Q.

Okay.

Thanks.

Good.

And I 1 m assuming you've

14

reviewed all the NTSB stuff and all the plane data

15

or the helicopter data and all that sort of stuff on

16

this helicopter, correct?

18

A.

Yes.

Q.

And Leading Edge supplied several thousand

19

pages of documents during the course of the

20

discovery in the other ~ase.

21

copies of a lot of that stuff, correct?

22

A.

I did.

23

Q.

Okay.

I'm assuming you got

And I'm assuming you also received

24

copies of all of the documents that I supplied to

25

Charlie that were produced by Fish

&

Game?
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A.

Yes.

2

Q.

As far as you know.

3

NOT Assgn # 17878-2

As far as I know, yes.
Right.

And as far as you know, were all the

4 photographs -- let me back up.

There were so many

5 people at that inspection, I don I t know who was
6 flashing bulb and who wasn't, but did you take
7 pictures during that inspection?
8

A.

I did.

9

Q.

And I 1 m assuming that you gave all those

10

to Leading Edge's counsel, and you're assuming that

11

they forwarded them on to all the attorneys,

12

correct?

13

A.

Correct.

14

Q.

All right.

Go back to this.

The

15

airworthiness of this helicopter, then, is now

16

defined by the initial information and the 337

17

modification, correct?

18

what you have to look 2t in terms of whether or not

19

it is in compliance with the regulations, correct?

20

A.

I mean, that's all part of

In part, correct.

That's where we start

21

from before we basically do a preflight and

22

determine the airworthiness of the aircraft prior to

23

flight, but as far as the documentation, paperwork,

24

that 1 s what we would do.

25

Q.

Right.

And so as I understand it -- i t

NA.EGEL I
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All right.
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Page 25

And so when I ask these

2 questions, I just want you to assume that I'm asking
3 them in conjunction with the body of evidence that
~

you are relying upon tc formulate opinions.

I mean,

5 every time we drive a different car, we're probably
6 making different observations, but we're not
7

commenting about whether it's car worthy or not?

8

A.

Right.

9

Q.

We may have opinions driving a Toyota

10

Prius. I don't think I like them, but that's beside

11

the point. I couldn't even figure out how to get the

l2 parking brake off this morning.
13

A.

Rental?

14

Q.

Yes.

15

Let's go to -- do you have a copy of

your report handy?

16

A.

I do.

17

Q.

Good.

I bet you do.

Just one note that jumps out at me.

18

On page 4, you made a note here -- and I think this

19

is supported by documents that were furnished -- was

20

that there was -- the last hundred-hour inspection

21

on this helicopter was July 11 of 2010, correct?

22

A.

Correct.

23

Q.

So about six weeks prior to this incident,

24

25

give or take a couple of days 1 correct?

A.

Correct.

NAEGELI
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And at that hundred-hour inspection, that

2

helicopter, in order to be -- to pass the

3

inspection, should have met the type design

4

including the modifications per the 337, correct?

5

A.

Correct.

6

Q.

Charlie asked a question this morning that

7

kind of piqued my interest.

We know from

8

information that the pilot made a call prior to

9

approaching Kamiah indicating that he was going to

10 make an unscheduled stop in Kamiah.
11

You're familiar

with that report in the NTSB materials?

12

A.

Yes.

13

Q.

Okay.

And, you know, have you ever

14

listened to that call or tape recording or voice

15

recording of that?

16
17

A.

I haven't listened to it, no.

I have the

transcript but not listened to it.

Q.

18

Is the transcript

I think the

19

transcript was included in the NTSB report, wasn 1 t

20

it?

21

A.

Yes.

22

Q.

Okay.

So my recollection is -- i t 1 s been

23

a long time since I looked at that -- it basically

24

didn' t

25

landing in Kamiah,

say much other than HI I m going to make a
n

correct?
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1

A.

Correct.

2

Q.

No reason whyr no explanation why, nothing

3

nothing stood out to the NTSB people, or did

4

anything stand out to you from reviewing that

5

transcript?

6

A.

No.

7

Q.

Okay.

8

heading of

11

In your report on page 7 under the

Medication, 11 you make reference to the

9 word Sea, s-e-a, Band 1 that was in one of the
10

containers in the external racks.

11

reference I 1 m referring to there?

Do you see the

12

A.

I do.

13

Q.

Now, I haven't seen nor has anybody else,

14

to my knowledge, identified any document or evidence

15

that would indicate the -- I guess I'll call it the

16

owner of the Sea-Band.

A.

17

Would you agree with that?

I've not seen any specific call-out as to

18

who owned the band other than what the safety board

19

has in their review at the time they researched it.

20
21

Q.

A.

They didn't by

by direct knowledge.

They did by inference.

24
25

Well, their research didn 1 t

identify who the owner was, did it?

22
23

Right.

Q.

fact

Okay.

You know, were you aware of the

I mean, Mr. Barrett, one of the passengers

NAEGELI
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1 on that, you're familiar with Lawyer Barrett?

Page 28

Do

2 you understand -- did you know that he was a pilot
3

for both fixed wing and helicopters?

4

that?

5

A.

I gathered from some information that he

6 may have been a pilot.
7
8

9

10
11

Did you know

I didn't know -- I didn't

have any more detailed information.

Q.

Did you consider or are you aware of the

fact that he frequently took antinausea medication
when he flew?

A.

Did you know that?

Well, I would assume if he was a pilot and

12

he took medication, it would be approved medication

13

by the, you know, the surgeon general.

14

Q.

Well, sure.

And there are approved

15 medications for antinausea.
16

Even pilots get airsick

once in a while?

17

A.

Sure.

18

Q.

So other than some inference that was

19

drawn by somebody, is it fair to say that there is

20

no documentation in this file as to who was the

21

actual owner of the Sea-Band or any other pills that

22

were in that external cargo case?

23

with that?

24

A.

One second.

25

Q.

Sure.

Would you agree

You can have many seconds.
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said that or not or whether he learned about i t
2

later.

3

just said?

A.

4

5

Isn't that a fair summary, then, of what you

No, because

because I'm not discounting

what he said based on stuff that he said definitely.

6 He never said, "Well, I guess maybe she never said
11

7

that.

What he said on page 95 is that he doesn I t

8

recall exactly when, but at some point, he

9

remembered her saying that.

10

Now, don't forget,

too,

that I'm also

11

basing my opinion for my reconstruction on the fact

12

that there was a Sea-Band found, which is an

13

airsickness device. I'm basically using information

14

that I've gathered frorr the file.

15

Q.

16

Okay.

I understand that.

In your report, you only include or

17

attribute the one statement to Mr. Atchison that's

18

contained on page 95?

19

A.

True.

20

Q.

You do not include in your report any

21

consideration, in your report, for any of the other

22

statements that he made where he said, nr don't

23

remember i f she said i c.

I don I t remember if I

24

learned about i t later."

Is that a fair statement?

25

A.

Well, I -- I don't think it's fair to say,
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l

"I don't know if shE: said it."

2

saying throughout his deposition is he can 1 t

3

a time frame of exactly what she said and how he

4

found out about l......L 1 but I don't think he contradicts

5

him to say that "Well, maybe she never said that."

6

So I think he's consistent with saying that

7

n

8

prone to airsickness.

9

10

I think what he was
give us

Somehow, someway I found out that she said she was

Q.

ll

That 1 s your interpretation of his sworn

testimony?

11

A.

That 1 s correct.

12

Q.

You did not include in your written report

13

the other references that would be less supportive

14

of the statement that you included on page 95; is

15 that a fair statement?

Those are not contained in

16

your report?

17

A.

That's correct.

18

Q.

And, in fact, even when Mr. Atchison

19

interviewed or talked to Luke Rinebold, Mr. Atchison

20

has testified that Luke Rinebold did not tell him

21

that he saw or observed the passenger in the right

22

seat, who Luke couldn 1 t

identify whether i t was male

23 or female, ever getting sick.
24

25

Do you recall that

testimony?

A.

I recall testimony about, you know,
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1

information like that; but I also want to say for

2

clarity that I don 1 t

3

testimony contradicted the information about what he

believe anything in Atchison's

4 believed he got information from.
5

So I didn 1 t put

anything in here -- I didn't put other stuff in

6 here.

If I found contradictory information, I would

7

have listed it in here, but I don 1 t believe anything

8

he said contradicted his belief that he thought that

9

she told him that.

10

Q.

Okay.

11

A.

Correct.

12

Q.

Correct?

13

A.

Correct.

14

Q.

Let me go back to my statement again.

15

That's your interpretation?

Can

you point to any document anywhere in which anybody

16 has testified that Dani Schiff got sick in that
17

18

aircraft?

A.

No.

I don't think there is any testimony

19

that says she got sick in the aircraft other than

20

what I've listed in my report.

21
22

23
24

25

Q.

Well, there isn 1 t any testimony in your

report that says that she got sick?

A.

Well, I just told you we don't have

evidence of that.

Q.

Sure.

And

NAEGELI
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But as a reconstructionist, I use

2

information that's available to me to make

3

conclusions.

4

Q.

You've assumed she got sick, isn't that

5

isn't that one of the foundation blocks of your

6

entire analysis, is that you assumed that she got

7

airsick?

8

A.

Page 36

No 1 it's not an assumption based on my

9 belief. It's a reconstruction of the information
10
11

that I have available to me.
Q.

Well, what evidence is there that she got

12

sick, that she actually got sick or that she

13

developed airsickness or motion sickness in that

:_4

aircraft? Where I s the evidence?

15

A.

Okay.

16

Q.

I don't want to know suppositions or what

There 1 s a likelihood

I want hard, concrete

17

other people thought.

18

evidence that you can point to in this record that

19

says that she got sick in that aircraft.

20

A.

Well, I don·t base my reconstruction on
In other words,

I

21

everything that's just evidence.

22

have to use information that I have available to me

23

when I have to make calculating judgments based on

24

information I have available to me as to why in this

25

case the door was open.

And I look at the
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1

information of the Sea-Band.

2

of the door being open. I look at information that

3

I'm provided by Mr. Atchison. So you're correct,

4

don't have physical evidence.

5

don't have vomit in the front seat.

6 anybody that saw her vomit.
7

8
9

10

I look at information

I

For instance, we
vJe don't have

It doesn't mean that

that wouldn't be a likelihood or a possibility.

Q.

All right.

Let me go back.

You agree

with me that there's no physical evidence that
anybody in that helicopter got sick?

11

Sure.

12

Q.

You agree with that?

13

A.

Absolutely.

14

Q.

Either in the wreckage or on the persons

15

or bodies of -- I guess I don't mean to be

16

disrespectful -- but on the three occupants when

17

they were examined. There's no physical evidence of

18

any sickness on the part of any of the three of

19

them; is that a fair statement?

20

A.

As far as I know,

correct.

I don't have

21

an autopsy report, or I don't have anything that

22

says that they found vomit, for instance, on the

23

seat or, you know, on clothing, et cetera.

24

correct.

25

Q.

That's

There's no e'7idence of that?
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1

standing up outside the -- almost outside the door.

2

In order to.do that, you would have to actually

3

unbuckle your harness, wouldn't you?

4

A.

No.

5

Q.

You could actually stand up into a

6

standing position while you were harnessed in your

7

chair?

8

A.

No, you can't stand up.

9

Q.

Okay.

10

A.

But you can -- you can basically semifall

11

out of the doorway.

12

Q.

Okay.

13

A.

And we 1 ve seen that in accidents that have

14

been photographed.

15

where an AS-350 hit a guy-wire, and as it was coming

16

apart, the pilot in his seat belt was literally

17

outside the helicopter being flung around.

18
19

Q.

There 1 s one -- a recent one

But you can't stand up into an erect

position?

20

A.

No.

21

Q.

Okay.

Now, one thing we can agree on --

22

we might be able to agree on a couple other things.

23

I think we already have agreed on a few things, but

24

I think one thing we can clearly agree upon is that

25

the pilot I s loss of cor~ trol of the helicopter
T
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1

resulted from the clipboard striking the tail rotor

2

that started the sequence of failure?

3

A.

Correct.

4

Q.

We can agree on that, right?

5

A.

Yes.

6

Q.

And that's a conclusion you've made,

7

correct?

8

A.

Correct.

9

Q.

And I can tell you that that's exactly

10

what Colin said here this morning, okay, and you've

7 ...Ll

seen that in his report, too, correct?

l2

A.

Correct.

13

Q.

And I think we can also agree that as best

14 as everyone 1 s been able to determine, the clipboard
15

was inside the helicopter in some place.

16

agree on that?

17

A.

Correct.

18

Q.

Okay.

We can

There 1 s no evidence -- you know,

19

the evidence -- thereis no evidence to suggest that

20

it was outside, correct?

21

A.

22

inside.

23

Q.

Correct.

There's testimony that it was

And you and Colin agree on that point.

24

Okay. So for the clipboard to come -- to strike the

25

tail rotor, the door's got to be open.
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to open up, correct?

2

A.

Most likely the right door.

3

Q.

Well, I was getting to that point.

4 Sequencing it.
5
6

7
8

Okay.

A door has to be open for

something to come out, correct?

A.

Well, my answer is the right door would

have to be opened.
Q.

The right door would have to be open, and

9 you and Colin agree on that point?
10

A.

Correct.

11

Q.

Okay.

There's no testimony that the

12 passenger on the right side voluntarily opened that
13

door; would you agree with that?

14

A.

No.

15

Q.

You don't agree with that?

16

A.

Well, there's no -- there's no hard

17

evidence, but there is reconstruction information

18

that makes me think that that's the most likely

19

reason the door was open.

20

21

Q.

Okay.

And the reconstruction information

and when you talk about reconstruction

22

information in the absence of hard evidence, you

23

have to make some assumptions, don't you?

24

A.

Oh, sure.

25

Q.

Sure.

Okay.

So your ultimate conclusion
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1

is that -- I guess that the passenger voluntarily

2

opened the door and the clipboard came out and the

3

helicopter then crashed?

4

A.

I think that's most likely, yes.

5

Q.

And the assumption that that's based

Page 44

6 entirely upon is that the passenger on the right
7

side apparently was sick, and that's why they opened

8

the door?

9

A.

No,

10

Q.

That's not your assumption?

11

A.

No, that's not what it's based on.

12

Q.

Okay.

13

Well, what do you base the

assumption on that the passenger on the right side

14 opened the door voluntarily, purposely,
15

intentionally opened the door?

A.

16

Well, and I said that's the most likely
.: +-

17

reason

18

they were going to go to Kamiah, the pilot had, as

19

you said, many options if there was an emergency or

20

a problem to just land the helicopter and deal with

21

the situation.

22

exactly what he would have done, but he didn't do

23

that.

24

reason, most likely to shut down or to get out of

25

the helicopter and get something.

.L l-

was opened.

When the pilot radioed that

If the door had popped open, that's

Now, he's going co an airport for a specific

In this case,
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believe it would have been the Sea-Band, so

Q.

Let me stop you right there before you go

on. Is there any indication in the call by the pilot

4 as to the reason he wanted to make a stop in Kamiah?
5

A.

No.

But -- but you remember, you said I

6 have to make some assumptions.

I understand.

7

Q.

Okay.

8

A.

And so the reason he didn't make a landing

9

right there is because he doesn't have to go to an

10

airport.

11

in a field,

12

doesn't have an emergency.

13

that's a problem, that's exactly what he would do,

14

which I have done.

15

As we discussed, he can land right there
and I've done it many times, so he
If the door's open and

And so my belief is that what he's got is

16

a passenger that is feeling ill, and that 1 s why he's

17

going to fly to a poi 1 : 1_:. where he knows there's

18

medication or something that he has to get.

19

he's going to have to get out of the ship -- out of

20

the helicopter to perform that rather than just land

21

to close a door, or we don't have to land, we can

22

close it up.

23

close the door.

And

It's a h0liccpter, reach over and

24

So I believe that it 1 s most likely that

25

the door was opened to get some air in there, and
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2

you'll get a nice -- you'll get some airflow through

3

the cabin.

4

Q.

So you believe then -- you've assumed -- I

5

guess when you use the word "believe,

6

same as an assumption"

11

is that the

7

A.

No.

8

Q.

You've made an assumption that Dani Schiff

9

intentionally or voluntarily, whichever word,

10

purposely opened the door of that helicopter while

11

it was in midflight?

--

12

A.

But I believe

13

Q.

Isn't that your belief?

14

A.

Yes.

15

Q.

Okay.

16

A.

I believe "_hat's most likely the reason

17
18

Yeah.

the door was opened.

Q.

And based upon that belief, then, you --

19

let me ask you this:

You've been asked to

20

reconstruct a sequenc,:;i of events, correct?

21

A.

Correct.

22

Q.

We all know this is probably one of those

23

rare cases where nobody disagrees as to why the

2 4 helicopter crashed?
25

A.

I would say true.
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That's kind of uncommon in the world of

2 expert versus expert, isn' t it?
3

A.

It's not real common.

4

Q.

Right.

And really, the whole issue in

5 this case here is whether the clipboard got out of
6 the helicopter because the door involuntarily opened
7 or whether the clipboard got out of the helicopter
8

after somebody voluntarily opened the door.

9

that a fair summary?

Isn't

- r,
lv

A.

No, no, I don't think it is.

11

Q.

Okay.

A.

I think that's later down the road for me

13

because we have to remember that the clipboard was

14

under the control of

15

Schiff.

16

Q.

How do you know that?

17

A.

Well, because --

18

Q.

Show me any evidence that says -- now,

hat person, in this case, Ms.

19

we 1 ve agreed the clipboard was inside the

20

helicopter.

Okay?

21

A.

Correct.

22

Q.

Okay.

Is there any evidence other than

23 Mr. Atchison's testimony that he saw i t on a seat
24

before the helicopter even took off as to where in

25

the helicopter the clipboard was while it was in
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I believe there's hard evidence

on that.

4

Q.

And the hard evidence is what?

5

A.

That it came out the right-hand door when

6

the door opened, so th0 clipboard had to be either

7

on her lap or in her hands for it to come out the

8

right door. Okay.

Q.

9

What if i t was thrown in the door?

Then

10

it would come out

11

and the door opened, i t would come out, wouldn't it?

12
13

A.

I don 1 t

if it was thrown in the door

know.

That I can't tell you.

I

haven't done any testing on it.

14

Q.

What if it was on the floor?

15

A.

I don't believe -- no, there's no way it's

16

going to get picked up from the floor.

17

enough airflow in there.

18

There's not

Q.

So your assumption is that it was on her

20

A.

Or in her h2r:_ds

21

Q.

In her hands?

22

A.

23

Q.

19

24

lap?

or in her control, yes.
Well, I mean, I guess either in her lap or

in her hands,

that would be your definition of "in

2 5 her control , ll correct?
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Their status was as they boarded the

3

Q.

And we can just agree to disagree on the

4

status.

You think -- your conclusion is that they

5

were crew members, correct?

6

A.

Absolutely.

7

Q.

All right.

8

And you understand Mr. Sommer

disagrees with that?

A.

If -- I haven't read his deposition, but -

11

Q.

I can tell you he does.

12

word for it.

9
10

13

Okay?

Take my

So let 1 s go back to my question here.

14

Your ultimate conclusion is that the clipboard came

15

out of the helicopter, struck the tail rotor, and

16

the helicopter crashed.

17

you've rendered, correct, based upon your analysis?

18

Correct?

That's a conclusion that

A.

Came out of '

21

Q.

On the right side, right?

22

A.

When the door was iG the open position.

23

Q.

Okay.

19
20

helicopter on the right

side.

And as part of that conclusion, it

24

is your belief that the passenger on the right side

25

voluntarily opened the door?
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1

A.

I think that's most likely the case, yes.

2

Q.

Okay.

So you've ruled out -- I guess when

3 you say "most likely," then you've ruled out in your
4 mind any other potential reasons for that door to be
5
6

opened except by someone voluntarily opening it?

A.

No.

I don't rule them out.

I can't rule

7

out all of those things.

All I can -- that's why my

8

answer is it's most likely because I have to look at

9

the universe of the reasons that door could be open,

10

and I can't rule out anything, but I can also tell

~i

you based on the evidence that I have available to

12

me that it most likely was opened manually.

13

14

Q.

You can't rule -- I mean, I guess the

other issue that you can 1 t -- which you can't rule

15 out is the fact that the door inadvertently popped
16

open, can you?

17

A.

Well

18

Q.

You don't think that's the most likely

19

20

reason, but you can't rule that out?

A.

I can't rule it out, but I'm going to give

2:

that a very low possibility because, remember,

22

said that in a helicopter, if we have a problem, we

23

just land right there.

24

and land. And if the door's going to pop open and I

25

don't want it open, I'm not going to fly to an
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We don't know when it

happened?
A.

3

4
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-

Well, and my research shows that I can't I

I can t

tell you when :i.t occurred or who did.it or

5 whether it was ever signed off.
6

Q.

Okay.

And were you aware of Mr. -- you

7 haven't reviewed Mr. Craviotto 1 s deposition, but I
8 will tell you that Mr. Craviotto testified that

9 and he's the one that did the modification with the
10

bubble doors

11

original bubble door ,assembly with two different

12

types of metal as the latching mechanism.

13

would not

14

would not be proper to do that, and it wouldn't pass

15

inspection to do it.

that no way did he install that

That he

as a mechanic, he would not do that, i t

I'm telling you that's what

16 his testimony is.
17

A.

Sure.

18

Q.

You're not surprised by that testimony,

19

are you?

20

A.

No.

2l

Q.

Okay.

So back to my question here.

22

agree that the door had to be opened for the

23

clipboard to come out, correct?

We

24

A.

Correct.

25

Q.

And you have concluded, based upon some
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assumptions that you've made and some beliefs that

2 you formulated, that Ms. Schiff purposely opened the
3

door, correct?

4

A.

Based on --

5

Q.

That's more likely than not what happened,

6

that I s your --

7

A.

Based on my reconstruction.

8

Q.

And that's your belief based on your

9

reconstruction?

10

11

A.

I give that the most likely reason for the

door being open.

12

Q.

Okay.

And that 1 s despite any hard

13

evidence of the fact that she opened the door for

14

any reason?

15

A.

Well, there's not positive, hard evidence

16

in any universe as to how the door got opened, so

17

that's why I'm reconst~ucting it.

18

says otherwise is using the same reconstruction

So anybody that

19 method I am only using some different possibilities,
20

and, therefore, they'd have to tell you what they

21

are, but in my case, I'm using the ones I'm telling

22

you.

23

Q.

Okay.

But back to my question.

Those

24

beliefs, those assumptions are based upon no hard

25

evidence?
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1

A.

There is no hard evidence, that's correct.

2

Q.

All right.

Eventually, we got to that point.

3

you say.

4

agree to disagree.

5

That's all I wanted to hear
We can

Okay.

So when we talk about your opinions on

6 page 9 -- they're not numbered, but I'm going to
7

just assign them a functional number here.

8 So if you would just either label yours
9

them.

Okay.
six of

Did I get the right number?

10

A.

You did.

11

Q.

Okay.

By the way, I want to go back to

12

something you said that intrigued me.

When we were

13

talking about the fact that helicopters -- I don't

14

want to -- similar to this, I mean, you know,

15

there's lots of different types of helicopters, but

16

one of the things that I guess is kind of an

17

inherent problem -- situation, I won't even label i t

18

problem, with helicopters is that the doors pop

19

open, right?

20

A.

On smaller helicopters.

21

Q.

On smaller helicopters?

22

A.

Here's the rule of thumb.

If you can fly

23

with the doors off, okay, then that means the doors

24

aren't required to fly! then usually the way they're

25

designed and the latching mechanism and the type of
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correct?

2

A.

Well, a diff~~ent latching mechanism.

3

Q.

A different latching mechanism.

4

slid into a receptacle, correct?

5

A.

Correct.

6

Q.

A spring-loaded bolt actually?

7

A.

Correct.

8

Q.

Okay.

9

Bolt that

So let me see if I adequately

summarize your opinions.

Based upon your

10

reconstruction was that Ms. Schiff somehow lost

11

control of the clipboar·d either before or after she

12 purposely opened the door, which allowed the
13

clipboard to escape the helicopter striking the tail

14

rotor, which led to the ultimate failure of the

15 helicopter in the crash?
16

A.

Correct.

17

Q.

Is that a fair summary?

18

A.

It is.

19

Q.

And that's -- part of that's based upon

20

the fact, in your opinion, Mr. Krinitt, the pilot,

21

had no responsibility with respect to or final

22

authority with respect to securing of loose items

23

inside the helicopter'?

24

25

A.

No.

I wou

disagree with that statement

that you just made.
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And so my an~wer is -- you know, when you

2

asked me if there is anybody else that had that

3

information, my answer is I don't know, but we know

4

that it's in the NTSB report and it's also in his

5

deposition, so they could be one in the same.

6

they're not, then that means there is somebody else,

7

but I don't know who that would be.

8
9

Q.

If

And the NTSB guy doesn't have any

something that he or she -- I don't know if i t was a

10

he or she

11

to source?

referenced without any documentation as

12

A.

That's correct.

13

Q.

And Mr. Atchison -- I can represent to you

14

that Mr. Atchison 1 s deposition wasn't taken until

15

three years, give or take, after the accident.

16

A.

Correct.

And that 1 s -- that's exactly why

17

I said that the information that I'm using is

18

contained in the safety board report and then also

19

Mr. Atchison's deposition and they're different

20

times.

21
22

Q.

That safety board report doesn 1 t conclude

that Ms. Schiff opened the door, does it?

23

A.

No, correct.

24

Q.

Okay.

25

That's my reconstruction.

Nor does i t conclude that she

that anybody in the helicopter got sick in the
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In the brief of accident that's attached

3

to the probable cause, the third paragraph in from

4

the top, it talks about one of the biologists was

5

reported to be susceptible to airsickness, and then

6

period.

Then antinausea wrist bands were found

7

in the external luggage, but they could not be

8

definitively associated with any particular person

9

on the helicopter, period. The landing diversion

10

could have been to allow biologists to access the

11

wrist bands to prevent the biologists from getting

12

sick.

13

board had prior to the deposition that is similar to

14

my reconstruction.

And so there is information that the safety

Q.

Okay.

And we've gone through this around

16

and around, there's nothing in that to indicate who

17

owned the Sea-Band, correct?

18

A.

Correct.

19

Q.

There's nothing to indicate that anybody

20

actually got sick or was experiencing airsickness,

21

correct?

22

A.

Correct.

23

Q.

No direct evidence.

And, in fact, if I

24

understand -- and, you know, you I re probably a lot

25

smarter than I am when it comes to NTSB reports
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1

couple other pictures.

2

that referenced LEA, so I believe this came from

This actually is a document

3 Leading Edge during their production of 1040s, no
4

reference to taxes. It shows the position of the

5 door handle on the left door as i t would be in the
6 closed position.
7

Am I getting that right?

That

would be the left door.

8

A.

Correct.

9

Q.

Okay.

So -- and just to be accurate in

10

describing that picture, that picture shows that in

11

the closed position, I guess the handle that -- I

12

call i t the handle.

l3

that a handle?

That white extended rod, is

14

A.

Correct, it is.

15

Q.

Okay.

The handle

in order to engage

16

that handle, it would be located behind the person

17

sitting in that seat's left shoulder area, left

18 midback area, depending upon their height?
19

A.

Yes.

20

Q.

Okay.

And the same would be true -- I can
This is another Leading Edge

21

show you a picture.

22

picture, Document 1065, which is the right- hand

23

door. And so again, the handle in that up position

24

leaning against the seat would be then behind the

25

person sitting, their right shoulder, right upper
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1 body as they sat in the seat facing forward?

2

A.

Correct.

3

Q.

Those -- do those accura~ely describe the

4 positions of the handle when the door is in the
5
6

closed position on the left and right?

A.

Well, they wo~ld when you explained how it

7

would be.

8

one that was 1065, which is labeled right-hand door,

9

and what I'm looking at is the same -- looks like

I would tell you that I'm looking at this

10

the same steel latch plate that's en 1040.

But you

11

know what? They're not my pictures, so -- but you're

12

right.

13

your shoulder blade, left for left door and right

14

for right door.

In other words 1 the latch would be about

15

Q.

Yeah.

16

A.

Right.

17

Q.

So I may have -- I may have screwed up in

Behind your shoulder blade?

18

labeling, okay, left- and right-hand door.

19

point would be that - -

20

the position of the handle would be against the

21

seat, behind your body?

and I

The

think as we I ve said,

22

A.

Correct.

23

Q.

On the right or left side depending upon

24

25

which door, correct?

A.

Correct.
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1

times; one's flown zero or one.

Are you going to do

2

an extended detailed briefing --

--

3

A.

I'm going to do a

4

Q.

--

5

A.

I'm going to do a standard briefing.

6

Q.

Yeah, as required by the FAA and as

or are you going to separate them?

7

required by any additional requirements under a

8

contract, correct?

9

A.

Correct, on the ground.

10

Q.

On the ground?

11

A.

Correct.

12
13

14

An~ then I can expand on that if

I need to.

Q.

Sure.

All right.

See, eventually, we can

agree to agree .

15

:MR. JOHNSON:

16

Take a break, please.

(Recess taken, 2:30 p.m. to 2:42 p.m.)

17

:MR. JOHNSON:

18

EXAMINATION

19

BY :MR.

I'm done for now.

CARPENTER:

20

Q.

Hi, Doug.

21

A.

Good afternoon.

22

Q.

Let's start at the beginning.

Mr. Johnson

23

skipped the part about who you are and why you think

24

you can talk about things, so let's start at the

25

beginning. Where do yos.. work, Doug?
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I work for a company known as Accident

2

Investigation and Reconstruction in Broomfield,

3

Colorado.

4

MR. JOHNSON:

And, Counsel, I will agree

5

that you can submit his CV with all his background

6

information in conj un(:tion with the sum,,rnary judgment

7 motion without you having to go through it all in
8

the deposition.

9

I've got no problem with that.

MR. CARPENTER:

Are you saying that you're

10

not going to object to his qualifications to offer

11

any of the opinions that he's offered?

12

MR. JOHNSON:

13

MR. CARPENTER:

I'm not going to
I'm not asking you to

14

agree to the opinions.

15

he I s qualified to render them.

16

MR. JOHNSON:

I'm asking you to agree that

I'm going -- I will

17

acknowledge that he's qualified to testify as to an

18

expert -- as an expert witness on helicopter

19

accident reconstruction. That doesn't mean that I

20

agree that his opinions are within the scope of

21

that, but I will agree that he's got the

22

qualifications to establish himself as an expert

23

witness.

24

You don't have to qua:ify him as an expert.

25

You don't have to go through all that.

MR. CARPENTER:

Well, your reservation is
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1

problematic,

Pete, because you're telling me that he

2

can be an expert but not necessarily as to these

3

opinions, but I have to qualify him on every opinion

4

he I s offering.

5

MR. JOHNSON:

6

MR. CARPENTER:

Well -I mean, I'll do it, and I

7

don't mind doing it.

We can go through his

8

qualifications on each of the opinions that he's

9

offered.

Do you actually think that there's an

10

opinion that he's offered that he's not -- I'm not

11

saying that you agree with the opinion -- that he's

12

not qualified to opine on?

13

MR. JOHNSON:

What I will agree to is that

14

if we were in trial, that the judge would allow him

15

to express those opinions.

16

that they are valid opinions or that they are not

17

built on a house of c2rds but that he'd probably be

18

able to testify.

19

in my opinion, to allow him to testify to what he

20

considers are his opinions.

21

to you,

22

hour of time.

Doug,

I'm not going to agree

So yo~ do not need to qualify him,

in that regard.

23

MR. CARPENTER:

24

MR. JOHNSON:

25

MR. CARPENTER:

Not to be disrespectful
So save us about an

Twill accept that.
Okay.

That's fine.

It does save an hour, and
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That's fine.

T
J..

don't care.

All right.
The stipulation is to the

opinions that have been rendered today and in his

6 report, not to something that he might opine later
7

on.

8

:MR. CARPENTER:

Yeah, that's fine and

9 we I re really doing this for purposes of summary
10

judgment.

11

trial --

12

If you want to take something up for

MR. JOHNSON:

Well,

I may want to take

13

something up for summary judgment after I look

14

through his file.

Q.

15

So anyway, save us all an hour.

(BY MR. CARPENTER)

Okay.

You've prepared

16

a report summarizing your investigation in this

l7

matter, correct?

18

A.

Correct.

19

Q.

Let's go to page 9 of your report.

20

There's a section on opinions, and I'm going to read

21

the opinion to you, and you can tell me what your

22

basis is and methodolosry was for reaching that

23

opinion.

24

is

25

nor had she been properly trained to function as a

11

The first one I'll read from your report

Ms. Schiff did not have sufficient experience
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1

open the door, however, I can have them open the

2

door and actually push that door open to get some

3

air .

So it's my belief that that's another

4

5

reason I believe that it's most likely that the door

6

was opened for that purpose rather than the door

7 popped open on its own.
8

Q.

Do you know whether the Hiller had these

9 kinds of controls?
10

A.

It did.

11

Q.

Is there anything else you 1 d like to add

12

on this opinion?

13

A.

No.

14

Q.

The fourth opinion is -- I 1 ll read it,

15

although I shouldn't be reading things because I

16

always screw i t up.

17

Ms. Schiff's clipboard exiting the right door of the

18

helicopter and striking the tail rotor, which caused

19

the helicopter to become uncontrollable.

'1 This accident was caused by

11

You've testified about that; Mr. Sommer's

20
21

testified about that.

You weren't present for his

22

testimony, but are there any facts you'd like to add

23

that support this opinion?

24

A.

No, not that I haven't talked about today.

25

Q.

The fifth opinion going on over to page 10
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l

is as follows:

2

Fish

3

clipboard, this accident would not have occurred."

4

Does this opinion depend on how the door

5
6

came

&

11

If Ms. Schiff had followed Idaho

Game procedure~ by properly securing her

to be open?

A.

7

It does not.

MR. JOHNSON:

And just for the record,

I 1m

8

going to object to his testifying to that because he

9

is, in effect, testifying on proximate cause, which

10

I don't think is proper for any expert.

11

want to let you know that you can ask the questions,

12

but I'm going to object to that opinion on summary

13

judgment because it's the ultimate opinion.

14

Q.

(BY MR. CARPENTER)

So I just

You answered the

15

question. Are there any facts in support of this

16

opinion that you haven't testified about already

CI

today?

J_ '

18

A.

I don't believe so, no.

19

Q.

No. 6, the opinion is nThere is no

20

evidence that any actions by the pilot caused or

21

contributed to this accident.

22

Have you --

J ..

11

n the course of sitting here

23

today and being examined by Mr. Johnson and your

24

review of the evidence, do you disagree with this

25

opinion at all?
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1

which case that's the~~ responsibility as a crew

2

member.

3

Q.

Page 94

You've examined the door handles in the

4 subject helicopter?
5

A.

Yes.

6

Q.

When the door -- can the door open without

7

the handle moving forward?

8

A.

I don't believe so, no.

9

Q.

When the door of the helicopter

10

spontaneously came open in earlier incidents, would
the handle have gone forward?

12

A.

I

can't answer that.

I

don't know, but in

13

order for you to open the door normally, whether it

14

comes open by your energy or some other energy,

15

it's my understanding the latch would have to unlock

16

itself.

17

Q.

18

19
20

A.

25

I don't know.

I don't believe so, no.

I

don't have any evidence that it can.
MR. CARPENTER:

All right.

Let's take a

break.

(Recess taken, 2:55 p.m. to 3:04 p.m.)

23
24

Can the door open without the handle

coming forward?

21
22

then

Q.

(BY MR. CARPENTER)

Doug, let me ask you a

question about your Opinion No. 5.
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opinion which Mr. Johnson objects at the top of page

2 10.

What's the factual basis for this opinion?

3

A.

The factual basis is the helicopter

4

passenger briefing, Idaho Fish & Game flight

5

discipline, which is described on page 9, very top

6 paragraph.
7
8
9

Q.

Could you read your description from page

9 that you I re referring to?

A.

"The Idaho Fish & Game helicopter

10

passenger briefing contains a checklist of items

11

marked flight discipline.

12

saying follow pilot's instructions.

13

states loose items inside the aircraft, secured and

14

manageable.

15

the information contained in the aforementioned

This section starts by
The next item

Ms. Schiff should have been aware of

16 briefing procedure."
17

Q.

Are there any other facts you haven't

18

already testified to that you use as your basis for

19

Opinion No. 5?

20

A.

No, I think ~hat is the basis of it.
·.p
l ....

And

21

then, of course, the fact that

22

person that has an item beyond this, it would be

23

common sense to make sure that you hold on to

24

things, such as your coat and hat and whatever you

25

have inside the helicopter.
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210 N. Higgins Avenue Suite 336
&lissoula, Montana 59802
(406) 543-0511
carpentc@carpenterlawfurnplc.co111
l1.ttornev for Plaintiff
,I

IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
LEWIS COUNTY

PERRY I<JUNITT,

)

Plaintiffs,
v.

IDAJ-IO DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND GAME, and
STATE OF IDAHO,
Defendants.

)
')

No. CV 12-146

)

AFFIDAVIT OF

)

LARRY GRANDY

)

)
)
)

_________ )

Comes now Larry Grandy, duly ::o-wom, and states as follows:
1.

In December 2013, I was retained by Mr. Perry Krinitt to provide

consulting and expert witness services in regards to the accident of helicopter N 67264
that occurred on 31 August 2010. My observations and opinions would be to rebut
the opinions expressed by Mr. Colin Sommer.

245

2.

I am an FAA certificated helicopter pilot with ratings as an _,r-\irline

Transport Pilot, Certificated Flight Instructor (Helicopter) Instrument. I have over
forty-six years of flying experience, and approximately 8,850 flight hours. My service
h"l the United States Marine Corps included tours as a squadron Commanding Officer
and Marine .Aircraft Group Executive Officer, flying a wide variety of aircraft and
missions. In the civilian world, I have served as company Chief Pilot, FAA 135 Check
i\innan, Flight Instructor, Training Coordinator, and Safety Officer. I currently serve
as an Emergency Acromedical Services helicopter pilot. As a safety consultant and
expert \1.t1.tness I have investigated over fifty aircraft accidents, most involving
helicopters. I am a graduate of the University of Southern California's Aviation Safety
and Security Program.
3.

In reaching the opinions in my Report and in tl1is Affidavit, I have

reviewed the following references: Peter Johnson Request for Summary Judgment,
NTSB Report WPR10FA440, NTSB Docket WPR10FA440, Federal Aviation
Regulations, US Department of Intuior Final Report concerning this accident, USDA
Forest Service Report, Law Enforcement Agency Reports, Deposition of Jim Pope
Jr., Deposition of Mike Atchison, Deposjtion of Luke Rinebold, Deposition of Jay
Crenshaw, Deposition of Joseph Dupont, Deposition of Clay Hickey, Expert Report
of Doug Stimpson, Expert Report of Colin Sommer, J~cading Edge Aviation
Documents, Idaho Department of Fish and Game Documents, Flight Safety Training
Histories for Ms. Schiff and :rvfr. Barrett,
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Aviation Training }'vfodules, Scene and ·wreckage Inspection Photographs, Telephone
Conference with Jim Pope Jr. & Sparky Bloodsworth, 1/9/2014, Deposition of Colin
Sommer.
4.

On 31 August 2010, a flight in helicopter N67264 was originated from

Skid Row Seaplane Base (\WT33) in the vicinity of Clarkston, WA. There were three
persons aboard the UH-12E Soloy Conversion helicopter: The pilot in command
(PIC), Mr. Perry Krinitt, Ms. Danielle Schiff and Mr. Larry Barrett, both employees of
the of the Idaho Department of Fish and Game Department (IDFG). The purpose
of the flight was to conduct a wildlife survey in the vicinity of Selway Falls, ID. The
female biologist, Ms. Schiff, was in possession of a metal clipboard that would be
used for recording data during the survey. Additionally, Ms. Schiff indicated to the
owner that she was prone to airsickness and that this was her first helicopter flight.

1

After thorough briefings the flight departed at 08:50 PDT. At approximately 09:29
PDT, J'vfr. Knnitt made a radio call to STATECOMM that they were "Landing
Kamiah." 2 This was an unplanned stop and no reason was given for the landing at
Kamiah airport.
5.

The helicopter crash occurred in Kamiah approximately 4-6 rr1inutes

after the "Landing Kamiah" radio call was made. The Idaho State Police report
indicates 09:35 PDT as the Report Time of the accident. 3 Medical personnel declared

1

Pope deposition p. 71
NTSB Report p. 1
3
Attachment #4 of State Responses to Rl~PD p. 2, 6
2
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Mr. Kr:initt and Ivfs. Schiff dead at the scene. Mr. Barrett was transported by
ambulance, but died enroute to the hospital.
6.

The National Transportation Safety Board investigation revealed that the

clipboard in the cockpit exited the cockpit and struck the helicopter's tail rotor. This
was the same clipboard that Ms. Schiff would have used for recording observations
during the survey and the same clipboard t.hat rested on her seat when she boarded
the helicopter. The investigation did not reveal any pre-mishap difficulties with the
engine, transmissions, or rotor systems. The exiting of the IDFG clipboard from the
helicopter cockpit and immediate striking of the tail rotor caused the helicopter to
crash.
7.

Ms. Schiff had the least amount of aviation experience of the two

biologists. She had flown in fixed wing aircraft during the 2003-2004 timcframe, and
then had a break in service from IDFG and flying duties. She returned to the IDFG
in January 72008. This flight was her first since 2004 and first time to fly in a
helicopter. The IDFG safety policy requires employees flying in low altitude
operations in helicopters or fixed vl:ing to take appropriate safety courses. Every three
years they must attend "in-person" flight safety training. The ot.her two years they
complete on-line training modules. After her return to IDFG, I\1s. Schiff did not
attend the required, "in-person," training. She did complete the online training in early
August 2010. The IDFG safety policy also calls for flying employees to read the Flight
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Policy A-17.04 and provide certification to their supervisors. There is no evidence that
Ms. Schiff completed this requirement.
8.

Federal Aviation Regulation Part 1, Definitions and Abbreviations,

provides the following definitions for a Flightcrew Member and a Crewmember:
Flightcrew member- a pilot, flight engineer, or £light navigator assigned
to duty in an aircraft during £light rime.
Cre·wmember - a person assigned to perform duty in an aircraft during
flight time.
It is accurate to say that Ms. Schiff and Mr. Barrett were not Flightcrew Members on
this accident flight. To that extent Mr. Sommer's discussion is correct. However, the
definition of Crewmember accurately depicts their purpose for participating in the
accident flight. Mr. Krinitt, the PIC, would have been unable to conduct this survey
by himself. His duty was to fly the helicopter. IDFG's aerial wildlife survey mission

required that a primary and secondary observer be assigned for duty in the helicopter
durii+ig flight time. The IDFG intended that those employees, who flew lower altitude
survey missions, receive the required safety training, as well as survival gear, flight
suits, helmets, and other equipment necessary to meet the flight requirements of the
missions. For this mission the IDFG employees were Crewmembers, not passengers
who were along-for-the-ride. Ms. Schiff and Mr. Barrett were not paying to fly; they
were compensated for the skills they provided during the flight. Throughout the
policy, training and contract documentation provided by IDFG for this case, the
personnel that fly the survey missions are referred to as crewmembers, employees,
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observers and passengers. However, the extensive training in General Safety, Aviation
Safety, Normal Procedures, Briefings, Emergency Procedures, Communications, etc.
are the type of training required of crewmembers. The IDFG also exercised
Operational Control4 over the helicopter during the scheduled flight. This means that
the biologists, as IDFG employees, had the authority to conduct or terminate the
flight at any time during the mission. This authority is not provided to passengers.
Additionally, IDFG does not break contracted flights into separate legs where the
safety of flight responsibilities of IDFG personnel aboard is different. Contrary to Mr.
Sommer's opinion in his deposition, it is my opinion that J\fa. Schiff and Mr. Barrett
were crewmembers for all legs of this flight.
9.

The aircraft was a Hiller UH-12E Soloy Conversion, registration number

N67264. It was owned and operated by Leading Edge Aviation (LEA). The helicopter
had received an Annual Inspection in April 2010 and a 100 Hour Inspection in July
2010, and had flown approximately 80 hours since the 100 Hour Inspection.
10.

In February 2002, the aircraft was modified by replacing the standard

Hiller doors with left and right ''bubble doors." The advantage of the bubble door
was to provide enhanced vertical visibility from the cockpit, as well as providing a
roomier cockpit.

4

US Department of Interior Final Report p. 2
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11.

The modification plan was approved by the F lv\ and completed

utilizing FAA Form 337. This allows for modifications to individual aircraft and can
be used for major alterations such as this one. It is commonly used in general aviation.
Included in this alteration was the change of the door handles. The handles were
easier to operate and superior to those on the standard Hiller door. In his deposition
Mr. Pope indicated that inadvertent opening of the doors were far more frequent with
the standard Hiller doors than with t.1-ie bubble doors. 5 He considers the standard
Hiller door to be "junk" that is weaker in structure and awkward to open. 6
12.

The modified door/handle for the bubble doors is a central issue in the

report authored by Mr. Colin Sommer, "Schiff Report of Findings." Mr. Sommer
stated that the FA/1. 337 Form and modification" ... received an individual aircraft
specific FJ-L,\ field approval." and that, "The approval is legal and is not uncommon
in the aviation industry ... " 7 However, later in the paragraph he implies that the door
handles, manufactured by Air Tractor Company, are for use only on fixed wing
aircraft. This is not the case. If the FAA inspector reviewing the materials described in
the Form 337 determines the door handles are acceptable for use on a different
category of aircraft, then the inspector may approve that modification. In this specific
case, the FAA Inspector approved the description of data and procedures, and the
modification was legal.

5

Pope deposition p. 29
Pope deposition p. 29-30
'.7 Schiff Report of Findings p. 4
6
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13.

The Form 337 also stipulated that the left and right doors hardware and

attach points would be specifically checked at 100 hour and annual inspections. As
indicated above in the "Aircraft Information and Investigation" paragraph, 100 Hour
and Annual Inspections were appropriately conducted, and the helicopter was
considered airworthy. 8
14.

In late June or early July of 2010, Mr. Pope experienced several

inadvertent right door openings while flying N67264. The flight operations conducted
were agricultural spraying, which involved numerous 180-degree turns, high gross
weights, significant airspeed changes and sigriificant airframe vibrations. All of the
inadvertent door openings occurred without a passenger/ crewmember in the right
seat and the door only opened one and a half to two inches.
15.

9

Inadvertent door openmgs are not unusual in helicopters. In any flight

mode a helicopter has a high degree of airframe vibration. The vibrations arc much
worse at slower airspeeds and higher gross weights due to power changes. The
vibration causes parts to move and rattle. If the door handles and other parts are not
appropriately adjusted, the door may pop open. Some manufacturers have added
caution lights to the door systems, which inform the pilot that a door latch is loose or
open. In my forty-five years of helicopter flying I have had a door pop open at least
once on every model I have flown. But in all cases of inadvertent door openings, the
8

9

FAA Form 337 dtd. 2-19-2002 p. 2
Pope deposition p. 185
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door would only open a smali amount due to the force of the outside air on the
exterior of the door.
16.

In my experience, some doors were easy to close after opening in flight

and some were more difficult. If the pilot or crewmember could not close the door in
flight, a safe landing was accomplished to close the door. As the problem was
discovered in each aircraft, maintenance personnel were advised and adjustments were
completed. The identical maintenance actions occurred with helicopter N67264. Mr.
Pope advised Mr. Bloodsworth, the LEA mechanic, of the inadvertent openings. Mr.
Bloodswot-th made the adjustments and the door "operated perfectly."
17.

10

On 9 January 2014, I interviewed J\1r. Pope and Mr. Bloodsworth v"ia a

conference call. Mr. Pope rcmembc-red the incidents of the right bubble door popping
open during the spraying operations in June or July 2010. He was always able to easily
close and latch the door himself, and nothing exited the cockpit, as all items had been
secured. lvir. Pope stated in his deposition that closing the bubble <loot on the Hiller
UH-12E in flight" .. .is as easy to close as a lid on a laptop."11 Pot the flight back to
Clarkston he utilized a bungee cord to prevent the door from opening. Mr. Pope told
me that after the adjustments to the door were made, there were no further
inadvertent door openings. He was not aware of any inadvertent door openings
between the July 2010 100 Hour Inspection and the accident. The helicopter flew
approximately 80 hours after the 100 Hour Inspection.
10
11

Pope deposition p. 114-115
Pope deposition p. 29

Affidavit of Larry Grandy - 9

18.

During examination of LEA provided documents, two photographs

were found. The first was LEA 001144, which is Hiller helicopter N67264 with the
bubble doors. Mr. Pope stated that with the handle in the closed position, the
shoulder of the person sitting on that seat would effectively block that handle from
inadvertently coming forward and allowing the door to open. 12 The identical situation
would exist on the right door and handle (See Attachments).
19.

Ms. Schiff was not properly trained or certified to fly on this flight. Due

to her break in service with IDFG, she was required to attend classroom, in-person
aviation safety training before flying. She did not attend that training, even though it is
required by IDFG safety policy. Additionally, she did not submit certification that she
had read that same safety policy. She was prone to airsickness. Her last flights were in
2004 in a fixed wing aircraft. Her first flight in approximately six years was her first
flight in a helicopter. It is my opinion and experience that professional training is an
essential requirement for safe operations in and around aircraft, particularly
helicopters. IDFG did not require ~Vis. Schiff to comply with the minimal
requirements of the IDFG safety policy.
20.

Ms. Schiff was in possession of the metal clipboard when the helicopter

departed, and she had been thoroughly briefed to keep the clipboard secured during
the flight.

12

Telephone conference 1/9/2014

Affidavit of Larry Grandy-10
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21.

At approximately 0933-34 PDT, in the vicinity of Kamiah, the metal

clipboard was allowed to exit the helicopter cockpit. It struck the tail rotor, causing
the tail rotor blades and the gearbox to break off. The helicopter became
uncontrollable and crashed, killing all three occupants.
22.

It is the opinion of Mr. Sommer that "The right side door of the aircraft

opened due to the defective nature of the modified door and latch system ... " 13 He
also states, "The modifications of the door and latch system were faulty in design and
did not allow for a for a secure latch or positive locking mechanism of the door to be
maintained .in flight." 14 In response: The FAA approved the Form 33 7 that pro-vided
the data for the modifications to the doors and latch assemblies. The doors and latch
assemblies were not defective.
23.

It is the opinion of Mr. Sommer that the there had been numerous

inadvertent door open.ings prior to the accident. He indicates that the company was
aware of the problem, and the discrepancy was not corrected properly.
In response: Mr. Pope .indicated in his deposition that after the inadvertent openings
in June or July 2010, he advised Mr. Bloodsworth of the discrepancy. Mr.
Bloodsworth adjusted the door handle and corrected the discrepancy. After the

13
14

Schiff Report of Findings, Opinion 9
Schiff Report of Findings, Opinion 11
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adjustment, there were no further inadvertent door openings. 15 This was reiterated
during the telephone conference of 9 January 2014. 16
24.

As stated earlier in paragraph 19, it is my opinion that IDFG did not

ensure that Ms. Schiff complete the required IDFG safety policy training. She was not
qualified for low altitude operations in helicopters or fixed wing, much less for her
first-ever helicopter flight. Based on Ms. Schiff's own comments that she was prone
to airsickness, a likely reason for the exit of the clipboard was that Ms. Schiff
experienced significant nausea, opened the right cockpit door and allowed the
clipboard to exit the cockpit. During the NTSB's examination of the wreckage, a
"Sea-Band," which is an anti-nausea wearable band was found. It was in an unopened
plastic case secured in the right-side external rack. However, if the door came open
for any other reason, she was srill responsible for maintaining control of the
clipboard. Per the briefing prior to the flight she was instructed by the PIC to keep
the clipboard secured. Regardless of how the door opened, l\1s. Schiff was still
responsible for keeping the clipboard secure.
She did not maintain the required level of security, and the clipboard exited the
cockpit, struck the tail rotor, causing the helicopter to become uncontrollable and
crash.

15
16

Pope deposition p. 114-115
Telephone conference 1/9/2014
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Further affiant sayeth not.
DATED this /

day of April, 2014.

LARRY GRANDY

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

\

County of San Diego

. SS.
)

I

On this !J.!f:day of April, 2014, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public
in and for the State of California, personally appeared LARRY GRANDY known to
me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the within instrument, and
acknowledged to me that he executed the same.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, J have hereunto set my hand and affixed by
notarial seal on the day and year first a b ~
< .
i

(SEAL)
ARTHEA COOK
Commission # 1982680
Notar¥:Piibl1c- California

(Printed Name)
Notary Public for the State of California
Residing at
CJ/JJt,.[51;?1'"lJ
, California
l'vfy commission expires Otf
/2-c;/0

./2-/

7

· fill q~~ County
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Carpenter

No. 8322
L.a1:ue1ner Law Firm plc

210 . -1-,1-,~·v Avenue Suite
ivfi.ssoula, Montana 59802

(406) 543-0511
rnrpentc@rnrpenterlawfirrnplc.cQID

Attorney for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT

LEWIS COUNTY
PERRY KRINITI.,

)
)

Plaintiff,

No. CV 12-146

)
)

v.

)
)

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
FISH &'JD GAME, and

STATE OF lDAHO)

AFFIDAVIT OF
DOUGLAS STIMPSON

)

)
)
)

Defendants.
)
________
_)
(State of Colorado
(

(County of
(

I, Douglas Stimpson, swear and affirm:
1.

I am a resident of the State of Colorado. I am over the age

2.

I submit thi:s affidavit in support of PlaL.1.tiff's opposition to lJetenonnts

motion for summary judgment.
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3.

I am the Vice President of Accident Investigation & Reconstruction, Inc.

("AIR, Inc.") located in Broomfield, Coiorado.

I am an aviation safety investigator and an

aviation accident reconstructionist for both aircraft and helicopters. I have been engaged in this

work for more than 40 years. As part of the numerous aviation accidents that I have reviewed,
analyzed, and reconstructed, I rely on my education, training, and experience in crash
kinematics, piloling, maintenance, failure analysis, aircraft certification, aircraft manufacturing,
crew factors, and wreckage investigation. In the past 25 years, I have been retained as an expert

aviation safety investigation and accident reconstructionist on more than 1,000 occasions. I have

testified in state and federal coUrts all across the United States and have never failed to qualify as

an expert w:itness as to accident reconstruction. I have investigated thousands of aviation aircraft
crashes. I have also performed hundreds of investigations on engines and engine wreckage
remains from aircraft crashes.
4.

1 have logged over 11,800 hours of flight time and hold the following

current ratings issued by the Federal Aviation Administration: Airline Transport Pilot MultiEngine Land ("ATP-MEL,,); Airport Transport Pilot Single-Engine Land ("ATP-SEL");

Certified Flight Instructor Single Engine ("CFI"); Certified Flight Instructor Multi-Engine
("CFI-MEI"); Certified Flight Instructor Instruments ("CFII"); Certified Flight Instructor
Helicopter (CFI-:H); Commercial Pilot Single-Engine Seaplane ("SES"); Commercial Pilot
Rotorcraft Helicopter ("CPR"); Certified Aircraft. Dispatcher (''ADX"); Advanced Ground

Instructor ("AGl"); Basic Ground Instructor ("BGI"); Airframe and Powerplant Mechanic
("A&P"); and an Inspection Authorization ("IA").

5.

I have engaged in significant research ruid development with regard to

numerous aspects of aircraft manufacturing. I have engaged in production manufacturing work,
product flight testing, methods engineering, development manufacturing, static load testing,

aircraft fatigue testing, as well as aircraft fit, form, and function and field evaluation.

2
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6.

On numerous occasions during my career I have been responsible for

supervising flight and non-flight crew necessary for completing aviation missions of various
types.

7.

I have been employed as an instructor by the University of Southern

California in Los Angeles, California, as an Aviation Safety and Security Program instructor
with the Viterbi School of Engineering. I have also established two FAA repair stations known

as Colorado Aircraft Services) Inc. and Turbo West in Colorado, which were 24-hour, full
service, fixed-base operations engaged in aircraft sales; turbine and piston engine maintenance;

minor and major airframe repairs; aircraft crash retrieval and accident investigation; aircraft and
engine rebuilding; and flight training for airplanes and helicopters.

8.

My background and qualifications are set forth m my CV which 1s

attached here to as Exhibit A, and is incorporated by reference.

9.

On August 31, 2010, a Hiller UH-12E/Soioy helicopter, N67264, crashed

m Kamiah, ID.

I was requested to conduct a forensic investigation of the circumstances

surrounding the accident and determine the cause of the crash of the aircraft.
I 0.

My findings and conclusions about the accident are set forth in my report

of December 2, 2012, attached hereto as Exhibit B.
11.

I was deposed in this matter on March 11, 2014.

In addition to the

opinions and conclusions set forth in my report, I incorporate by reference the responses to tl1e
questions posed to me during the deposition.
12.

The opinions and conclusions stated by me in thls matter, both in my

3
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report and in my deposition, are held by me to a reasonable degree of professional cerlainty.
l declare under penalty of perjury lhat the foregoing ·

-

/j-

I

LISA Ai'IN SARNO
NOTARY PUBLIC
STATE OF COLORADO
. . n expires 04/05/2015
My co{1llIUSs10

e and correct.

D(?,,9~las Stimpson, Vice President and Chief

IJ)fotestigator
A..cddent Investigation & Reconstruction, Inc.
/ 11740 Airport Way
Broomfield, Colorado 80021
(303) 438-8230

[SEAL]
This Affidavit of Douglas Stimpson was signed and sworn before me by Douglas
Stimpson on
g_ \ L ~ 1 :;),[\ \ L\
in the County of
0\0..AS;t\\:\DG
, State of Colorado.

By

Notary Public# J-(j()~)-LtC ~-r:;sl 0
My commission expires
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Accident Investigation & Reconstruction
11840 Airport Way, Hangar 35D
Broomfield, Colorado 80021

Phone:303-438-8230
Fax: 303-438-8510
Email: hanga1@pirinc-co.com

December 2, 2013

Charley Carpenter, Esq.
Carpenter Law Firm PLC
Missoula, Montana 59802

Dear Mr. Carpenter:

I am submitting this report in the matter of Krinitt v. Idaho Department of Fish and Game.

ACCIDENT BRIEF
The accident occurred on August 31, 2010, at about 9:29 pacific daylight time (PDT), near
Kamiah, Idaho. A Hiller UH-12E/Soloy helicopter, N67264, was destroyed when it impacted
terrain after striking power lines and a travel trailer. The commercial pilot and two crcwmembers
were fatally injured. The two crewmembers were biologists with the Idaho Department of Fish
and Game. At the time of the accident, the helicopter was positioning for a wildlife survey flight.
The helicopter was registered to Valley Aviation of Clarkston, Washington, and was operated by
the Idaho Department of Fish and Game. Visual flight conditions prevailed at the time of the
accident. A "notification of automated flight following" (AFF) had been filed with the Idaho
State Commw1ications Center.
THE PILOT
~

The accident pilot was Mr. Perry Krinht. Pilot Krinitt was employed by Leading Edge Aviation
which is also located in Clarkston, Washington. Pilot Krinitt held an FAA Commercial Pilot
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Certificate with a rating for Rotorcraft, Helicopter. According to information provided to NTSB
personnel by Leading Edge, pilot Krinitt had approximately 9,000 hours of total flight time, all
of which was in helicopters. He reported about 300 hours in the accident helicopter make and
model. His most recent flight review was performed in October, 2009. Pilot Krinitt also held an
FAA second class medical certificate dated October, 2009.
According to information provided by the Idaho Department of Fish and Game, Pilot Krinitt had
been properly trained and approved by the United States Department of the Interior (USDI), in
accordance with Idaho Department of Fish and Wildlife requirements, and was current to fly
missions for the Idaho Department of Fish and Wildlife.

FLIGHT CREWMEMBERS

Because the subject survey flight required trained pers01mel to be onboard the helicopter, the two
Idaho Department of Fish and Game biologists are considered required crewmembers. Per the
agreement between the United States and the State of Idaho, operational control of the aircraft is
assigned to the Idaho Department of Fish and Game.
Mr. Larry Barrett was the senior biologist and had about 10 years' experience doing the type of
survey work planned for the accident flight. Most of this work was reportedly performed in
helicopters. Mr. Barrett owned a Cessna 150 single-engine aircraft and had reportedly flown for
about 10 years.
Ms. Danielle Schiff was the other biologist on the flight. Ms. Schiff had reported that her
experience included low-altitude survey flights in fixed-wing aircraft between 2000 and 2004.
Records provided indicate that Ms. Schiff was required to take formal classroom training as to
the requirements and procedures required by the Idaho Department of Fish and Game to perform
the subject fish survey.
Mr. Jay Crenshaw is a Regional Wildlife Officer and Regional Flight Safety Officer for the
Idaho Department of Fish and Game. A letter from Mr. Crenshaw dated September 3, 2010
addressed flight training of Ms. Schiff and Mr. Barrett. In the Letter, Mr. Crenshaw stated that
due to the "desired timeframe for the survey" he believed that Ms. Schiff could complete the
required training by completing the required online training modules and by reading a package of
material outlining protocol and procedures used by the Idaho Department of Fish and Game.
Records provided show that Ms Schiff did complete an OAS Basic Safety course on April 6,
2003.
The records show that she also completed 5 online "Basic Safety" modules which included Crash
Survival, Preflight Checklist Briefing, Aviation Mishap Reporting, Aviation Life Support
Equipment, and Aviation Safety. There were no other records indicating that Ms. Schiff received
any additional Flight Safety training.

2

The Idaho Fish and Game Regional
of Procedures for Monitoring Low Level Aerial
Survey Operations states the Flight afety Training requirements in Section II E. This section
states the following:
1. "Employees who will be flyi g in low-elevation helicopter or fixed-wing aircraft for any
department work are require to take in-person flight safety training (B3 Certification)
every 3rd year; The in-betwe n years require computer training located at
http://iat.nifc.gov/." Employ es need to complete modules A-101, 105, 106, 108, and
113, and take the tests at the nd of each. Employees must let their regional safety
instructor and/or supervisor 1 now that they have completed the training."
2. "In addition to the above flig t
flying must read the flight p
have read and understood th
documented and forwarded t

training requirements, each employee who will be
17 .04 in its entirety and sign the certification that they
(Appendix C). This ce1iification memo must be
supervisor and regional flight safety officer."

There is no evidence that Ms. Schif signed the certification and returned it to her superiors, or
that her superiors made any effort to follow up on the lack of proper documentation in the file.

THE HELICOPTER
The accident helicopter was a Hiller UH-12E/Soloy which was manufactured in 1965. The
helicopter was converted to turbine ower in 1981 by the installation of a Soloy conversion. The
Hiller UH-12E uses a two blade mai 1 rotor and a two blade tail rotor. The helicopter has an allaluminum structure with skid type 1 nding gear. The cyclic control system uses two "servo
paddles" mounted 90 degrees to the ain rotor blades. These paddles are connected to the
cockpit cyclic control and are used t change the pitch of the main rotor blades. The helicopter
has a "bubble canopy" with seating or three abreast, with the pilot in the center seat. The flight
instruments and flight controls are c ntrally mounted.
The Hiller UH-12E was originally c rtified with a 305 horsepower Lycoming VO-540-AlA sixcylinder, air-cooled engine. The ace dent helicopter had been modified with a Soloy conversion
which replaces the Lycoming recipr
engine with an Allison/Rolls Royce 250-C20B
turboshaft engine producing 400 sh ft hm·sepower.
Figure 1 below is an exemplar Hille

3

Figure 1

The accident helicopter was equipped with external racks on the left and right of the fuselage,
which were about 6 feet long, 2 feet wide, and 4 inches deep.
According to the records, the helicopter's last annual inspection was performed on April 2, 20 10.
The engine had received a 100 hour inspection on July 11, 2010.

LEADING EDGE AVIATION
Leading Edge Aviation LLC is a helicopter services company based in Clarkston, Washington. It
is certificated by the FAA to operate in accordance with FAR Part 13 3, 13 5 and 13 7.
Leading Edge specializes in wildlife capture and agricultural operations. According to their
website, they contract with private individuals, state and federal government agencies and film
crews, among others.

METEOROLOGICAL INFORMATION
The Kamiah Municipal Airport automated weather observation for 10:30 AM was: "wind calm,
skies clear, temperature 16 degrees C, dew point 10 degrees C, altimeter 29.99 inches Hg."

,. . Q
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COMMUNICATIONS
In accordance with Idaho Department of Fish and Game procedures, the accident helicopter filed
a flight plan for the accident flight with "StateComm." Information obtained on the Idaho
Department of Health and Welfare website states: "Idaho State EMS Communications Center
(StateComm) is an emergency communications center located in Meridian, Idaho. The center
operates 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year."
The Idaho StateComm network provides dispatch and communications for state agencies such as
the Idaho State Police, Idaho Department of Transportation and others·. State Comm also provides
voice communications and tracking of aircraft. Aircraft are tracked by a GPS and satellite/web
based system which provides aircraft location, speed, heading, altitude, and flight history. This
system requires dedicated hardware in the aircraft and requires that the GPS be set to
automatically broadcast position information every 2 minutes.
It was found that the GPS installed in the accident helicopter was set to broadcast its position
every 6 minutes.
According to the representative of the National Business Center, USDI, the StateComm records
were the only records available for the flight. No FAA flight plan was on file for the flight.
StateComm provided two documents regarding position data for the accident flight. One
document titled "Flight Following Incident" contains Automated Flight Following (AFF)
information for the flight. The other document is titled "Miscellaneous" gave the StateComm
ground based communications regarding the flight.
The AFF file contained 6 data points. Each data point contains position and time information
based on the aircraft's GPS transmission. According to the US Dept of the Interior report, all
"time" information was manually entered by StateComm personnel with no reference to what
time zone was applicable. Because StateComm is located in Meridian, Idaho, which was on
mountain daylight time (MDT), and that the accident flight took place in the Pacific time zone
(PDT), a one hour discrepancy exists between the StateComm records and the local time for the
location where the data points actually occurred.

ACCIDENT SEQUENCE
According to the US Department of the Interior (USDI) accident report, the two Idaho Fish and
Game biologists, Mr. Barrett and Ms. Danielle Schiff, arrived at the Leading Edge facility in
Clarkston at about 8:00 AM, pacific daylight time (PDT).
The report states that the biologists met with the Leading Edge Operations Manager, Mr. Mike
Atchison, and pilot Krinitt to discuss the mission. The briefing was conducted in accordance with
the "Clearwater Regional Summary of Procedures for Monitoring Low Level Aerial Survey
Operations." The briefing covered the drainages to be surveyed, Automated Flight Following
Procedures (AFF) fuel truck location, and the use of satellite phones.
5
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The ~riefing also covered seating locations in the helicopter. Mr. Larry Barrett was reportedly
the biologist with the most experience and it was determined he would sit on the left side of the
helicopter. Ms. Danielle Schiff was to sit on the right side of the helicopter with the pilot
occupying the center seat.
Mr. Atchison also stated that pilot Krinitt instructed the two biologists that if they became sick,
to throw up down their flight suit (Atchison p89).
After the briefing, the two biologists and pilot Krinitt went to the helicopter. Pilot Krinett briefed
the biologists about the helicopter procedures and asked them what their experience was. Mr.
Barrett stated that he was a fixed wing pilot and had been in helicopters many times. Ms. Schiff
stated that she had flown telemetry in fixed wing aircraft but "not much in helicopters."
Mr. Atchison stated that he observed Ms. Schiff put a clipboard in the helicopter before she got
in (Atchison p83).
The accident helicopter departed the Leading Edge facility (WT33) in Clarkston, Washington at
about 8:45 PDT.
According to the StateComrn "Flight Following Incident" printout, the "AFF Active"
communication was received from the helicopter at 10:04 (9:04 PDT).
At 9:29 PDT, pilot Krinett advised StateComm that the aircraft was "landing at Kamiah." No
further transmissions were received from the helicopter.
According to the flight plan, the helicopter was scheduled to make a fuel stop at Selway Falls
and then proceed to the survey location. The flight was not originally scheduled to land at
Kamiah.

WRECKAGE INFORMATION

The helicopter's wreckage was located in a residential area, about one mile northwest of the
Kamiah Airport (S73). According to NTSB personnel, the debris field was about 1,500 feet long.
The helicopter's tail boom impacted a travel trailer in a driveway. One of the main rotor blades
had sliced through the trailer. The engine remained attached to its mounts. The transmission,
mast and main rotor blades were separated but were present at the accident site. The cockpit
canopy frame and Plexiglas was shattered into multiple pieces. According to first responders, all
three occupants were found secured in their seats.
NTSB personnel observed that damage to the main wreckage was consistent with a "high
velocity, near vertical trajectory."
--

Each of the helicopter's doors had a "bubble window" installed. The door latch mechanisms had
been modified in accordance with an FAA form 337 dated February 2002. According to the
6

Hiller representative who was present at the initial inspection, the door latch mechanisms were
different from the original door latches. The Hiller door latches operate by moving the handle
fore and aft. The accident helicopter door latches operate by rotating the latch handle 180
degrees.
The left door exhibited crush and folding damage and remained attached to the helicopter's
structure. The right door was found to have broken from the main structure with impact damage
to its lower area.
Both of the main rotor blades remained attached to the main rotor hub with both blades
exhibiting significant bending and fracture damage. Inspection of the blades revealed evidence of
multiple strikes on the tail boom.
The aft section of the tail boom was found separated from the aircraft just forward of the aft tail
rotor driveshaft pillow block. Witness marks were consistent with a main rotor blade strike. The
tail rotor gearbox was fractured from its mounting, likely due to a main rotor blade strike. No
evidence of an in-flight failure of the tail rotor drive was observed.
The tail rotor was found in three sections: the main hub assembly with both blade roots attached,
and both outboard blade sections. Each blade was separated approximately 12 inches from the
blade root. The tail rotor blades were reportedly the first items located along the debris path.
One blade displayed leading edge crush damage in a chord wise direction. The crush damage
was present on both segments of the blade (inner and outer) indicating that it occurred before the
blade separation occurred. The crush damage and paint transfer was consistent with damage to a
metal clipboard that was found in the same area of the debris field.
The other tail rotor blade displayed a small dent in the leading edge. Other than being separated
in the same location as the other blade, it displayed no other notable damage.
Several sections of an aluminum clipboard were recovered early in the debris field, one of which
had an "Idaho Fish and Game" sticker attached. All three pieces of the clipboard displayed
creasing, tearing and paint transfer marks which were consistent with the clipboard being struck
by the tail rotor blades.

MEDICATION
A bottle marked "Advil Liquid Gels" was found at the accident site. It was found to contain four
different medications. Two capsules in the bottle were identified as Advil gel caps, with 35
tablets also identified as Advil. The bottle also contained 1 pink and 12 green tablets with the
letter "P" stamped on them.
An anti-nausea band, also known as a "Sea Band" was located in an unopened plastic container,
secured in the right external rack.

7
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WITNESS STATEMENTS
Several witnesses observed the helicopter while it was in various stages of the accident sequence.
Most of the witnesses saw items departing from the helicopter in the area of the tail rotor.
One of these witnesses was Mr. Luke Rinebold. Mr. Rinebold stated that he was working on a
sprinkler system at a retirement home when he noticed a helicopter approaching from the west.
V/hen it reached the west edge of town 5 it started to descend.
He stated that he watched it for a while and then went back to digging until he heard a "loud
bang." He stated that he "looked up and saw a piece floating off the tail rotor. So I kept my eye
on that piece and watched the helicopter while it was crashing."
Mr. Rinebold then stated "after the bang it started slowly turning to the south and from there it
started spinning. It didn't spin all the way around, it spun back and forth (fishtailing) as it was
coming down."
Mr. Rinebold also stated that once the helicopter had descended about halfway to the ground, he
saw that the right door was open "about three feet" and someone was "leaning out" (Rinebold
p44).
He also stated that he was able to see someone's arm holding the door open (Rinebold p69)
He stated that the helicopter impacted the ground "about two blocks from where I was
watching,"

DISCUSSION
Ms. Schiff indicated to pilot Krinitt that she didn't have "much" experience flying in helicopters.
This would indicate that she likely lacked the experience to function as a crewmember on the
subject flight. There is no evidence that Ms. Schiff completed the required Idaho Fish and Game
training curriculum prior to being allowed to fly on the accident flight.
According to statements made by Mr. Mike Atchison of Leading Edge Aviation, who was
present at the time, pilot Krinitt conducted a thorough briefing before the accident flight in
accordance with Idaho Fish and Game procedures. James Pope, Jr. was also present for the
briefing. He describes a thorough briefing by pilot Krinitt. (Pope p58).
Mr. Atchison also stated that he didn't recail exactly when, but at some point he remembered Ms
Schiff saying that she had gotten airsick in the past or was susceptible to it (Atchison p95). Mr.
Pope also testified regarding Ms. Schiff s history of airsickness. (Pope p70).

8
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The Idaho Fish and Game "Helicopter Passenger Briefing" contains a checklist of items marked
"Flight Discipline." This section starts by stating: "Follow pilot Instructions." The next item
states "Loose items inside the aircraft secured and manageable." Ms Schiff should have been
aware of the information contained in the aforementioned briefing procedure.
At 9:29 AM on the accident flight, pilot Krinitt radioed StateCom that he was going to land at
Kamiah, Idaho, even though this stop was not on the aircraft's flight plan. Pilot Krinitt did not
state the reason for the stop.
There is no indication that there was any mechanical or mission related reason for the unplanned
stop in Kamiah. It is more than likely that the reason for the unscheduled stop in Kamiah was to
acc01mnodate Ms. Schiff' s motion sickness.
Similarly, there appears to be no explanation for the door opening in flight other than by the
action of the passenger sitting in the seat closest to the door. It is thus more than likely that Ms.
Schiff became ill during the flight and opened the right door for her own relief.

It is a requirement for flight safety that objects carried, worn or used by aircraft crew be
controlled by them during the flight. Inside the cockpit improperly secured objects can be a
danger in a number of ways. This includes becoming lodged in flight controls, obscuring
instruments, and interfering with crew mobility. Objects can also pose a danger to aircraft
structures, mechanics and systems, causing what is known as Foreign Object Damage (POD). In
the interest of flight safety, crew is expected to maintain control over the items in their
possession so that they do not become a threat.
The crew member on the right side of the accident aircraft had with her a clipboard in order for
her to perform her mission duties. When the right door of the accident helicopter opened in
flight, Ms. Schiff allowed the clipboard to depart the helicopter and strike the tail rotor resulting
in FOD.
OPINIONS
Ms. Schiff did not have sufficient experience, nor had she been properly trained to function as a
helicopter flight crew member on the accident flight in accordance with Idaho Fish and Game
department procedures.
The most likely reason for the unscheduled stop in Kamiah was to accommodate Ms. Schiff who
had become ill during the flight.
The most likely reason the accident helicopter's right door was opened during the flight was to
accmmnodate Ms. Schiff who had become ill.
This accident was caused by Ms. Schiff s clipboard exiting the right door of the helicopter and
striking the tail rotor which caused the helicopter to become uncontrollable.

9

If Ms. Schiff had followed Idaho Fish and Game procedures by properly securing her clipboard,
this accident would not have occuned.
There is no evidence that any actions by the pilot caused or contributed to this accident.
I reserve the right to supplement this repmi should additional information become available.
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Curriculum Vitae
of
Douglas E. Stimpson

Qualifications:

Current FAA Ratings:
Airline Transport Pilot Multi-engine Land (ATP-MEL)
Airline Transport Pilot Single-engine Land (ATP-SEL)
Certified Flight Instructor Single-engine (CFI)
Certified Flight Instructor Multi-engine (CFI-MEI)
Certified Flight Instructor Helicopter (CFI-H)
Certified Flight Instructor Instruments (CFII)
Certified Flight Instructor Single-engine Seaplane (CFI-SES)
Commercial Pilot Single-engine Seaplane (SES)
Commercial Pilot Rotorcraft Helicopter (CPR)
Certified Aircraft Dispatcher (ADX)
Advanced Ground Instructor (AGI)
Basic Ground Instructor (BGI)
Airframe & Powerplant Mechanic (A&P)
Inspection Authorization (IA)
Flight Time: 11,800+
Other Certifications
Certified Search and Rescue Scuba Diver (PADI)

Experience:

Military
USAF
Helicopter Mechanic
Helicopter Flight Mechanic
Helicopter Flight Engineer
Manufacturing
Piper Aircraft Corporation, Lakeland, Florida and Lockhaven, Pennsylvania Divisions
Production Manufacturing
Product Flight Test
Methods Engineering
Development Manufacturing
Development Flight Test
Research and Development
Testing: Static Load, Flutter, Fatigue, Service, Flight, Fit Form &
Function, and Field Evaluation
Sales & Marketing
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Curriculum Vitae
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Instructor, Piper Training Division
Pilot and Mechanic
Heavy Maintenance: Turbo Prop, Piston, and Agricultural Aircraft
Pilot (Ground & Flight Schools: Turbo Prop, Piston and
Agricultural Aircraft)
General Aviation
Turbo West, Inc., Denver, Colorado
Vice-President - Service
Aircraft Sales & Marketing New & Used
Helicopter Sales & Marketing New & Used
Established FAA :P epair Station
Obtained Supplemental Type Certificate (STC) approval on Systems and
Equipment
Established, Staffed and Managed:
Turbine Engine Trend Monitoring Division
Parts Division
Avionics Division
Quality Control
Records (Aircraft Maintenance Tracking and Record Keeping)
Turbine Engine/Hot Section Overhaul Division
Administrative Division
Colorado Aircraft Services, Inc., Denver, Colorado
President and Founder
Established FAA Repair Station
Operate and Manage 24 Hour Full Service Fixed Base Operation (FBO),
Including:
Aircraft Sales & Marketing New & Used
Helicopter Sales & Marketing New & Used
Flight Line Services
Aircraft Fueling
Turbine and Piston Engine Aircraft Maintenance
Minor and Major Airframe Repairs
Aircraft Crash Retrieval and Accident Investigation
Aircraft and Engine Rebuilding
Flight Training Division, including:
FAA Part 141 School, (Airplane & Helicopter)
FAA Part 135 Charter, (Airplane & Helicopter
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University of Southern California (USC) Los Angeles, California
Instructor, Aviation Safety and Security Program Viterbi School of Engineering

Air Safety
Accident Investigation & Reconstruction, Inc. (AIR, Inc.), Denver, Colorado
Aviation Safety Investigator
Aviation Accident Reconstructionist (Airplanes and Helicopters)
including;
Crash Kinematics
Piloting
Maintenance
Failure Analysis
Federal Aviation Regulations (FA.Rs)
Aircraft Certification and Flight Testing
Aircraft Manufacturing
Wreckage investigation, storage and analysis
FBO (Fixed Base Operations)
including;
Repair Stations
Fueling and flight line operations
Aircraft storage and hangaring
Pilot and mechanic training and certification
Aircraft records
Aircraft Sales, marketing and evaluation
Aircraft operations

Personal:
Date of Birth:
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PETER J. JOHNSON
Johnson Law Group
103 E. Indiana, Suite A
Spokane, WA 99207-2317
Phone: (509) 835-5000
Fax:
(509) 326-7503
ISB No. 4105
Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LEWIS
***
PERRY KRINITT and ERYN KRINITT
PERALTA,
NO. CV 12-146
Plamtiffs,
PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS AND ANSWERS
THERETO

V.

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND
GAME and STATE OF IDAHO,
Defendants.

***
COME NOW Defendants and pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 33, 34 and 36,
provides the following responses to Plaintiffs' First Set of Requests for Production of Documents
as follows:

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION
1.

All documents related to the helicopter crash from which this action has arisen.

RESPONSE:
Attachment 1.

NTSB Memorandum

Attachment 2.

NTSB Report

PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF REQl.JESTS FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND ANSWERS
THERETO- I
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103 E. Indiana, Suite A
Spokane, WA 99207-231,
TEL: (509) 835-5000 FAX: (509) 326-7503

Attachment 3.

News Articles

Attachment 4.

Incident Report - ISP

2.

All documents related to any investigation of the helicopter crash from which this

action has arisen.

RESPONSE:
See Attachment Nos. 1 - 4.

3.

All documents related to any rules and regulations that apply to Defendant's contract

with Leading Edge.

RESPONSE:
Attachment 5.

Service Level Agreements (Dept. Interior & State of Idaho)

Attachment 6.

Contract for Services (1406-09-80-3035)

Attachment 7.

Policy Charter of Rented Aircraft

4.

All documents related to any rules and regulation that apply to the Leading Edge

flight which ended in the crash from which this action has arisen.

RESPONSE:
See Attachment Nos. 5 - 7.

5.

All documents relating to any training Danielle Schiff had related to flight in aircraft,

whether fixed wing or helicopter.

RESPONSE:
Attachment 8.

Various Training Infonnation

Attachment 9.

Memorandum on Flight Training History

PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF REQUESTS FOR
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6.

All documents relating to any helicopter flights by Danielle Schiff.

RESPONSE:
Attachment 10.

Helicopter Flying Request

Attachment 11.

Flight Infonnation / Plan

7.

All documents relating to any history or experiences of motion sickness on the part

of Danielle Schiff.

RESPONSE:
None.

8.

All documents which relate to decedent Perry J. Krinitt.

RESPONSE:
None.

9.

All insurance agreements which may be liable, in whole or in part, to satisfy any part

of a judgment in this action.

RESPONSE:
None.
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103 E. Indiana, Suite A
Spokane, WA 99207-23 l 7
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STATE OF WASHINGTON
ss.
County of Spokane
PETER J. JOHNSON, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says:
I am the attorney for the defendant in the above-entitled action; I have read the foregoing
requests and answers thereto, know the contents thereof and I state the same to be true to the best
of my knowledge, information and belief.

~PETER J. JOHNSON
/.··

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 19th day of March, 2frl.3.

~
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NOTARY PlJBLIC in. and for the Stat~ of
Washington, residing at Spokane
.
\
My Commission Expires: ~
-..__ . /
ATTORNEY CERTIFICATION
I certify the responses in accordance with IRCP 26(f).
DATED this 19th day of March, 2013.
/-~

/

-~

. By:----:Y
/L•~;v
/' / J , /.J.:-L-~
Ji,~
/

/
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Attorney for Defendant
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I 03 E. lndiana, Suite A
Spokane, WA 99207-2317
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 2ou1 day of March, 2013, I caused to be served a copy of the
foregoing by the method indicated below and addressed to the following:
[ ]
[X]
[ ]
[ ]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile
Federal Express

[ ]

[ ]
[ ]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile
Federal Express

Paul Thomas Clark
Clark & Feeney, L.L.P.
The Train Station, Suite 106
1229 Main Street
P.O. Box 285
Lewiston, Idaho 83501-0285

[ ]
[X]
[ ]
[ ]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile
Federal Express

Thomas W. Callery
Jones, Brower & Callery, P.L.L.C.
1304 Idaho Street
P.O. Box 854
Lewiston, ID 83501

[ 7j
[X]
[ ]
[ ]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile
Federal Express

Anthony C. Anegon
Aherin, Rice & Anegon
1212 Idaho Street
P.O. Drawer 698
Lewiston, Idaho 83501

[ ]
[X]
[ ]
[ ]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile
Federal Express

Sonyalee R. Nutsch
Clements, Brown & McNichols
P. 0. Box 1510
Lewiston, ID 83501

[ ]
[X]
[ ]
[ ]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile
Federal Express

Charles H. Carpenter
Carpenter Law Firm, PLC
210 N. Higgins Avenue, Suite 336
Missoula, MT 59802
David M. Schoeggl
Mills Meyers Swartling
1000 2nd A venue, Suite 3000
Seattle, WA 98104-1064

[X]

..

,/----~

\

,____/

~

•'I

.c.--··--·- /

.-f/:~_·,
I. /.~ ./Ij/J'' ,f_~-~
? ~

PETER J. JCID;JjON
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103 E. Indiana, Suite A
Spokane, WA 99207-2317
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•
U.S. Department
of the Inte rior

National
Business
Center
SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENT
B etween the

AVIATION MANA GEMENT DIRECTORATE
NATIONAL BUSINESS CENTER
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

A nd

State of Idah o - I daho Fish and Game

AVIATION AfANAGEMENT SERVICES
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I.

STATEMENT OF LEGAL AUTHORITY

The National Business Center (NBC), Office of the Secretary, Department of the Interior agrees
to provide services and/or product support as outlined below to the State of Idaho - Idaho Fish
and Game pursuant to the Government Management Reform Act (GMRA) of 1994 and under
authority of the Interior Franchise Fund !egislation:Pub. L No. 104-208, div. A, § 101 (d) [§ 113),
as amended, which established the Department of the interior Franchise Fund. Other
authorities under which the NBC operates include the Economy Act, 31 U.S.C. 1535.
II.

PURPOSE

The purpose of this document is to identify the services and support provided to the customer
by the National Business Center, Aviation 1Vsnagement. This SLA also establishes service
levels and metrics and organizational responsibilities as applicable.
The State of Idaho - Idaho Fish and Game and the Department of the Interior, National
Business Center, Aviation Management Directorate (servicing activity) have entered into this
agreement for the purposes of establishing aviation services specifically for and behalf of the
State of Idaho - Idaho Fish and Game.

Ill.

PERIOD OF PERFORMANCE

This agreement becomes effective upon signature by all parties of the corresponding
lnteragency Agency Agreement (IM). This SLA will remain in effect until the IM is amended,
replaced, or terminated by signed, mutual agreement of both organizations. The IAA that
provides funding for the services must be renev.ed annually to ensure continuation of services.

IV.

LIST OF SERVICES

Following is a listing of Aviation Management serviees offered by NBC-AM that wiil be provided

to the customer under request under the IAA and this supporting SLA. Requests for additional
support not initially requested or included in this SLA could result in modifications to the IAA and
SLA.

Aviation Safety
..
•

Mishap prevention programs that provoe implementation of aviation safety
guidelines, goals, and safety performance metrics.
Aviation Program Evaluation

Aviation Safety Training
•
•
"'

Aviation-training services providing mowledge and expertise in aviation and accident
prevention policy, procedures, and best safe operating practices.
Development, implementation, and maintenance of an aviation-training program that
meets the customer's needs (Departmental and agency specific).
Classroom and online training as available. Online training offers web-based
instructional technology to provide custorrars the opportunity to fulfill their aviation
training requirements from their own desktop.
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Aviation Flight Services Support

.

"

Flight Requirement Analysis specific to Idaho Department of Fish and Game needs.
Acquisition Management and Support for Commercial Aviation Flight Services .
Aviation Management works with the customer to offer various aircraft procurements
tailored with the technical specifications, specifying aircraft capabilities and
limitations to meet the customer needs. Commercial aircraft and pilots are inspected
and carded to the standard required in the award.
Flight Scheduling and Coordination. Avia:ion Management offers assistance scheduling
and coordinating commercial flight missions using On-Call and Aircraft Rental
Agreement resources.

Additional requests for services such as Mishap investigation and Trend Analysis are not
included in this agreement and if required wiil require modifications to the IM and mutually
agreed to by both organizations.

V.

RESPONSBILITIES

A.

Customer Responsibilities:

1. The Idaho Department of Fish and Game (Department) agrees to provide Aviation
Management (NBC-AM) an annual summary of antcipated aerial survey projects by
November 2008 to occur in FY2009 (October 1, 2008 - September 30, 2009). The
summary will include work locations, timing, aircraft specifications, and other needed
resources.
2. The Department will abide by contract terms and conditions and consider all suitable
contractors when making a best-value determination.
3. The Department, with assistance from Aviation Management, will provide training to
statewide aerial survey personnel on contract compliance during the fall of 2008.
Additionally, annual flight safety training workshops will incorporate contract compliance
as a requirement. The Department does have the expectation that all personnel
associated with the aerial survey projects will abide by terms of the contract.
4. Ensure all requests for commercial aircraft services are properly funded and committed
within the State of Idaho - Idaho Fish and Game. The customer should provide AMD a
valid commitment document such as a Purchase Order approved by a warranted
Contracting Office.
5. Reimburse NBC-AM for services provi:::led based upon the actual contract expenditures
paid through the NBC-AM, plus any directreimbursable charges previousiy agreed
upon, and the administrative fee referenced in the IM. Billings will be processed
through US Treasury, Intra-governmental Payment and Collection System.
6. Ensure all air charter activities are documented on the form AMD-23,Aircraft Use
Reoort, with the correct organizational account information. The customer shall also
ensure that aircraft activities are properly noted on the AMD-23 and that they are signed
by an authorized representative, and forwarded to the U.S. Department of the Interior,
National Business Center, Aviation Management, 300 East Mallard Drive, Suite 200,
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Boise, Idaho 83706.
7. If needed, this agreement authorizes the customer to utilize the Aircraft Rental
Agreements (ARA) currently maintained by AMO, to acquire intermittent aviation
services that are consistent with the terms of the agreement The customer shall ensure
that individuals who are authorized to use these agreements are familiar with and
understand the terms of the agreements, as well as the procedures for procuring aircraft
and the associated documentation required to support such procurements. Aircraft may
be procured up to and including the $25,000 maximum order limitation for any given
flight or individual project Projects estimated to exceed $25,000 shall be referred to
NBC-Acquisition for procurements requiring an AMD-13. Failure to adhere to the
ordering provisions of the ARA may result in revocation of the customer's authority to
use said agreements. Training on the proper use of the ARA is available from the NBCAMO Regional Office, Flight Coordination Specialists.
8. Operational Use and Control Contract aircraft furnished as a result of this agreement,
are intended to be utilized in accordance with this agreement, including those terms and
conditions contained in the contract under which the aircraft was acquired. The using
agency agrees to comply with these terms in its utilization and operation of the aircraft
The using agency assumes operational control of contracted aircraft and associated
liability for all damages or claims arising from the operation of the aircraft.
9. Contract claims - Contract claims are defined as claims arising from the using agency's
failure to comply with the terms of the contract Contract claims arising from the breach
of duty under contracts executed as a result of this agreement will be adjudicated by the
DOI/AM on behalf of the using agency. Contract claims denied by the DOI/AM may
result in hearings and/or adjudication at the DOI, Board of Contract Appeals or the U.S.
Court of Claims. The using agency is responsible for participating in the adjudication of
such claims and to provide written statements and witnesses, as appropriate. The using
agency agrees to reimburse the DOI/AM for any and all costs associated with claims
submitted and adjudicated as a result of such contracts claims. Reimbursement shall
include actual third party settlement costs, including interest, penalties. Reimbursement
shall also include DO1/AM's costs associated with adjudicating the claim, including
salaries, travel (as necessary) and legal expenses associated with the defense and or
settlement of such claims. Payment of contract claims shall be reimbursed to the
DOI/AM within thirty (30) calendar days from date of submittal. Failure to make payment
shall result in the addition of prompt payment interest at rates determined by the
Secretary of the U.S. Treasury.
10. Tort claims (non-contract) aga·1nst agency personnel arising as a result of the operation
of contracted aircraft under thls agreement shall be adjudicated by the using agency.
The using agency shall be responsible for receiving, processing, adjudicating, settling
and payment for all such tort ciaims.
11. Cancellation of services- The customer will be responsible for NBC-AMD incurred costs
regardless of any cancellation o" services.

B.

NBC-AM Responsibilities:

1.
Provide the State of Idaho - Idaho Fish and Game with procurement of commercial
aviation flight services in direct support of customer's program needs. The Department of the
Interior's enabling legislation dictates the Franchise Fund must recover all costs of operation.
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An annual review of cost versus administrative fee received for activities shall be conducted at
fiscal year end. NBC-AMD reserves the right to adjust provisional fees charged if costs exceed
initial estimates.
2.

Provide a full range of contract administration support

3.
NBC-AM will work with the Department to provide training to statewide aeriai survey
personnel on contract compliance during the fall of 2008. Additionally, annual flight safety
training workshops will incorporate contact compliance as a requirement.
4.
Pay commercial vendor invoices received and validated by designated State of Idaho Idaho Fish and Game representative.
5.
Initiate a bill for AMO fees, and direct reimbursable costs. Documentation will be
provided to the State of Idaho - Idaho Fish and Game of contract expendituresBoth NBC-AM
and State of Idaho - Idaho Fish and Game will
6.
Adhere to the policies, procedures, and regulations stipulated in the following D01/NBCAM Department Manuals (DM) and Operational Procedures Memorandum (OPM) and agree to
include these documents as part of the agreement:
a.
350 DM 1 - General Administrative, Roles and Responsibilities
b.
352 DM 6 - Aircraft Accident'lncident Reporting & Investigation (this requirement is
necessary if agreed to by both parties and is included in the IAA). This is an additional service
beyond this SLA at this time.
c.
353 DM 1 - Aircraft Contracting and Procedures for Requesting NBC-AM Contracted
Service.
7.
Ensure that future changes to these are made by the mutual agreement of both parties.
Additional regulations that may come into effect during the term of this agreement and are
determined by both parties to be applicable to tie service provided herein will become a part of
this agreement.

VI.

PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT

Measurement of the NBC activities is critical to improving services and is the basis for cost
recovery for services provided. The ~mC-AM has identified activities critical to meeting the
State of Idaho - Idaho Fish and Game requirements and has agreed upon how these activities
will be measured.
Aviation Management will measure its progrss, effectiveness, and efficiency through
the following metrics:
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AMD will respond to customer service requests in a timely
manner (24-48 hours) 95% of the time .

Timelv Customer Service

Customer issues will have an agreed upon resolution plan
developed within 3-5 days of the initial notification of the
issue 95% of the time and the plan will be fully executed
within those agreed upon timeframes 95% of the time.
Problem resolution plans are tracked by senior
management.
All

Problem Regolution
AMD COTR will ensure the inspection of aircraft
under DOI exclusive use contract on time, 95%
the time
as stipulated in the procurement document, or not later
than three days before the reporting date for the contract
The COTR ensures the timely inspection of
aircraft

!
AMO will contact customers within 90 days of contract
start 95% of the time to determine if follow-up evaluation
(spot inspections) are required.

Customer follow-up
Aviation Flight Services
Support

i
i

SAFECOM accountability

I

AMO will ensure Online Training is available 95% of the
time.

I

I IAT availabilitv
SECURITY

responsibilities, and procedures related to this document are defined in the
Security Services Advisory (SSA) that is provided as a separate document to the customer if
required. If there are no special security
responsibilities, and procedure related to the
the NBC, then the SSA will not be necessary.
services to be provided to the customer

VIII.

I

I

AMO will perform initial review of all SAF:::COMs within 24
hours 100% of the time for action assessment.
AMD will review and assign responsibility for all
S/1PECOM issues within 10 working days 95% of the time.

VII.

iI

AMO wili complete commercial aviation service requests
(AMD-13) within standard required deadlines 95% of the
time unless negotiated otherwise with customer.

SAFECOM review

Aviation Trainino

!
I

Commercial aircraft reouest

Aviation Safety

I

I

FUNDING

Pursuant to the Government Management Reform Act (GMRA) of 1994 and under authority of
the Interior Franchise Fund legislation:Pub. L. No. 104-208, div. A, § 101 {d) [§ 113], as
amended, which established the Department of the Interior Franchise Fund. Other authorities
under which the NBC operates include the Economy Act, 31 U.S.C. 1535. The NBC is
to recover all direct and indirect costs for services provided. The official funding document
supports this SLA is the IAA. On an annual basis, both parties will approve funding to ensure
continuation of services by signing an IAA. Failure to sign the IAA in a timely manner may result
in a discontinuation of services by the NBC.
This SLA is neither a fiscal nor a funds
document. Nothing in this
authorizes nor
is intended to obligation either the customer or the NBC to expend, exchange, or reimburse
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funds, services, or supplies; transfer or receive anything of value; or enter into any contract,
interagency agreement , or other financial obligation. This SLA is strictly for the NBC and the
customer's internal management purposes.
IX.

TERMINATION CLAUSE

Termination provisions are included in Block 10 of the IAA. The !AA and SLA may be
terminated before the end of the performance perod by providing at least 60 days calendar
notice from either party or by mutual agieement between the parties. The customer is
responsible and will be billed for all costs incurred until the time of termination. If either or both
parties terminate the !AA pursuant to Block 10 of the IM, this SLA shall be considered to be
terminated automatically on the date that the !AA is terminated.

X.

DISPUTE RESOLUTION

Issues unable to be resolved informally bet\h;een the NBC and the customer will be handled as
follows:
•

.,

XI.

Either party may submit a formal request in writing to the other party. The formal
request will be elevated internally to the appropriate management level for
review/concurrence. The parties then have 60 days to reach an agreed upon
resolution to the dispute. If the issue warrants immediate attention such as for
security incidents or events impacting sensiive or personally identifiable information
(P!I), it will be resolved with urgency .
in the event those officials cannot resolve the dispute within 60 days, they vvill
designate a mutually acceptable, independent third party to review the facts and
recommend a fair resolution. This independent third party must define the
recommended resolution within 60 days, which both disputing parties agree to
accept, with a suggested timeframe for implementation of said resolution. The costs
for the third party review will be paid equally by the NBC and customer.

APPROVAL

This SLA accompanies the IM and is considered mutually binding for the NBC and the
customer.
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AMD-84 (10/06)

NFES 1132

HELICOPTER PASSENGER BRIEFING
Pilot or designated Helitack must brief all passengers prior to flight

)

1. Personal Protective Equipment: (See !HOG Chart 9-1 for
requirements)

> Nomex Clothing (long-sleeved shirt & pants, or flight suit)
> Approved

Helicopter Flight Helmet, or (for fire crew
transport only, per IHOG chart 9-1) hardhat
> All-Leather Boots
> Hearing Protection

>Nomex and/or Leather Gloves
> Survival Equipment as applicable (PFD, etc.)
2. NO Smoking: In or around aircraft
3.

Approach and departure:

> Stay clear of landing area during approach/departure
> Always approach/depart from the down slope (iower) side
as directed by Pilot/Helitack

> Approach/depart helicopter in a crouch position,

do not run

> Keep in pilot's view at all times

» Do not reach up or chase after loose objects
>- Never go near the tail of the helicopter
4. Tools and Equipment:

>- Secure light/loose items awaiting transport
» Assign personnel for carrying tools/equipment to/from
helicopter

HELICOPTER PASSENGER BRIEFING (Continued)
··· ·•-Flight Discipline:
~;/Follow pilot instructions

>- Loose items inside of aircraft secured and manageable
» All baggage secured in aircraft or cargo compartment
» No movement inside aircraft, once seated
» Never throw objects from the helicopter
» Keep clear of the flight controls at all times
» Unbuckle only when directed to do so by Pilot or Helitack
» Wait for Helitack personnel to open/close doors
» Know location of first aid kit, survival kit, fire extinguisher,

> Carry tools/long objects parallel to the ground, never on
shoulder

> All tools and equipment loaded/unloaded by qualified
personnel

> Portable Radios turned off

(Continued)

ELT (Emergency Locator Transmitter), fuel and battery
shutoff switch location and operation, radio operation
In-Flight Emergency Procedures

>- Emergency Exits: Location and how to operate
>- Follow instructions of Pilot/Heiitack personnel
}>

Snug seat belt and shoulder harness; secure gear

» Emergency Seating Position WITH SHOULDER
HARNESS (four point OR single diagonal strap): sit in
full upright position with head and back pressed against
seat and use arms to brace in position. If time permits and
so equipped, lock the inertial reel

> Emergency Seating Position WITH LAP BELT ONLY:
bend over as far as possible and wrap your arms around
your legs
clear of the aircraft only after rotor blades stop or

>- Move
r

when instructed by the pilot or helicopter crew
Assist injured personnel

>Assess situation, remove first aid kit, survival kit, radio,
ELT and fire extinguisher. Render first aid. Attempt to
establish contact

'.·

5. Helicopter Doors: Location and how to operate
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HELICOPTER PASSENGER BRIEFING
Pilot or designated HeHtack must brief all passengers prior to flight

1. Personal Protective Equipment: (See !HOG Chart 9-1 for
requirements)

}- Nomex Clothing (long-sleeved shirt & pants, or fiight suit)

> Approved Helicopter Flight Helmet, or (for fire crew
transport only, per !HOG chart 9-1) hardhat

>All-Leather Boots
> Hearing Protect\on

> Nomox and/or Leather Gloves

> Survival Equipment as applicable (PFD, etc.}
2. NO Smoking: ln or around aircraft
3. Approach and departure:
'J> Stay clear of landing area during approach/departure

>Always approach/depart from the down slope (lowe1·)

side

as directed by Pilot/Helitack

>Approach/depart helicopter in a crouch position, do nit run
>" Keep in pilot's view at all times

» Do not reach up or chase after loose objects
>" Never go near the tail of the helicopter
4, Tools and Equipment:
·

> Secure light/loose ltems awaiting transport
> Assign personnel for carrying tools/equipment to/from
helicopter

HELICOPTER PASSENGER BRIEFING {Continued)
'"flight Discipline:
.:.;/follow pilot instructions

.> Carry tools/long objects parallel to the

ground, never on

shoulder

> All tools and equipment loaded/unloaded by qualified
personnel

> Loose items inside of aircraft secured and manageable

>Portable Radios turned off

·:;, All baggage secured in aircraft or cargo compartment
> No movement inside aircraft, once seated
>Never throw objects from the helicopter
~ Keep clear of the 'flight controls at a!I times
> Unbuckle only when directed to do so by Pilot or He!itack
> Wait for Helitack personnel to open/close doors
> Know location offirst aid kit, survival kit, fire extinguisher,
ELT (Emergency Locator Transmitter), fuel and battery
shutoff switch location and operation, radio operation
In-Flight Emeroency Procedures
> Emergency Exits: Location and how to operate
> Follow instructions of PiioVHe!itack personnel
> Snug seat belt and shoulder harness; secure gear
>Emergency Seating Position WITH SHOULDER
HARNESS (four point OR single diagonal strap): sit In·
full upright posiiion with head and back pressed against
seat and use arms to brace in position. If time permits and
so equipped, lock the inertial reel
>Emergency Seating Position WITH LAP BELT ONLY:
bend over as far as possible and wrap your arms around
your legs
> Move clear of the aircraft onty after rotor blades stop or
when instructed by the pilot or helicopter crew
··· · > Assist injured personnel

5. Heficopter Doors; Location and

h'ow to operate
(Continued)

>Assess situation, remove first aid kit, survival kit, radio,

r·;

EL T and fire extinguisher. Render first aid. Attempt to
establish contact
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Idaho State li',MS Communications
700 S. Stratford Drive
Meridian, ID 83642
- (208) 632-8000 - Phone
(208) 846-7620 - Fax

ICAHO
[E·M•S
11•111"• Ill llll!~"·ll

AIRCRAFT FLIG

FOLLOWING INFORMATION

DATE OF FLIGHT: 8/31/10

AIRCRA.FT CONTRACTOR: Leading Edge Aviation

TELEPHONE#: 509-758-3000

AIRCRAFT TYPE: HU 12E Soloy

PILOT NAME: Perry Krinitt

AIRCRAFT TAIL#: N67264

# PERSONS ON BOARD: 3

AUTOMATED FLIGHT FOLLOWING (AFF): Yes

AIRCRAFT CALL SIGN: N67264
STATE/FEDERAL AGENCY NAME: Idaho Department of Fish and Game
FISH AND GAivl:E REGION (if applicable): Clean,vater Region
EMERGENCY CONTACT PHONE#: See below
ONBOARD PRIMARY
;.TELITE PHONE#: 881-6-4147-8259
...

ONBOARDSECONDARY
SATELITE PHONE#: 254-377-9629

--

PRIMARY
RADIO FREQUENCY: EMS F2 155.280

OTHER
RADIO REQUENCIES: F&G Car to Car, Pilot Knob

SHERIFF PHONE# 208-983-1100, 208-937-2447,
208-799'-3131
ORIGIN: Leading Edge Aviation Hangar, Clarkston,
WA
APPROXIMATE DURATION OF FLIGHT: 8 hours

COUNTY: Idaho, Lewis, Nez Perce Counties
DESTINATION: Selway River between Selway Falls and
Thompson Flat

GENERAL FLIGHT PLAN: Leave the Leading Edge Aviation hangar at approximately 0800 on 8/30 and fly to
Selwav Falls. Please see attached flight plan for the remainder of flight description.

IDAHO

DEPARTMENT

Of

HEALTH &WELFARE
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Flight Follovving:The helicopter will be equipped with Automated Flight Following ( #N622PB) and we request that flight
following be conducted by AFF according to Idaho Department of Fish and Game procedures. The pilot will only make
contact with the dispatch when they depart in the morning, set down for fueling, depart from fueling, and land at the end of
. day. The pilot will monitor 155.280 during operations, but may be out ofradio contact often because we are working at
10w altitudes. We request that the dispatchers check the automated flight following at 30 minute intervals.

IDFG Contacts at the Lewiston (Clearwater Region) Office in the event of an emergency:

Jim White
Work Phone: 208-799-5011

Cell Phone: 208-791-2994

Or
Dave Cadwallader
Work Phone: 208-799-5011
Cell Phone: 208-791-2994

IDAHG

OEPAllTMENT

OF

HEALTH & VvELFARE
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Flight Plan for Selway River Drainage Chinook Salmon Redd Survey

8-31-10
Observers: Larry Barrett and Dani Schiff
ill

Depart LWS; fly direct to Selway Falls, land and refuel

Ii>

Fly from Selway Falls to Thompson Flat, start low level survey at Thompson Flat; fly downstream
from Thompson Flat to Whitecap Creek

•

Turn up Whitecap Creek, survey Whitecap Creek low level upstream to Cooper's flat

•

Fly back down Whitecap Creek to Selway River

•

Turn down Selway River survey to Running Creek

•

Turn up Running Creek, survey Running Creek !ow level upstream to two miles above Eagle
Creek

---

•

Fly back down Running Creek to Selway River

•
•

Turn down Selway River survey to Bear Creek
Turn up Bear Creek, survey Bear Creek low level upstream to Cub Creek

ill

Fly back down Bear Creek to Selway River

"'

Turn down Selway River follow until Moose Creek

ill

Turn up Moose Creek, survey Moose Creek low level upstream to Cedar Creek

IJ

Fly down Moose Creek to Selway River

•

Turn down Selway River and return to Selway Falls, land and refuel

ill

Fly direct from Selway Falls to LWS
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PETER J. JOHNSON
Johnson Law Group
103 E. Indiana, Suite A
Spokane, WA 99207-2317
Phone: (509) 835-5000
Fax:
(509) 326-7503
ISB No. 4105
Attorneys for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN Ai"l"D FOR THE COlJNTY OF LEWIS
PERRY KRINITT and ERYN KRINITT
PERALTA,

***
NO. CV 12-146

Plaintiffs,

PLAINTIFFS' SECOND SET OF
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS AND ANSWERS
THERETO

V.

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND
GAME and STATE OF IDAHO,

Defendants.

***
COME NOW Defendants and pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 33, 34 and 36,
provides the following responses to Plaintiffs' Second Set ofRequests for Production ofDocuments
as follows:

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION
1.

i\ny and all still photographs or video from businesses or residents taken the day of

the accident and depicting the subject helicopter.

RESPONSE: None. By way of additional information Defendants do not have any
photographs or videos from any residents or businesses. Defendants understand that there was a short
2-3 second video from a gas station because it was referenced on the NTSB report. Defendants do
not have a copy of this video. In addition, all photographs taken at the scene by the responding

PLAINTIFF'S SECOND SET OF REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND AI'l"SWERS
THERETO- I

JOHNSON LAW GROUP

Ji)(r

103 E. Indiana, Suite A
Spokane, WA 99207-2317

TEL: (509) 835-5000

FAX: (509) 326-7503

police have been provided. The only other known photograph which was never in Defendants
possession was the photograph referenced by either deponents Heston or Rinebold. Finally, no one
from Fish and Grune who went to the scene took pictures. All other photographs known to
Defendants, have been furnished to Plaintiffs' counsel by one or more of the parties in the two
lawsuits.

2.

Complete personnel files for Danielle Schiff and Larry Barrett including all flight

related training records, and specifically including documents referring to Ms. Schiff's classroom
flight safety training.
RESPONSE: Attached is a disk with the personnel records of Danielle Schiff and
Larry Barrett. Attachment No. 1. (This information was previously provided by attorneys for Schiff
and Barrett.) Copies of the training records are attached as Attachment No. 2.

3.

A complete copy of Jay Crenshaw's September 3, 2010 memorandum as from his

file, including all attachments.
RESPONSE: Attachment No. 3.

4.

A complete copy of the Clearwater's Version of the Regional Summary of Procedures

for Monitoring Low Level Aerial Survey Operations Manual (Revised December 31, 2009)
including all policies and attachments.
RESPONSE: Attachment No. 4 - Clearwater Flight Manual 2009.

5.

Any and all known records associated with receipt of items from the crash or

destruction of items from the crash
RESPONSE:AttachmentNo. 5 (10-26-l0ListofFlightGearLost)AttachmentNo. 6: Dry
Cleaning Receipt.
By way of further information, Joe Dupont received some of Larry Barrett's and Danielle Schiff's
personal items but no actual records were kept. To the best of his knowledge, these items inciuded
some clothes, keys, a cainera, and a GPS unit. Personal items that were usable were returned to their
respective family. Items owned by IDFG that were usable were kept by the Department. All broken

PLAJNTIFF'S SECOND SET OF REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCIBv1ENTS AND ANSWERS
THERET0-2

JOHNSON LAW GROUP
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I 03 E. lnruana, Suite A
Spokane, WA 99207-231'7

TEL: (509) 835-5000

FAX: (509) 326-7503

or unusable items that were soaked in fuel were disposed of. The clothing items were sent to the dry
cleaners. When these items were returned they still smelling of fuel and were then discarded.

6.

Any and all known email correspondence between any of the Idaho Department of

Fish and Game employees who have been deposed pertaining to the helicopter accident or to
Danielle Scruff's flight related training.

RESPONSE: Objection: This request is over broad and vague. To the extent it seeks
information post litigation it is privileged. To the extent it seeks information prior to the incident,
all such emails and correspondence located at this time have been furnished.

7.

Any and all known calendar or journal entries pertaining to information about or

related to conversations with Danielle Schiff or Larry Barrett regarding the flight on August 31, 2010
from Clay Hickey, Jay Crenshaw, Joseph Dupont or David Cadwallader.

RESPONSE: No known calendar or journal entries were located.

PLAINTIFF'S SECOND SET OF REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS A.."l\!l ANSWERS
THERET0-3

JOHNSON LAW GROUP
103 E. Indiana, Suite A
Spokane, WA 99207-2317
TEL: (509) 835-5000 FAX: (509) 326-7503

STATE OF WASHINGTON
SS.

County of Spokane
PETER J. JOHNSON, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says:
I am the attorney for the defendant in the above-entitled action; I have read the foregoing
requests and answers thereto, know the contents thereof and I state the same to be true to the best
of my knowledge, information and belief.

-~·7,-~-~:~

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 1_day of October, 2013.

/~~

• { 'J_ . \ .

c·-..-J······ .. ~/

\

~--~J'lDTARY 'PUBLIC in and for the State of
Washington, residing at Spokane
My Commission Expires: ~

ATTOR.i'IBY CERTIFICATION
I certify the responses in accordarice with IRCP 26(£).
DATED this

a--r~
_:j_ day of October, 2013.

PLAINTIFF'S SECOND SET OF REQUESTS FOR
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JOHNSON LAW GROUP
103 E Indiana, Suite A
Spokane, WA 99207-2317
TEL: (509) 835-5000 FAX: (509) 326-7503

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
Otk

I hereby certify that on the _i_ day of October, 2013, I caused to be served a copy of the
foregoing by the method indicated below and addressed to the following:
Charles H. Carpenter
Carpenter Law Firm, PLC
210 N. Higgins Avenue, Suite 336
Missoula, MT 59802

[)(]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile
Federal Express

David M. Schoeggl
Mills Meyers Swartling
1000 2nd Avenue, Suite 3000
Seattle, \VA 9 8104-1064

[,(_]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile
Federal Express

Paul Thomas Clark
Clark & Feeney, L.L.P.
P.O. Box 285
Lewiston, Idaho 83501-0285

[N

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile
Federal Express

Harry Craviotto
c/o Clark & Feeney, L.L.P.
P.O. Box 285
Lewiston, Idaho 83501-0285

[:XJ

[ ]
[ ]

[

l

.J

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile
Federal Express

Thomas W. Callery
Jones, Brower & Callery, P.L.L.C,
1304 Idaho Street
P.O. Box 854
Lewiston, ID 83501

[\(]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile
Federal Express

Anthony C. Anegon
Aherin, Rice & Anegon
1212 Idaho Street
P.O. Drawer 698
Lewiston, Idaho 83501

[X]
[ J
[ ]
r
L ]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile
Federal Express

Sonyalee R. Nutsch
Clements, Brown & McNichols
P. 0. Box 1510
Lewiston, ID 83501

[\J

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile
Federal Express
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[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
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103 E. Indiana, Suite A
Spokane. WA 99207-2317
TEL: (509) 835-5000 FAX: (509) 326-7503
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IAT

Ling

History Report

https://www .iat.gov/Training/rpt_TrainingRecord.asp

sign-up

login

help

online

courses

t

1

ACE

i g record

DOI Employees: The currency for the B-3 (Basic Aviation Safety) and M-3 (Aviation Management Training for
Supervisors) modules is 3 years. For more information, please see OPM-4.

Training History Report for: Danie!le Schiff

Agency: State
Code

Title

Completed

Location

A-113

Crash Survival (Basic Safety Module)

8/9/2010

Online

A~108

Preflight Checklist Briefing .and Debriefing (Basic Safety
Module) · · ·
··

8/9/2010

Online

A-106

Aviation Mishap Reporting (Basic Safety

8/9/2010

Online

A~105

Aviation.Life Support Equipment(Basic

8/8/2010

Online

A-101

Aviation Safety (Basic Safety Module)

8/8/2010

Online

Instructor

Cert

Names in Red == Inactive/Disabled

* Red Completion Dates Denote: Expired B3 Equivalency Courses (3 years)
Main Menu • My Schedule• My Training Record • Edit My Profile• Log Off
Manage Users• Email Alert• Manage Modules• Manage Classes" Manage Testing
IAT Home• About IAT • News & Events• Common Questions• Help
Contact Numbers
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Regional Summary of
Procedures for
Monitoring Low Level Aerial
Survey Operations
Revised December 31, 2009

Clearwater Region
Idaho Department of Fish and Game .
3316 16th Street
Lewiston, Idaho 83501
799-5010
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INTRODUCTION
The purpose ofthis manual is to provide Department flight-following personnel and supervisors
a summary of the procedures for low altitude flight operations. There is guidance for the
methods to conduct flight-following operations and a summary of the information needed to
respond to emergency situations. These should help ensure that low altitude flights (where aerial
work is performed below 500 feet above ground level) are conducted safely and in the event that
a mishap occurs, response is initiated promptly and according to Department policy (A-17 .04)
and the U.S. Department oflnterior Office of Aircraft Services (OAS) guidelines. The
guidelines have been organized into sections to make them more usable by everyone involved in
low altitude flying.
These procedures are designed to allow biologists to accomplish their duties in the safest and
most efficient manner. The input of biologists and supervisors will be a valuable source of
information to improve this manual. All participants in the low altitude flight operations are
required to follow these procedures. They are also encouraged to provide feedback and
suggestions for modifications to improve these procedures at every opportunity.
Most of the recommendations contained in these guidelines are taken either from Idaho Fish and
Gan1e's policy on Charter or Rented Aircraft and Pilots Operating Requirements and Low
Altitude Aircraft Procedures and Safetv Policv (Policy A-17 .04) or from the Basic Aviation
Safety manual (NFES 2097) revised April 1997 published by the Office of Aircraft Services,
P.O. Box 15428, Boise, ID 83715-5428. Some of the recommendations and text were also taken
from the Interagency Aviation User Pocket Guide (NFES 1373) April 1998 jointly published by
the USDA Forest Service and USDI Office of Aircraft Services.

1
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PRIOR TO FLIGHT
The individual responsible for initiating the survey requiring low altitude flying is required to
complete the following actions before the flight is conducted.

1. Arrange for flight-following.
Automated flight following (AFF) should be used whenever possible. Idaho State
Communications is recommended due to their professionalism, availability, and diligence
in monitoring flights on AFF. If AFF is not available, the U.S. Forest Service or BLM
dispatch is highly recommended to conduct flight-following. If these agencies arc unable
to provide flight-following, other professional organizations (She1iff Offices, Emergency
Medical Services, etc.) may be used. However, if coverage is inadequate or if potentially
suitable agencies have competing demands (wildfire coordination, etc.) a Department
employee should be assigned to conduct flight-following. The Department employee will
have flight-following duties as his primary assignment and be located at an office where
he has access to necessary radio and telephone resources to accomplish all
communications with the aircraft and notification to emergency services.
2. Select observers.
(a)

Qualified to collect necessary biological infonnation,

(b)
(c)

Have completed low altitude flight safety training,
Are knowledgeable in the use ofELT's, satellite phones, GPS units, IDFG radios,
and other specialized equipment as necessary.

3. Prepare a flight plan and maps of the area to be flown.
The flight plan will include at least:
(a)

Name and phone number of the aircraft contractor,

(b)
(c)

Pilot's name,
Make/model of aircraft,

(d)

Aircraft Identification number (N#),

(e)
(f)

Color of the aircraft,
Radio frequencies that will be used to flight-follow and other frequencies
programmed into the aircraft radio,

(g)
(h)

List of observer's names,
Phone number of the primary and secondary on-flight satellite telephones,

(i)

Brief summary of the area that you plan to fly,

(j)

Approximate duration of the flight,

(k)

Point of departure and the final point of arrival,

(1) Locations of refueling stops (1f any),
(m) County(ies) you will be flying in, and
(n) Detailed maps of the areas to be surveyed, including outlined subunits or drainages
to be surveyed.
2

3 1I

4. Make arrangements for either AFF or personnel flight-following.
(a)

Must be done at least two days prior to conducting the flight. Regional Supervisors
must approve any flight scheduled with less than two days notice.

(b)

Discuss your flight plans and flight-following procedures with the person or agency
that will be doing the flight-following.

(c)

Send a copy of your flight plan and maps of the area where your work is planned to
the person or agency doing the flight-following.

(d)

If Department personnel arc conducting flight-following, they must be well trained
in their responsibilities and have a copy of this procedure manual with them while
flight-following.

(e)

Check-ins must be documented and provide enough information so the aircraft can
be easily located if it is overdue or missing. Fire dispatch prefers that locations be
in latitude-longitude and bearing in degrees. Additional information such as the
drainage you are flying in and the estimated time you will be in the immediate area
can also be included in your location information. "The time required to rescue a
survivor is directly related to how accurately your position can be determined. If
you have filed a flight plan, stayed on course, and updated your progress with
frequent position reports, your chance of rescue is greatly enhanced." (NFES 13 73
page 15)

5. If the flight operations occur in any military training area or travel route, contact the
appropriate military scheduling officer to schedule your flight activity a minimum of 2.5
hours before flying in the area (preferably a day in adva..rice) to avoid conflict with military
training flights.
I

Area

I

-"'-

No military routes in the Clearwater Region.

I
I

Consult Great Falls Sectional Aeronautical
Chart for details on IR and VR routes.

I

i

Military
Route

Route
Sections

I

Phone
Number

~

I

6. Discuss your flight plans with the pilot, the purpose of the flight and the flight-following
procedures that will be used. Tell the pilot of any flight hazards that you know occur in the
area and unpredictable environmental conditions (turbulent winds, clouds/fog, etc.) that have
been experienced in the area on previous flights.
7. If flight-following will involve more than one agency, establish with each agency how flightfollowing will be transferred from one jurisdiction to another jurisdiction. Identify all
jurisdictions, who will be the contact person, the telephone number(s) at each jurisdiction and
radio :frequency(ies) that each jurisdiction will use.

3
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FLIGHT-FOLLOWING RESPONSIBILITIES FOR DEPARTMENT PERSONNEL
Your primary responsibility is to maintain contact with aircraft conducting low altitude surveys
and having enough information to initiate an effective search and rescue effort if you cannot
contact the aircraft 30 minutes after its last scheduled report.
Before the Flight
1. The responsibilities of flight-following are your primary responsibility. If any other tasks
start to interfere with this responsibility, immediately have someone else take over those
tasks.
2. Review the contents of this manual.
3. Make sure that you have a properly completed flight plan from the person responsible for
conducting the flight.
4. Make sure that you have a Flight-Following Log form with all the necessary information and
that you know how to record the necessary information.
5. Discuss check-in procedures including time and locations, how flight locations will be
reported (drainages and mountains, subunits, UTM's, latitude-longitude, etc.).
6. Verify the radio frequency(ies) that will be used.
7. Verify that you will you contact the aircraft at intervals of 30-minutes or less when the
aircraft is airborne.
8. Discuss how contact will be conducted during the periods when the aircraft has landed ( e.g.
refueling, forced environmental landings, etc.).
9. If flight-following responsibilities will be transferred from, or to, another agency, establish
how transfer will be done, identify all jurisdictions, who will be the contact person, the
telephone number(s) at each jurisdktion and radio frequency(ies) that each jurisdiction will
use.
10. Discuss how the flight plan and flight-following will be closed.
11. Know what procedure to follow if contact is lost with the aircraft (who to contact and what
your responsibilities are; see page 6).
During the Flight
1. Record the information received from the aircraft:
(a) Time,
(b) Subunit, drainage, or location and direction of travel,
(c) Any comments from the aircrew.
2. The aircrew will contact you whenever they move into a new subunit or drainage.
3. Initiate contact with the aircraft at least every 30 minutes.
4. Repeat process until the flight is terminated for the day.

4
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If you get no response from the aircrew at the scheduled
check time:
1. Attempt to contact the aircraft every five (5) minutes.
2. Contact refueling truck (if any).
3. Determine the location of the last known area (subunit, drainage, etc) being surveyed. The
latitude/longitude of the area is best; if not available, find landmark, drainage, etc.

(example: 44 degrees 5 minutes north, 115 degrees 47 minutes west;
Drainages on the north side of South Fork Payette River betvveen Dans kin
Creek and Big Pine Creek: 9- miles east of Crouch. It is best if you can
have all three descriptions of the survey area.)
4. Determine the direction of survey work, location of takeoff (refueling?) and planned landing.
(example: The helicopter took off.from the US.Forest Service heliport at
Garden Valley and was scheduled to return to that site. The survey
helicopter was working from south to north in the survev area.)
5. If aircraft is contacted within 30 minutes, determine reason for lack of contact and proceed
with survey.

If you do not regain contact with the aircraft within 30
minutes of the last scheduled check time, 11\fMEDIATELY
initiate search and rescue efforts.

5
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EMERGENCY NOTIFICATION PROCEDURES
1. Contact the Idaho Department of Transportation, Bureau of Aeronautics, at 208-334-8775
during business hours or 208-632-8000 after hours. Provide them with information on the
aircraft, personnel on board, takeoff and landing sites, and last known locations.

2. Contact the sheriff of the county where the accident occurred (phone numbers on page 10).

3. Contact Regional Flight Safety Officer, Jay Crenshaw, (office 799-5010; home phone: 7435437; cell: 791-4476), and/or Jim White, (office: 799-5010; home phone: 798-1679; cell:
791-2494)

4. Contact Regional Supervisor, Dave Cadwallader, (office: 799-5010; home phone: 746-0067;
cell: 791-8187)

5. Notify other emergency search organizations as needed in this region (Clearwater, Idaho,
Latah, Lewis or Nez Perce County Sheriff's office for "search and rescue" operations).
6. Remain available to provide information as required.

The most important contact is with the Bureau of Aeronautics. Contact them
first. Remaining contacts can be made in any order.

6
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Radio Frequencies
ALPHA

TX

TONE

AGENCY

RX

IDFG
Cottonwood

151.385

100

159.33

94.8

IDFG

Cottonwood Butte/Grangeville

Moscow

151.385

114.8

159.33

97.4

IDFG

Moscow Mountain/Latah County

Castle

151.385

127.3

159.33

103.5

IDFG

Castle Butte/Lochsa

Cold Springs

151.385

136.5

159.33

107.2

IDFG

Cold Springs/Riggins

Teaken

151.385

151.4

159.33

110.9

IDFG

Teaken Butte/Orofino

Pilot Knob

151.385

118.8

159.33

123

IDFG

Pilot Knob/Elk City

FGC-C

159.315

100

159.315

100

IDFG

Car-To-Car

County Sheriff Offices
Nez Perce County Sherifrs Office
N"'PCSO Teakcn

159.045

179.9

155.595

NezPerce Co. S.O.

Teaken Butte/Southwick

NPCSO Lewiston

159.045

156.8

155.595

NezPerce Co. S.O.

Lewiston

NPCSOC-C

155.595

167.9

155.595

NezPerce Co. S.O.

Car-to-Car

NPCSO Cottonwood

159.045

192.8

155.595

NezPcrce Co. S.O.

Cottonwood/Grangeville

Moscow Mountain/Latah County

Latah County Sheriff's Office
LCSO Moscow Mtn.

158.775

103.5

155.820

186.2

Latah Co. S.O.

LCSOMcGary

158.775

136.5

155.820

186.2

Latah Co. S.O.

LCSO J/K Mtn.

158.775

186.2

155.820

186.2

Latah Co. S.O.

LCSO Genesee

158.775

88.5

155.820

186.2

Latah Co. S.O.

Genesee/Latah County

LCSOTeaken

158.775

123.0

155.820

186.2

Latah Co. S.O.

Teaken Butte/Orofino

LCSO Bald Mtn.

158.775

203.5

155.820

186.2

Latah Co. S.O.

Bald Mtn.

Idaho County S.O.

Mt. Idaho/Grangeville

Idaho County Sherifrs Office

I

ICSO Highcamp

156.015

131.8

154.11s

ICSO Pilot Knob

156.015

146.2

154.115

Idaho County S.O.

Pilot LriobiElk City

ICSO Castle

156.015

88.5

154.115

Idaho County S.O.

Castle Butte/Lochsa

ICSO Cold Springs

156.015

127.3

154.115

Idaho County S.O.

Cold Springs/Riggins

ICSO C-C

154.725

154.725

Idaho County S.O.

Car-To-Car

Clearwater Co S.O.

Weippe/Pierce

Clearwater County Sherifrs Office
146.2

CCSO Bald Mtn.

158.925

146.2

155.955

CCSO C-C Main

155.955

146.2

155.955

Clearwater Co S.O.

Primary Car-To-Car

CCSO C-C Sec

155.775

146.2

155.775

Clearwater Co S.O.

Secondary Car-To-Car

CCSOTeaken

159.090

167.9

154.875

Clearwater Co S.O.

Orofino

158.8875

141.3

155.025

CCSO Norton Knob

141.3
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Forest Service
Nez Perce National Forest

NF 1

169.950

169.950

USFS-Nez Perce

Elk City/Red River RD

NF2

169.125

169.125

USFS-Nez Perce

Slate Cr./Clcarwatcr RD

:t\1F 3

168.675

168.675

USFS-Ncz Perce

Moose Cr/Fenn RD

Clearwater National Forest
CF BearMtn

172.375

136.5

171.575

USFS- Clearwater

Bear Mtn/Mid. Lochsa

CF Diablo

172.375

131.8

171.575

USFS- Clearwater

Diablo/Upper Lochsa/Elk Summit

CF Junction

172.225

167.9

170.5

USFS- Clearwater

Junction Mtn/Mid. N. Fork

CF Eagle Pt

172.225

103.5

170.5

USFS- Clearwater

Eagle Pt/Canyon Cr.

CF Gold hill

172.225

156.7

170.5

USFS- Clearwater

Gold hill/ Palouse

170.5

USFS- Clearwater

172.225

110.9

CF Elk Butte

Elk butte/Elk river
USFS- Clearwater

CF Osier Rid2:c
CF EDir

172.225
171.575

123
110.9

170.5
171.575

USFS- Clearwater

Osier/Kellv er
East Car-To-Car, Powell

CFNDir

170.5

146.2

170.5

USPS- Clearwater

North Car-To-Car, North Fork/Palouse

CF SDir

173.7625

110.9

173.763

USPS- Clearwater

South Car-To-Car, Piercc/Lochsa

HC Look

164.025

131.8

166

Hells Canyon NRAA

Lootout Pt/Hells Canyon

HC Somr

164.025

127.3

166

Hells Canyon NRAA

Somers Pt/Hells Canyon

HCC-C

164.9625

164.963

Hells Canyon NRAA

Car-to-Car/Hells Canyon

169.175

USFS-Bitterroot

168.750

USPS-Bitterroot

Hells Half Acre, Nez Perce Pass,
Selwav
Spot Mtn, Selway

155.925

MontanaFWP

Bitterroot Valley

151.925

Private Loggers

Receive Only - Lolo Pass, Upper Loehsa

164.525

BLM

Cottonwood Butte/Eagle Creek

162.550

NOAA

Winchester Grade

155.280

Idaho State EMS

Moscow Mtn./Castle Buttei Culdesac/Cottonwood/
Cold Springs

Hells Canyon NRAA

Bitterroot National Forest

BF Hell

169.975

BF Spot

168.150 I

156.7

Miscellaneous
MtFWP

155.925

Gypo
BLMCot

163.025

wx
StateComF2

155.280

162.2

8
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I

PHONE NUMBERS
I BUSINESS

Ii
IDAHO
TRANSPORTATION
DEPT., BUREAUOF
AERONAUTICS
IDAHO STATE
COMMUNICATIONS
EMS

HOURS
I 800-426-4587
I 208-334-877s

AFTER HOURS
800-632-8000
208-846-7610
(Ask to page Aeronautics)

I

208-846-7610

208-846-7610

800-632-8000

800-632-8000

I

i

I
[FAA (LOCKHEED MARTIN) I
~LIGHT SERVICE STATION I
I
I
IDAHO FISH AND GAME
i
OFFICE
i
Dave Cadwallader
208-799-5010
I
i
Jay Crenshaw
208-799-5010
I
Clay Hickey
208-799-5010
I
Dave Koehler
208-799-5010
I
i
George Pauley
208-93 5-4281
I
John Nelson
208-799-5010
i
Joel Sauder
208-799-5010
Tom Schrempp
208-799-5010
Jim White
208-799-5010
Pete Zager
208-799-5010
i 208-799-5010
Frances Cassirer
Mark Hill
, 208-799-5010
Dave Beaver
I 208-799-501 o
i
Roy Kinner
I 208-983-2511
George Fischer
I 208-935-4285
I 208-926-7948
Jim Roll
208-935-4283
Roger Westfall
208-842-2300
Larry Wilmott
208-799-5010
Mike Dafoe
208-799-5010
John McLain
i
I
208-799-5010
Eric Crawford

l-800-992-7433

I Home
208-746-0067
208-743-5437
208-798-0301
208-798-1909
208-935-7504
i 208-285-3623

208-798-1679
208-743-1446
208-798-0903
208-746-1122
208-743-1154
208-983-2511
208-983-3034
208-983-1403
208-935-2184
208-842-2300
208-310-6168
208-476-7892

1

CELLPHONE
208-791-8187
208-791-4476
208-791-3875
208-791-3874
208-790-0866
208-717-7155
208-305-1104
208-290-7508
208-791-2494
208-413-2504
I 208-413-8888
I 208-791-7741
i 208-791-5118
208-983-8443
208-507-0977
208-983-8843
208-935-5830
208-669-1024
208-827-1488
208-669-1106

i

George Fischer
Jim Roll
Roger Westfall
Larrv \Vilmott

I

!
i

II

!
I

i

I
I

l

i

!
881-6-414 7-8259
881-6-5142-0280
881-6-2242-6860
I 881-6-4147-8258
881-6-5142-0279

I

Ii

i

Satellite Phones
Jay Crenshaw
Jake Gelineau
Clay Hickey
Dave Koehler
Geor.ge Pauley

I

I

254-377-2923
254-381-3539
254-3 77-4814
254-460-9203
254-377-4813

I
I
I

I

i
i
I

I

I

I
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SEARCH ~"ND RESCUE
Nez Perce County
Idaho County
Lewis County
Latah County
Clearwater County

! 208-799-3131 Dan Leachman cell 208-791-7715

I 208-983-11 oo
I 208-937-2447
208-883-3172

I

I 208-476-4s21

i

COUNTY SHERIFF OFFICES

I

Nez Perce County
Idaho County
Lewis County
Latah Count

I

OFFICE
208-799-3131
208-983-1100
II 208-937-2447
i 208-882-2216
! 208-476-4521

DISPATCH
208-799-3131
208-983-1100
208-937-2447
I
I 208-882-2216
208-4 76-4521

i

I
I

I
I

I
I
I

FOREST

I
I

Nez Perce National Forest
Clearwater National Forest
Bitterroot National Forest
Hells Canyon NRA-Clarkston
Hells Canyon NRA-Riggins

208-983-1950
208-476-4541
406-363-7100
509-758-0616
208-628-3916

I

I
I

I
BLM

i

I

OFFICE

I

Cottonwood

i

208-962-3 7 84
I

i

Contractors / Helicopters

OFFICE I CONTACT

i
II

Panhandle Helicopter
Hillcrest Aircraft Co.

208-772-3562 Contact Jon Hubof
208-746-8271 Contact Gale Wilson
208-476-4323 Orofino Office
509-758-3000 Contact Jim Pope

Leading Edge Aviation

I

I
I

I'I

I

I
l

20NTRACTORS I FIXED WING
INTERSTATE AVIATION
I
I
Orofino Aviat10n
OTHER
MT. Dept. Fish, Wildl. & Parks
Missoula

OFFICE I CONTACT
509-332-6596 Contact Doug Gadwa
208-4 -16-4 714 Contact Dave Petit

OFFICE

i 406-542-5500
I
i

10
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:
I

I

I

TELEPHONE NUMBERS
FLIGHT PLAN FORM

FLIGHT INFORMATION AND CONTACTS
Idaho Department of Fish and Game
DATE
TELEPHONE#
, PILOTNAME
COlJNTY
OBSERVERS

TYPE
I A.IRCJlAFT #
i AIRCRAFT COLOR

i

I
I

I

I
I
ONBOARD PRIMARY
SATELITE PHONE

ONBOARDSECONDARY
SATELITE PHONE

FLIGHT FOLLOWING RESPONSIBILITY:
CONTACT PERSON

'

I

I

I
I

I

I AGENCY NAME

I

CONTACT PHONE

I
I

i

I
I OTHER

PRIMARY
RADIO FREQUENCY

I RADIO FREQUENCIES
I
I

SHERIFF PHONE#

I

'

l

DEPARTURE POINT

I

FINAL POINT

I

i

i

I

I

APPROXIMATE DURATION OF FLIGHT:

I

I
GENERAL FLIGHT PLAN

f Including counties to be flown in and location of refueling stops l

i

i
I
l

I

l

i
l
I

I
11

,.,
3 - II'"<

I'

FLIGHT FOLLOWING FORM

FLIGHT-FOLLOWING LOG
Idaho Department of Fish and Game
DATE _ _ _ _ __

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

TIME NEXT
CONTACT

TIME
I

PAGE _ _ __

LOCATION AND PASSENGERS
(Note refuel time and location plus any changes in passengers
for each flight seITT11ent.)

I

-1

i
i

I

!
i

I

I

I

i

I

i

I

I
I

i
i

I

i

i
i

i
I
i

i

I

I
i

i
I

i

I

i
!
i

I

i

I

i

!
I

i
i

I

I

i

l
I
I

i
I

I

l
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME

Policy Title:

Policy No.: A-17.04
CHARTER OR RENTED AIRCRAFT AND PILOTS OPERATING
REQUIREMENTS AND LOW ALTITUDE AIRCRAFT
PROCEDURES AND SAFETY POLICY

Revision Date: February 1, 2007

I.

PURPOSE:
This policy is established to provide guidance and direction to all employees engaged
in low-altitude flying required by Department programs involving, but not limited to,
wildlife surveys, radio tracking, animal capture/transporting, redd counts, and high
mountain lake fish planting. Low-altitude flights, for the purpose of this policy, include
all flights, both fixed wing and helicopter, where work is performed below 500 feet
above ground level.
The policy covers the basic aspects required in the procurement of aircraft/pilot
services, accepted safety precautions, and the use of safety apparel and equipment.
The safety equipment and apparel are not required to be used by employees when the
flight is not low altitude in nature and is for transporting personnel only between two
specific terminal points. This policy does not include enforcement night flying.
Close adherence to this policy will assure optimum safety for both employees and
aircraft operators and minimize potential liability claims against the Department.
Willful disregard of any portion of this policy will be grounds for disciplinary action up to
and including dismissal. All employees who fly must review this entire policy A-17.04,
and sign form (Appendix C). No employee will be allowed to fly until this memo is
signed and in the possession of his/her supervisor.
A. General Requirements
All aircraft operations involving the transportation of passengers from point to point,
both intrastate and interstate, in any aircraft operated by the State of Idaho, shall
be according to all applicable rules set forth in Federal Aviation Regulation, 14
CFR part 135 ("FAR"). State-employed pilots shall meet all training and proficiency
requirements of FAR part 135, and state-operated aircraft shall be maintained in
accordance with the appropriate parts of FAR part 135.
All aircraft operations involving aerial surveys, game counts, aerial photography,
and all other aircraft use not involving aerial transportation of state personnel in
point-to-point operations in the furtherance of State of Idaho objectives shall meet,
at the minimum, the requirements of the rules of 14 CFR part 91. Further, all
charter operations for such activities shall be conducted either in state aircraft
operated by the Idaho Transportation Department, Division of Aeronautics, or by
duly qualified and certificated air charter organizations.
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Further, all passenger or freight charter aircraft operations by state agencies will
only by Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) certificated Air Carrier Operators
who hold current FAR part 135 or FAR part 121 Air Carrier Operations Certificates
and are authorized by appropriate operations specifications to perform the
operations for which they have been chartered.
ii. PROCUREMENT OF AIRCRAFT SERVICES

A. Helicopter Aircraft Services
1. All helicopter services for census, transport, or capture in which a Department
employee flies shall be contracted through the U.S. Department of Interior
National Business Center,
Management (AM). All capture work done
by an outside source (non-department personnel) shall be through a state
contract.
2. All helicopters and helicopter pilots utilized by the Department must be carded
by AM to perform the flying requirement. The pilot shall, upon request, present
his/her AM pilot card which denotes approval for the planned use.
A current Department of Interior aircraft data card (No. OAS-47 for general use
or No. OAS-36 for special use) must be displayed in a conspicuous location in
the aircraft.
3. The following categories are considered special-use activities by AM and have
pilot and helicopter requirements, in addition to those needed for general use:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Flights with external loads.
All flights below 500 feet above ground level.
Deep snow operations.
Mountain flying.
Mountainous terrain takeoffs and landings above 5,000 feet density altitude.
Animal marking and capture.
Other:
D Net-gunning operations,
D Capture-darting, and
D Drive-netting

4. It is the Department employee's responsibility to assure that the pilot and
flying requirements prior to the flight.
helicopter are carded to perform
Fixed-Wing Aircraft Services
1. All fixed-wing aircraft
will be through the Idaho Department of
Aeronautics or by the use of price agreements with private operators.
Department will not use AM rental agreements for this service.
2. The following categories are considered special-use activities for fixed-wing
aircraft and pilots and have requirements in addition to those needed for
general use.
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a. Airplane operations requiring changes to the airplane that invalidate the
standard aiiworthiness certificate (radio tracking required external
antennae)
b. All flights below 500 feet above the surface, and
c. Mountainous terrain takeoffs and landings above 5,000 feet density altitude.
3. It is the Department employee's responsibility to assure that the pilot and fixedwing aircraft are carded to perform the flying requirements.
C. Procurement Procedures for Field Personnel
1. Helicopter Aircraft Services
a. Employees will complete the front side of the Helicopter Flying Request
Form and foiward, through their supervisory chain, to the Bureau of Wildlife.
The Bureau of Wildlife will review the request and if approved, assign a
flight number. The Bureau of Wildlife will return the request along with the
following procedure for procuring the flight.
b. Employees then visit the AM website and select a vendor and aircraft model.
The website is located at http://www.oas.gov/apmd/seatlseat.htm At this
website employees select the IDFG contractor list and pricing information.
Once selected, employees can view aircraft and pricing. Employees must
contact each vendor fitting their needs and discuss the flight. Use the Aircraft
Vendor Request form (on reverse of Aeriai Flight Record) to complete the
estimated cost figures
compute a total estimated cost for each vendor.
Include all costs including truck mileage, per diem, etc. If, during the
conversation, a vendor says he cannot fly your requirement, document that
fact in the comments section. Employees need not complete the cost figures
for a vendor who says he cannot fly your requirement. Rates are established
by bid or federal rule and are not negotiable.
c. After completion of all cost figures, employees must call the lowest cost
vendor and schedule the flight. Complete the "Vendor Selected" block, sign
and date the form. Any time a vendor other than the lowest cost vendor is
selected, the circumstances must be fully justified in the comments section of
the form.
d. When the flight is completed, the vendor will prepare the OAS 23 Form.
Employees must complete the areas as follows:
1) Billee Code: 91 WO
2) User Organization
Charge Code: Flight Number and PCA
3) Signed Received: Employees Initials.
4) Certification:
Printed Name, Agency, etc.
e. In order to improve the
at which the vendor gets paid, send the signed
white copy directly to
You may ask the vendor to foiward the signed
white copy to AM, but this may delay payment. Send yellow copy of the OAS
23, Aerial Flight Record Form BA-42, and Aircraft Vendor Request forms to
the Wildlife Bureau. Keep a copy for your records. In an emergency, requests
may be faxed, emailed, or handled by phone, with the written documentation
to be prepared later.
2. Fixed-Wing Aircraft Services
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Continue to use current price agreements for securing fixed-wing aircraft
services. Employees will select a vendor from the file of the approved and
current Flying Price Agreements. If more than one vendor is available with the
type of aircraft needed and a qualified pilot, then the vendor with the lowest
expected cost, considering per hour cost and ferry time, will be selected. It is
the employee's responsibility to determine that any pilot used is qualified for the
specific type of flying to be done.
An aerial flight record, Form BA-42, must be prepared for all flights and
submitted to the Bureau of Administration with the invoice. In addition,
Department personnel using their personal aircraft for Department travel must
prepare the aerial flight record and attach to their travel expense claim, Form
DA-10.

Ill. FLIGHT SAFETY OFFICERS--INSTRUCTORS, AND FLIGHT SAFETY TRAINING

Flight Safety Officer Appointments

A. A regional flight safety officer will be appointed for each region/subregion by the
respective regional supervisor. The chief of the Bureau of Wildlife will appoint a
flight safety officer to serve in the Bureau of Wildlife and serve as statewide flight
safety officer. The flight safety officers and flight safety instructors (see 111. D) will
comprise the Department's Aircraft Safety Committee.
B. The statewide flight safety officer's primary function is to coordinate the
Department's aircraft safety program with the regional flight safety officers and
flight safety instructors.
C. The regional flight safety officers' primary functions include:
1. Monitoring compliance with the aircraft safety policy at regional level.
2. Assuring regional contact for all aerial search and rescue .operations for
Department employees.
3. Assuring regional liaison with agencies performing flight-following services.
4. Coordinating the use and maintenance of all Department-owned and issued
safety apparel and equipment.
5. Identifying local pilots and aircraft requiring AM certification and coordinating
with the appropriate bureau.
6. Developing the regional aircraft hazard map.
7. Assuring the regional flight safety manual is current with all emergency phone
numbers and protocol.
D. Flight Safety Instructors
1. Flight Safety Training Instructors (FSTls) will be appointed by the chief of the
Bureau of Wildlife. FSTls will be certified by AM to instruct the 8-3 module of
aircraft safety. FSTls will provide annual B-3 module training classes. These
classes will be coordinated with the statewide flight safety officer.
2. The trainers will post and track their respective classes on the lnteragency
Aviation Training website at http://iat.nifc.gov.
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3. Trainers must coordinate with the statewide flight safety officer for any
additional training, such as net gunning, darting, hover landing training, etc. to
assure compliance with AM and Department requirements.
Trainers will work with regional
safety officers to assure equipment needs,
training needs, and other flight requirements are adhered to.
E. Flight Safety Training
1. Employees who will be flying in low-elevation helicopter or fixed-wing aircraft
for any Department work are required to take the in-person flight safety training
(B3 Certification) every 3rd year; the in-between years require computer
training located at: http://iat.nifc.gov/. Employees need to complete modules A101, 105, 106, 108, and 113, and take the tests at the end of each. Employees
must let their regional flight safety instructor and/or supervisor know that they
have completed the training.
2. In addition to the above flight safety training requirements, each employee who
will be flying must read this Flight Policy 17 .04 in its entirety and sign the
certification that they have read and understood the policy (Appendix C). This
certification memo must be documented and forwarded to their supervisor and
regional flight safety officer.

IV.

COMMUNICATIONS AND

PLANNING

A. Flight-Following Service
1. For all low-altitude flights, the Department employee in charge of the flight will
arrange for flight-following services. Flight-following services can usually be
arranged through the local Forest Service or Bureau of Land Management
offices, county sheriffs offices or Regional IDFG office. Idaho State
Communications in Meridian can provide 24hour/7day a week flight following
availability by either Radio Check-in/Check-out flight following or through the
use of the Automated Flight Following (AFF). Flight-following services should
be coordinated through the region/bureau flight safety officer. Flight following is
a check-in procedure, whereby radio contact and aircraft position are
established at least once every
minutes.
2. A flight plan containing the following information must be communicated to the
flight follower at least 15
prior to takeoff: whether the flight is AFF or
radio check-in, tail number, aircraft type, departure point and route of flight,
people on board, purpose flight, radio frequencies to monitor, fuel status, etc.
3. Flight follower must be contacted when taking off and at least every 30 minutes
following, or whenever a major change in flight location is taking place. Flight
follower must be informed of every landing and takeoff unless other
arrangements have been made. Flight follower must be contacted when flight
is terminated. If the aircraft fails to make contact within one-half hour of the
scheduled time, the flight-following service will initiate a search and rescue
Communications at (800) 632-8000.
operation by notifying
State Communications
Idaho Department of Transportation,
Aeronautics Division
procedures listed in regional flight
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Flight Plan
A verbal flight plan of your scheduled flight will be provided to the flight-following
agency for all flights. A written flight plan and maps of the sub-units should be left
with the flight-following service. Digitized maps or software with unit boundaries
by flight followers instead of hard copies if
should be made available for
are available. Idaho State Communications has these maps.
C. Pilot-Observer Briefing
1. The Department employee in charge will initiate a discussion of the mission
requirements and safety procedures prior to going out to the aircraft. This is an
excellent flying safety procedure and is a firm requirement, regardless of the
number of times the mission has been flown previously.
2. The briefing and discussion should include:
a. Mission requirements and objectives and flight-following procedures;
b. Area to be flown. Use sectional aeronautical charts or U. S. Geological
Survey topographic maps so that ground elevations in the area are known.
It is recommended you leave a marked map showing areas to be flown and
the flight plan with ground personnel involved with the flight (fuel truck
driver, relief flying personnel, etc.).
c. A review of the regional hazard map;
d. Weather briefing information from Federal Aviation Administration (FM),
including temperature, winds, visibility, and turbulence forecast for the area;
e. The pilot computing and discussing density altitudes, aircraft gross weight,
and aircraft performance;
f. Emergency procedures and emergency equipment on board the aircraft,
including radio or AFF procedures, PLB location, satellite phone use, first
aid gear, etc.; and
g. Coordination of radio frequencies and operational ability.
D. Radio Communications
1. On-Board Aircraft Radio
All aircraft under Department rental agreement(s) shall have an on-board,
VHF/FM-capable radio with Idaho Department of Fish and Game, U.
Service, Bureau of Land Management, local sheriff's office frequencies, and/or
other appropriate flight-following frequencies such as Idaho State
Communications (155.280 Mhz (F2) as primary and 155.340 Mhz (F1) as a
backup). This on-board radio will be used for flight-following services.
2. Portable Radios
A Department portable radio will be carried on each low-altitude flight.
Although the Department now requires satellite phones on all flights, the radio
may assist ground searchers or direct ground to air communications that
cannot be achieved with
phones. Each portable radio will be
programmable and carry a minimum of the Department frequencies and
capable of using Department repeaters. These radios should, if possible,
capable of having the
of other agencies programmed into the
system. This would include, where applicable, the U.S. Forest Service,
Bureau of Land Management, State Communications, and the local sheriff's
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office, etc. Each portable radio will have spare batteries and should be carried
in a crush-resistant container, if one is available.
3. Persona! Locater Beacons
Department personal
locator beacons with GPS will be carried on
each low-altitude flight; at
one carried by a passenger and a second in the
emergency kit or carried by another passenger.
All aircraft under Department rental agreements or contract shall have on board
a functional PLB.
4. At least one satellite phone is required on each IDFG fixed wing flight. On
helicopter flights, one satellite phone must be carried by a passenger and a
second must be either carried by another passenger or stowed in the
emergency kit.
F. Automated Flight Following (AFF)
AFF is now the Department
when possible.

and should be incorporated on all flights

There are two types of flight following:
Automated Flight Following (AFF) is a satellite/web-based system. The dispatcher
can "see" an aircraft icon on a computer screen and view, real time; its location,
speed, heading, altitude, and flight history.
Radio Check-in / Check-out flight following requires verbal communication via radio
at least once every 30 minutes. Automated flight-following requires the dispatcher
to check the computer screen at least once every 30 minutes in lieu of a verbal
check-in. The dispatcher logs the aircraft call sign, location, and heading at each
check-in (radio or computer).
NOTE: An agreement between
pilot and dispatcher must be made on which
type of flight following will be
preferably by phone 10-15 minutes prior to
takeoff, but may be done via
if a telephone is not available or operational
(contact by radio is discouraged unless it is the only option). Radio procedures will
be used along with AFF the first time an AFF unit is used in an aircraft. AFF must
be used when equipment is available and functioning for flight following when
using a helicopter, and is preferred for fixed wing flights.
1. Automated Flight Following (AFF) reduces the requirement to "check in" via
radio every 30 minutes, and provides the dispatcher with information on the
flight, airspace, and other data pertinent to the flight. This reduces pilot and
observer workload, clears overloaded radio frequencies, and provides
dispatcher with much greater detail and accuracy on aircraft location and flight
history.
a. Requirements to Use
1) Procedures for flight requests and flight plans etc., are the same as
radio check-in procedures.
2) The aircraft must be equipped with the necessary hardware (transmitter
and antenna).
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3) The dispatch office responsible for the flight following must have a
computer connected to the Internet immediately available to them in the
dispatch office. Dispatch office( s) responsible for flight following shall be
staffed for the duration of the flight.
4) Training: The flight following dispatcher must have a working knowledge
of the AFF program (Webtracker) and must have a current usemame
and password for the AFF system.
5) Automated Flight Following does NOT reduce or eliminate the
requirement for aircraft on mission flights to have FM radio capability,
and for the aircraft to be monitoring appropriate radio frequencies during
the flight.
b. Procedures for Using AFF :
1) When a user requests flight following from a dispatch office, parties
must agree at least 48 hours in advance of expected flight, and then
again 10-15 minutes in advance of departure, that AFF will be used.
2) The following information must be communicated to the dispatch office:
tail number, aircraft type, departure point and route of flight, people on
board, purpose of flight, radio frequencies to monitor, known flight
hazards, fuel status, etc. (no change from radio check-in procedures).
3) The dispatch office must log on to the AFF web site (www.aff.gov), verify
that the aircraft icon is visible on the screen, and be able to quickly
monitor this page at any time during the flight.
4) When aircraft is initially airborne, a radio call must be made to the flight
following dispatch office stating "Nxxxx off (airport or helibase name)
AFF", dispatch office shall respond "Nxxxx, (dispatch call sign) AFF".
This is required to positively verify that both the aircraft and the dispatch
office are using AFF, radios are operational, and that the dispatcher can
"see" the aircraft on the computer screen. If there is a problem at this
point, revert to normal radio 30 minute check-in procedures until the
problem is resolved,
5) The dispatch office then sets a 30 minute timer and, at a minimum,
monitors the computer at 30 minute intervals for the duration of the
flight.
6) When the aircraft has completed the flight and landed, the pilot or
passenger (observer, Chief of Party, ATGS, etc.) must contact the
dispatch office via radio or telephone informing them that they are on the
ground. It is the responsibility of the primary observer or Fish and Game
flight leader to make sure this call is made.
c. Procedures for Pilot/Primary Observer:
1) Contact dispatch with request to use AFF (preferably via phone at ieast
10-15 minutes prior to flight).
2) Provide Dispatch with appropriate flight information (same as procedure
as for radio check-in as per IDFG flight manuals).
3) Whether dispatch agrees to monitor using AFF or radio flight following,
assure appropriate FM frequencies and tones will be monitored during
flight and then brief dispatch on radio call procedure you will use and
what response is expected (this should not differ from IDFG radio flight
following manual and policy).
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4) Shortly after take off, contact dispatch via radio stating "Nxxxx off
(airport or helibase name) AFF".
5) If radio contact is not made with dispatch office, return to
airport/helibase.
6) If radio contact is made, and AFF is verified by dispatch office, monitor
assigned frequencies, for duration of flight
7) If a deviation from planned and briefed flight route occurs, contact
dispatch office via radio with the change.
8) If AFF capability is lost at the dispatch office, or the signal is lost during
the flight, flight following will revert to 30 minute radio check-in
procedures.
9) Monitor the appropriate radio frequencies at all times during the flight.
10) It is very important to inform dispatch upon landing that you are on the
ground each and every time you land. Also, dispatch must be told when
you have terminated the flight and flight following.

d. Procedures for Aircraft Dispatcher:
1) When AFF is requested, ensure AFF program access is available and
request standard flight information from the pilot/Chief of Party (COP).
Document using existing dispatch forms and logs.
2) Provide pilot/observer with appropriate frequencies to monitor during the
flight (Dispatch frequency, National flight following, etc.). Ensure these
frequencies are monitored during duration of flight.
3) Brief with pilot/observer on radio calls expected and responses you will
provide (these should be similar to the IDFG flight following policy and
manual).
4) Check AFF system to ensure icon for the aircraft is shown.
5) Shortly after take off, pilot/COP will call via radio stating "Nxxxx off
(airport or helibase name) AFF". Check aircraft Icon color and verify time
and date. Respond to the radio call, stating "Nxxxx, (dispatch call sign)
AFF".
6) Keep the AFF system running on your computer during the entire flight.
7) Set 30 minute timer, and check flight progress as appropriate during the
flight. Document using existing forms and logs.
8) If the icon turns RED, it means the signal has been lost. Immediately
attempt contact with the aircraft via radio and follow normal lost
communication, missing aircraft, or downed aircraft procedures as
appropriate. IDFG flight following manual has procedure and phone
numbers to use to initiate response.
9) If radio contact is made after a lost signal, flight will continue using 30
minute radio check-ins for flight following until AFF is resumed.
10) Use same procedure if computer system goes down during flight.
V. SAFETY EQUIPMENT
All equipment used for flying and flight safety must be inspected for any defects,
deficiencies, or compliance with policy on a monthly basis. Any deficient equipment that
will interfere with flight safety will be noted and repaired or replaced by the regional flight
safety officer.

A. Clothing
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Synthetic fabrics will not be worn during aerial surveys except Nomex Iii flight
suits, and clothing. In the event of fire, other synthetics can melt into the skin and
increase severity of burns, even when worn under protective clothing. Because
most Department uniform items are primarily made of synthetics, individuals in
flight status are exempt from uniform requirements.
When conducting low elevation flights, employees should be prepared to survive
with only the clothing and equipment they have on their person. The following
apparel items are MANDATORY to be worn on ALL low-altitude flights:
1. Boots: Should be all leather or rubber, with no zippers and should reach past
the ankle. Street shoes, tennis shoes, and synthetics (such as jungle boots)
are NOT acceptable. During winter, felt-lined boots ARE acceptable.
2. Underwear: Should only be cotton, wool, or cotton-wool blend, Nomex or
another non flammable natural fiber material.
3. Outerwear: Should also be of either cotton, wool, or cotton-wool blend
fabrication or Nomex fire resistant material. All personnel in the aircraft should
be dressed to survive with only the clothing they are wearing. In winter, this
should include heavy coats and wool pants. Additional clothing (coats, mitts,
and hats/caps) should be carried along.
4. Nomex Ill Flight Suits: Department-supplied flight suits can be checked out
from the flight safety officer and are required for all helicopter flying. Only
orange colored flight suites may be purchased. For best protection, the suit
should fit loosely, with the pant legs reaching the floor and sleeves reaching to
mid-thumb. The suit should be worn with the sleeves rolled down and fastened
over gloves, the legs fastened over boots, and the collar up and fastened.
Frequent fliers (averaging more than 30 hours annually) and individuals who
cannot be fitted by standard sizes may purchase personal flight suits, when
approved by the appropriate regional supervisor or bureau chief.
5. Gloves: Either Nomex, leather, or wool gloves are acceptable.
6. Helmets: Department-supplied HGU-84 helmets can be checked out from the
flight safety officer. Only HGU-56, SPH-5 and HGU-84 helmets that are in
good working condition are authorized for Department flights. Frequent fliers
(averaging more than 30 hours annually) , may purchase personal HGU-84
helmets when approved by the appropriate regional supervisor or bureau chief.
Helmet bags will be provided.
Radio adapters to allow these helmets to be used in fixed-wing aircraft are
available from the flight safety officer. All helmet radio equipment must be kept
in good working order and be working properly during any flight.
The wearing of helmets is optional for fixed-wing aircraft flying but
recommended when conducting low elevation flights.
B. Personal Flotation Devices
All occupants shall wear a U.S. Coast Guard Type Ill-approved personal flotation
device when landing or taking off from water or when single engine craft are
operating beyond power-off gliding distance from shore.
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C. First-Aid Kit
A first-aid kit contained in a waterproof container, supplied by the flight safety
officer, is a MANDATORY equipment item on all low-altitude flights.
D. Survival Kit
A survival kit supplied by the flight safety officer is a MANDATORY equipment item
on all low-altitude flights. Mandatory contents of the survival kit are listed in
Appendix A.
E. Personal Survival Equipment
Employees participating in low elevation helicopter flights should be prepared to
survive with only the clothing and equipment they have on their person. Appendix
B contains a list of what equipment is required along with an optional list of
equipment.
Items shall NOT be removed from the first-aid or survival kits EXCEPT during
emergencies. IMMEDIATELY report to the flight safety officer all missing, worn, or
damaged safety equipment or depleted first-aid supplies. One sleeping bag is
required to be included when conducting winter flights.
F. Seat Belts and Shoulder Harnesses
All persons on low altitude flights shall engage and wear seat belts and shoulder
harnesses where provided. Visual check of belts and harnesses should be made
to make sure they are in working condition and without defects.

VI. WEATHER GUIDELINES
Weather information is available from the FAA by telephone or radio. You may not be
able to obtain an accurate local area forecast, but the general area forecast will help
you and the pilot to better estimate local conditions. Mountain and low altitude flying
requires better weather than that required by the FAA for Visual Flight Rules (VFR).
Flights should not be initiated and should be terminated when visibility is less than five
miles (three miles for rotary wing) or surface winds are greater than 25 knots (25-30
mph). Winds greatly increase the hazard of low-altitude operations in mountainous
areas. Low-altitude flights should not be initiated if turbulence is forecast to exceed
"light" as defined by the FAA. When turbulence reaches the point that you are
pressed against the seat belt or a loose object would be moved around the cockpit,
the flight should be terminated. During warm weather months, low altitude flights
should normally be completed in the early morning or late evening hours to reduce the
possibility of turbulence. In the late fall, winter, and early spring, greater flexibility is
possible, but turbulence can be expected to increase later in the day.

VII. SMOKING AND ALCOHOL RESTRICTIONS

A. Smoking is prohibited at all times in the aircraft, either on the ground or in flight It
is further prohibited within 100 feet of any fuel supply or refueling operations.
B. The Department employee in charge of flying missions shall not engage or allow a
flight to proceed if the employee knows that the pilot:
1. Has consumed alcoholic beverages of any kind within eight hours immediately
preceding take-off time;
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2. Is under the influence of alcohol or any drug or substance that will affect the
pilot's faculties in any way; or
3. Has a blood-alcohol content of 0.04 percent or more, by weight.
VIII. SPECIAL OPERATIONS
Net-Gunning, aerial darting, and power- on landings
A. Normally, net gunning and aerial darting should be done by contracting an outside

source, but can be conducted by Department personnel only if the project leader
planning the special operation discusses their plans with their regional supervisor,
regional flight safety coordinator, bureau chief and statewide flight safety officer
well in advance of the project to perform a risk/benefit analysis.
B. If Department personnel are involved in a net-gunning operation, it must be done
through the normal AM selection and training process and it must be pre-approved
by the chief of the Bureau of Wildlife following discussions under A above.
C. If Department personnel are involved in a net-gunning, darting, or special "poweron" landings project, ONLY properly trained and certified personnel shall engage in
the operation. All training must be coordinated through the Statewide Flight Safety
Officer months in advance to allow for coordination with AM so training can be
accomplished with minimal project delays.
D. All persons serving as "gunner" shal! wear a proper harness (rock-climber type)
and tether (cable).
E. The cable must be properly secured to the harness and the aircraft by the gunner
to prevent accidental ejection of the gunner.
IX. PASSENGER LOADING
The number of people on board the aircraft is to be kept at a minimum during lowaltitude flights.
Do not carry more observers than are necessary to accomplish the mission.
Sportsmen and other non-Department personnel may not be used as observers
unless they are flight safety trained per Department policy, observer trained, and only
when unusual circumstances would allow for such, and only when approved by the
appropriate regional supervisor, bureau chief, or Director. Non Department volunteers
could be allowed to be transported from point-to-point when needed for a special
operation. In this circumstance, non Department personnel must sign a volunteer form
and receive a safety briefing from a B-3 certified flight crew member to ensure they are
aware of all safety procedures and equipment before any flight. A B-3 certified flight
crew member must also be on board and/or present when volunteer passengers are
loading or unloading. All volunteer passengers must be attired in the appropriate flight
safety equipment.
Every low-altitude flight should be reviewed by the Department employee in charge to
ensure that each individual on board is absolutely essential to the mission, and all
proper training, and equipment has been procured.
X. SURVIVAL
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Unless you are absolutely certain of your capability to walk out from a crash site within
a few hours, you should stay at the site of the crash. Your chances of being found and
picked up are far better if you stay at the aircraft. If you should leave the crash site,
always leave a detailed description of the route you are taking.
XI. REGIONAL AIRCRAFT HAZARD MAP
Each region, under the direction of the flight safety officer, shall develop a regional
aircraft hazard map showing particular hazards to low-altitude flight operations. Such
items as powerlines and deceptively blind canyons should be included.
It is important to list all hazards, but the map should take advantage of experience
gained from previous low-altitude operations.
The hazard map should be reviewed by observers and pilot prior to the flight.
XII. NIGHT FLYING

Night flying is prohibited, except for enforcement purposes. Low-altitude flights may
be undertaken only between 1/2 hour before sunrise to 1/2 hour after sunset.
XIII. REPORTING

Changes to the Airport and Airway Safety Expansion Act of 1987 removes from the
category of "public" aircraft those that are leased by the state for less than 90
consecutive days. Therefore, accidents or incidents occurring with such leased
aircraft must now be reported in the same manner as private aircraft. This will then
place the subsequent investigation under the provisions of the FAA and the National
Transportation Board.
Section 830.5: Immediate Notification:
The operator of an aircraft shall immediately and, by the most expeditious means
available, notify the nearest National Transportation Safety Board (Board) field office
when:
A. An aircraft accident or any of the following listed incidents occur:

1. Flight control system malfunction or failure;
2. Inability of any required flight crew member to perform normal flight duties as a
result of injury or illness (this does not include air sickness);
3. Failure of structural components of a turbine engine, excluding compressor and
turbine blades and vanes;
4. In-flight fire;
5. Aircraft collide in flight;
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6. Damage to property, other than the aircraft, estimated to exceed $25,000 for
repair (including materials and labor) or fair market value in the event of total
loss, whichever is less; and

7. For large multi-engine aircraft (more than 12,500 pounds maximum certified
take-off weight):
a. In-flight failure of electrical systems, which requires the sustained use of an
emergency bus powered by a back-up source such as a battery, auxiliary
power unit, or air-driven generator to retain flight control or essential
instruments;
b. In-flight failure of hydraulic systems that results in sustained reliance on the
sole remaining hydraulic or mechanical system for movement of flight
control surfaces;
c. Sustained loss of the power or thrust produced by two or more engines; and
d. An evacuation of an aircraft in which an emergency egress system is
utilized.
B. An aircraft is overdue and is believed to have been involved in an accident.
The notification required in Section 830.5 shall contain the following information, if
available:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Type, nationality, and registration marks of the aircraft;
Name of owner and operator of the aircraft;
Name of the pilot in command;
Date and time of the accident;
Last point of departure and point of intended landing of the aircraft;
Position of the aircraft with reference to some easily-defined geographical
point;
7. Number of persons aboard, number killed, and number seriously injured;
8. Nature of the accident, the weather, and the extent of damage to the aircraft, so
far as is known; and
9. A description of any explosives, radioactive materials, or other dangerous
articles carried.

The nearest National Transportation Safety Board field office for Idaho is Seattle,
Washington. The report is to be made on NTSB Form 6120.1/2. Each aircraft vendor
should secure copies of this form for use, if necessary.

XIV. PRIVATE AIRCRAFT USE REQUIREMENTS
The following requirements shall apply to all persons flying a private aircraft on state
business:
A. General Requirements: Any person flying a private aircraft on state business must
meet the following qualifications:
1. Insurance coverage must meet state standards. Each aircraft will carry at least
$1,000,000 bodily injury and property damage liability, combined single limits.
EXCEPTIONS: Single-engine, fixed-wing airplanes may be insured for a
minimum of $500,000 combined single limits with any person's sub-limits of no
less than $100,000. The "State of Idaho" must be named as an additional
insured under the owner or operator's liability insurance policy.
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2. Pilots must meet the following requirements when acting as pilot-in-command
on official state business when not carrying passengers:
a. Hold at least a current Private Pilot Certificate issued by the FAA, with at
least a current third-class medical certificate;
b. Have logged at least 150 hours of flying time; and
c. Meet all current requirements for type, category, and class of aircraft being
used.
3. Pilots must meet the following requirements when acting as pilot-in-command
when carrying state employee passengers:
a. Hold a current Commercial Pilot Certificate, a current Private Pilot
Certificate, with instrument rating issued by the FAA, or a current Private
Pilot Certificate, and annually pass a flight evaluation administered by
personnel of the Idaho Transportation Department, Division of Aeronautics;
b. Hold at least a current third-class medical certificate;
c. Have logged at least 500 hours of flying time; and
d. Meet all current requirements for type, category, and class of aircraft being
used.
4. Pilot Certification
a. State employee personnel possessing current aviator ratings and who have
a need to pilot rented or owned aircraft in the fulfillment of their state duties
shall first be approved for such duties by their agency and shall also be
certified by the Idaho Transportation Department, Division of Aeronautics,
that they meet the certification and experience requirements. Further, the
certification and experience requirements shall be attested to on an annual
basis by the Idaho Department of Transportation, Division of Aeronautics.
5. Pilot Approval Procedure
Department personnel possessing current aviator ratings and having need to
pilot owned or rented aircraft in the fulfillment of their duties, shall, at the
convenience of the Department. first be approved for such duty as follows:
a. Provide annually a copy of a valid FAA certificate, current medical
certificates, restricted radio license, and Idaho pilot registration to the
Administrator of the Division of Aeronautics and Public Transportation and
annually provide the FAA pilot and medical certificates, and certificate of
insurance (if piloting personal aircraft) to the Department's Human
Resources office;
b. Certify that the requirements, as imposed by the FAA for biennial flight
review and other applicable flight checks, have been completed;
c. Provide evidence of flight experience (should not be less than that required
under Section 111--"Private Aircraft Use Requirements);
d. The Department reserves the right to require a flight check at any time
deemed appropriate; and
e. Approval to pilot either a personal or rented aircraft on state business shall
be renewed annually, except that such privilege shall be at the convenience
of the Department and may be canceled at any time.
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APPENDIX A

SURVIVAL ITEMS PRESENT ft\J KIT(S) CARRIED ON THE AIRCRAFT COMBINED WEIGHT
SHOULD NOT EXCEED 25
1) At a minimum, the following items
included in a survival kit. Helicopter contractors
are required by OAS to carry these items in their kit. We may include these items in an IDFG kit
or verify the contents of the contractor's kit and exclude them from the IDFG kit.
• Knife
• Signal Mirror
• 6 signal flares
• 2 boxes of matches in water proof containers
• 1 space blanket per occupant
• 1 quart of water per occupant (not required if operating over areas with adequate water).
• 2 candles
• Water bottle or collapsible bag
• Whistle
• Fire starter
• 50 feet of light rope or cord

2) The
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

following items are also required
IDFG kits.
Satellite phone (if not carried by passengers)
PLB (if not carried by passengers)
GPS (if not carried by passengers)
Spare batteries as needed for the satellite phone, GPS, flashlights, etc.
Small saw
2 large garbage bags
2 smoke flares
1 fusee flare
1 large metal cup
Survival manual
Duct tape ( small or partial roll)
10' of wire
The following first aid items:

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o

6 - 4" x 4" dressings (sponge, gauze, Telfa, Combine pads, etc.)
5" x 9" or larger)
2 trauma dressings (larger dressings,
3 flexible bandages (Co-flex, Elasticon, Vetwrap, or gauze roll)
CPR mask
3 triangular bandages
Latex gloves
Medical tape
Bandage Scissors
Additional optional items
antiseptic wash; burn sheet; splint(s) (e.g. Sam
splint)

B

SURVIVAL ITEMS CARRIED BY EACH PASSENGER
1)

a minimum, each passenger must
e1
e1

•
•
•

Leatherman type tool
Something orange (flight suit helmet, orange vest, orange space blanket)
Small flashlight
Matches or lighter
Fire starter

2) In addition, passengers might carry:
•
•
•
•

Important personal medication
Communication device/PLB (e.g. satellite phone, PLB, cell phone,
and radios depends on the area)
radio. The usefulness of cell
Signal mirror
Space blanket
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Appendix C
DIRECTOR'S MEMORANDUM ON FLIGHT SAFETY

State of Idaho
Department of Fish and Game
Boise, Idaho
January 12, 2001

MEMORANDUM
TO:

All Department Employees

FROM:

Rod Sando, Director

SUBJECT:

Aircraft Safety Policy

Following our recent helicopter accident, many people have come forward with suggestions for
improvements to our flight safety protocol. We appreciate all of your comments and suggestions and I
would like to reaffirm our deep commitment to safety. The Department already has in place an excellent
aircraft safety protocol. I expect ALL employees who fly to review Department policy J::ir.17.04 in your
policy manual or on our Intranet at: htto://164.165.104.19/Policy manual frame.htm. I have attached a
memo to indicate that you have read and understand the policy and are prepared to be accountable for
implementation of the policy an any flights in which you participate. On the interest of employee safety no
employee will authorized to fly until this memo is signed and in the possession of his/her supervisor.
Safety of our people is our foremost concern. While I recognize that data collection and other activities
requiring use of helicopters and fixed-wing aircraft is an essential component of many of our jobs. We
must continue to put emphisis on safety. Therefore the followeing improvements to our flight safety
protocol will be implemented immediately:
1.

Flight following
a. Maximum interval for flight following between the aircraft and base station will be reduced to 30
minutes. In addition, the aircraft wiil contact the base station to report their location each time
they move to a new area. Search and rescue efforts will be initiated if contact is not regained
within 30 minutes of the last scheduled contact time. Employee flight leaders may agree to
conduct flight following at more-frequent intervals.
b. When possible, the base station should be responsible for initiating the flight following contacts
rather than the aircraft contacting the base station.
c. Flight following will be the primar1 responsibility of the assigned individual atthe base station.
If flight following must be conducted by regional office staff, it should be the responsibility of the
Duty Officer, and not the clerical staff.
d. The Regional Supervisor will designate staff to be On-Call during weekends while flights are
being conducted in case emergency procedures need to be coordinated and implemented.
e. The regional flight safety coordinator will be responsible for ensuring that the above flight
following procedures are being adhered to.
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3.
a.

Safety issues.
All wildlife net-gunning operations will be contracted outside the Department. No Department
staff will be permitted to be on board the aircraft while net gunning is being conducted.
b. As indicated in the existing policy, all
procedures and requirements related to helicopter
flights (e.g., flight following) also
to all low altitude flights in fixed-wing aircraft.
Although helmets are not required on fixed-wing flights, we strongly recommend employees wear
helmets when possible during low altitude flights.
c. The department-provided first aid and survival kit must be SECURELY fastened to the aircraft
during flight.
d. The regional flight safety coordinator will be responsible for a monthly examination of the contents
and condition of items provided in the survival kit to ensure that all items are present, in good
condition, and current (fresh batteries in radios, ELTs, flares not expired, etc.).
e. We need to emphasize that employees participating in low altitude flights srould be equipped so
they are prepared to spend the night and survive with only the clothing they are wearing and
equipment they have on their person.
f. All employees will be required to attend a Basic Aircraft Safety course conducted by an OAS
instructor before they are authorized to
in helicopters or fixed-wing aircraft on Department
business.
g. One sleeping bag is strongly recommended on each flight during winter.

In addition to these immediate modifications to improve safety on our flights, we will also begin
procurement of some additional items to implement additional safeguards as quickly as possible.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Satellite telephones. Our goal is to have 2 satellite phones on each flight-one secured in the
survival kit, and one on an employee's person.
Personal ELTs. Our goal is to equip each employee on the flight with a personal ELT.
Portable GPS. Our goal is to equip each survival kit with a hand held GPS.
All Nomex flight suits ordered in the future are to be ORANGE or some similar highly visibe color.
Helicopter flight helmets. New flight helmets were ordered in November to replace the HGU-33
helmets that are no longer approved for use in helicopters. By mid-February, all of the new helmets
should be in and delivered to the regions.
they arrive, the HGH-33s will be recalled and the only
helmets authorized for use in department helicopter flights will be: SPH-4, SPH-5, HGU-56, and
HGU-84 model helmets.

In addition to the above, we will commit to
months. We will:
1.
2.

3.
3.

to improve our flight safety program over the coming

Review our survival equipment including PPE, ELTs and contents, size, and weight of our survival kit.
Look into developing a more structured flight safety training program, perhaps including minimum
training requirements, more intensive training for regional flight safety coordinators, and enhanced
training opportunities for staff.
Reconvene the Technical Resource Data(TRD) team to discuss our wildlife data needs and
recommendations of acquisition of those data.
Review our safety policy and emergency response protocol.

I believe all of the above items are appropriate and justified to maximize the safety of our employees.
None of the work comes without risk, but is critical that we manage and minimize the rsk while we do
our best to collect the information that is necessary to manage our wildlife resources. It is not my
intention to force or hurry staff back into the air at this time. Rather I'd like to see that the above
improvements in our flight safety policy are implemented immediately so that those employees who want
and need to fly to collect data, and are --·-~---doing so at this time, may resume their programs.
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of
Department of Fish and Game
Boise, ID

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT: Aircraft Safety

This is to certify that I have reviewed and understand the Department policy A-17.04
on Aircraft Safety.

Date

Name
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United States Department of the Interior
National Business Center
Aviation Management
300 E. Mallard Dr., ·Ste 200
Boise, Idaho 83706-3991

In reply refer to: 10·0H04-N-IFG

November 12, 2010

Memorandum
To:

Jeff Gould, Wildlife Bureau Chief, Idaho Fish & Game

From:

Mark Bathrick, Associate Director, NBC Aviation Management Directorate (AMD)

Subject:

Final Report: Hiller UH-12E, N67264, Accident, August 31, 2010, Kamiah, ID

On August 31, 2010,. at approximately 0920 PST, a Hiller Soloy UH-12E (N67264) crashed
during a wildlife survey in Northern Idaho. The helicopter, owned by Leading Edge Aviation
LLC, was under the operational control of Idaho Fish and Game. The pilot and two Idaho Fish &
Game employees in the helicopt~ received· fatal injuries.
(

~. 1

In accordance with Inter-Agency Agreement 10-6700-DAS-SID-14, AMD has been contracted
to provide aviation accident investigation services for Idaho Fish & Game. The enclosed
document contains our Final Mishap Report (FMR) for this accident. The National
Transportation· Safety Board (NTSB) identifier for this accident is WPR10FA440. Their report is
available on-line at: http://www.ntsb .gov.
The total cost of this accident to date is: $9,779,600.
Aircraft
Damage

Personnel
Loss of availability

AMO Investigative Costs

TOTAL

$

380,000 (est)

$ 9,398, 1001
$ Unknown
$
1,500 {est)

$9,779,600 (est)

Cost as of Nov. 5, 2010

1

Current FAA estimated cost avoidance to an agency/company had the fatality been averted
(Source: Economic Values for FAA Investment and Regulatory Decisions,• Oct 3, '07). The FAA
uses this value In Its calc;ulatlons and reporting of the cost of fatalities In aviation accidents.

If you have any questions concerning this report; please contact Keith Raley, Chief, Aviation
Safety and Program Evaluations Division, at 208-433-507 1.
Thank you for allowing us the opportunity to serve you.
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Subject: HillerSoloy, N67264, Kamiah, ID, August 31, 2010

/-~----..\

\ __j

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
On Augµst 31, .2010, at approximately 0940 PDT> a Hiller UH 12E helicopter (tail
number N67264) crashed during a wildlife survey in Northern Idaho. The aircraft was
substantially damaged when it impacted utility lines, a house, travel trailer, and the
ground in Kamiah, Idaho, approximately 35 minutes after departure (Figure 1). The
helicopter, owned by Leading Edge Aviation LLC, was under the operational control of
Idaho Fish and Game. The commercial pilot and two employees of the Idaho Department
of Fish and Game (IDFG) .were fatally injured. The National Transportation Safety Board
(NTSB) identifier for this accident is WPR10TA440. Their report is available on-line at:
http://www.ntsb.gov

Figure 1 - Accident site
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Subject: Hiller Soley, N67264, Kamiah, ID, August 31, 2010
Figure 2- Seating configuration, similar aircraft

0
8. The flight was operated undertheprovisionS of Title 14 Code of Federal Regulations
(CFR) Part 91. No FAA flight plan was filed fo!the contract survey flight.
9. The helicopter .was scheduled to make an en route fuel stop at Selways Falls, and then
proceed to the survey location. Toe flight was not scheduled to land at Kamiah, Idaho.

10. According to the Idaho Fish & Grune contract, the helicopter was required to have an
Automated Flight Following (AFF) system in the aircraft. Idaho State Communications
Center (State Comm) was providing flight following for the aircraft. They were in radio
contact with the mishap pilot during the mishap.flight.
11. At 0929 PDT, the pilot advised State Comm thathe was landing at Kamiah. No
further transmissions were received from the helicopter.
12. Once the aircraft departed, the company Operations Manager followed the aircraft on
AFF at the company facility in Clarkston, Washington.

13. According to the Operations Manager, everything appeared normal until the signal
reception was lost from the AFF unit near Kamiah. At 0945 PDT, he called the Idaho
State Communications outlet that was flight following with the helicopter and asked for a
status report. State Comm said that the helicopter was landing at Kruniah.
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Subject: Hiller Soloy, N67264, Kamiah, ID, August 31, 2010

18. The main wreckage consisting of the cabin, tail boom, and main rotor system was
located in the driveway of a residence.

19. A debris path, oriented back along the helicopter's flight path and measured
approximately 1,500. feet in length, was comprised of various items from the helicopter.
Some of the earliest items in the debris path included segments of a metal clipboard that
belonged to one of the passengers and the outboard segments of the two tail rotor blades.

Figure 4 - Accident debris field
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Subje.ct: Hiller Soley, N67264, Ka..-ni.ah, ID, August 31, 2010
23. The Department of the Interior, National Business Center Aviation Management
Directorate (NBC AMD) employs the Air Force SM model, [AFPAM 90-902,
Operational Risk Management (ORM) Guidelines and Tools] as the framework for
aircraft mishap reporting. The 5-M' s are Media, Machine, Mission, Man, and
Management. These categories capture the broad range of elements that interact as a
system to produce mission success or mission failure. Successful missions or mishaps do
not just happen; they are the product of a system that· includes _Media, Machine, Mission,
Man, and Management. Mishaps serve as indicators of how well a system is functioning
and where improvements can be made to increase mission success and reduce loss/cost.

MEDIA
24. Weather Overview. The reported weather at the time of the accident was:
a. Cloud cover: Clear
b. Visibility: Greater than 10 miles
c. Temperature: 59° F
d. Dew Point: 50°F
e. Winds: Calm
f. Altimeter: 30.04
g. Density altitude: 1570 feet Mean Sea Level (MSL)
The weather (temperature, visibility, and cloud cover) posed no problem to flight
operations. The weather was not a contributing factor in this accident.

25. Winds. The winds were reported to be calm and therefore posed no problem to
flight operations. Wind conditions were not a contributing factor in this accident.
26. Density Altitude. The density altitude was computed to be 1570 ft MSL. Density
Altitude was not a contributing factor in this accident.

27. Terrain and Vegetation. The terrain in the area was mountainous with 8-12 foot
trees. The helicopter landed in a residential area. Terrain and vegetation was a present
but not contributing factor in this accident.

MACHINE
28. The Hiller Soloy helicopter was configured with high struts and external baskets on
both sides of the aircraft.
29. According to Federal Aviation Administration records, the helicopter was
manufactured in 1965 with a reciprocating engine and was converted to turbine power in

1981.
30. Aircraft Maintenance / Operating Condition. The most recent annual inspection
was completed on April 2, 2010.
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Subject: Hiller Soloy, N67264, Kamiah, ID, August 31, 2010
airworthiness of the aircraft. In accordance with past practices, the current AMD
authorization card (issued October 23, 2009), was not rescinded as that particular
authorization card was issued for DOI contract 80-3047 (ACETA only) and appeared to
meet those requirements. Only routine maintenance deficiencies were noted that did not
affect airworthiness. The majority of deficiencies documented pertained to compliance
with DOI contract 80-3007 WH&B. The BHT.UHl also failed to pass inspection
requiring re-inspection.
37. On May 26, 2010, a WRO team re-inspected the BIIT UHl at the Leading Edge
Aviation, Lewiston, Idaho maintenance facility. Since a WRO avionics inspector was not
available at that time to inspect the avionics of the BHT UHl, an avionics only inspection
(to include the Hiller UH-12E) was scheduled at a later date.

38. On June 01, 2010, a WRO Avionics inspector communicated with Leading Edge
Aviation LLC, to determine available dates to complete the avionics inspection of the
UHl and to conduct an avionics re-inspection of N67264.
39. On June 21, 2010, a WRO Avionics inspector completed the UHl avionics
inspection. The aircraft failed the inspection; however, the type of deficiencies would not
require re-inspection. The WRO inspector was then informed t.liat N67264 was currently
not available/ready for the avionics inspection in support of contracts 80-3067 and 803047 as agreed on June 01, 2010.
40. On August 20, 2010, Leading Edge Aviation LLC contacted the WRO concerning
the status of N67264. A message was given to the avionics inspector who conducted the
original inspector on April 29, 2010. On August 24, 2010, attempts by the WRO
inspector to contact Leading Edge Aviation LLC were unsuccessful There was no further
communication with Leading Edge Aviation LLC.

41. The AMD authorization card was found in the aircraft. The card was issued on
October 23, 2009 but was not rescinded by the Western Regional Office of AMD.
Aircraft carding was a present but not contributing factor in this accident.

42. Automated Flight Following. Automated Flight Following (AFF) was installed and
working. The Skytrax 3i AFF unit was shipped from Guardian Mobility on December 8,
2009. The urut was preprogrammed to report the position every six minutes vice every
two minutes as required by the contract (B7.3.5.3). The State Communications center did
not notice or report any anomalies with the AFF readout when the unit stopped sending
14 miles from the accident site. Automated Flight Following was not a contributing
factor in this accident.
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Subject: Hiller Soloy, N67264, Kamiah, ID, August 31, 20i0
also flown a few years of steelhead spawning ground surveys in a Jet Ranger under
contract with Potlatch Corporation.

51. The female biologist had extensive low altitude fixed wing flying experience relating
to radio telemetry tracking of tagged bull trout in the Clearwater River drainage from
2000 to 2004. From June to October each year, she flew a minimum of 1 flight per month
and up to 3 flights per month during the peak of spawning and migration.

52. A 1500' long debris path comprised of various items from the helicopter was
oriented along the helicopter's flight path. Some of the earliest items in the debris path
included segments of a metal clipboard that belonged to one of the passengers and the
outboard segments of the two tail rotor blades. One of the tail rotor blades exhibited
leading edge crush damage that was continuous across the fracture line, and the clipboard
segments exhibited crease lines and. paint transfer marks consistent with the tail rotor
blade dimensions and colors. It cannot be determined where the metal clipboard was
when it departed the helicopter; however, post-crash analysis determined the right door to
be open prior to impact. Man was a contributing factor in this accident..

COSTS
Aircraft
Damage
Personnel
Loss of availability
AMD Investigative Costs
Total

380,000 (est)
$ 9,398,100 1
$ Unknown
$
1.500 (est)
$9,779,600 (est)
$

Cost as of Sep. 25, 2010

.

1Current FAA estimated cost

avoidance to an agency/company had the fatality been averted (Source:
Economic Values for FAA Investment and Regulatory Decisions," Oct 3, '07). The FAA uses this value in its
calculations and reporting of the cost of fatalities in aviation accidents.

MANAGEMENT
53. Management examines-all levels of control and oversight in relation to the mishap.
Management defines mission policies and procedures, provides oversight and on-scene
guidance, and through its reinforcing actions establishes a distinctive organizational
climate that promotes behaviors related to eyentual outcomes.
54. The aircraft in use at the time of the accident was not carded by AMD. Leading

Edge Aviation LLC management was a present but not contributing factor in this
accident.
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Subject: Hiller Soloy, N67264, Kamiah. ID, August 31; 2010

CONTRIBUTING FACTORS
1. Human Factors: Failure to safeguard items in the aircraft was a contributing factor
in this accident.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Leading Edge Aviation.
a. Install 406 ELTs in all aircraft
b. Comply with AFF contract requirements
c. Comply with aircraft carding requirements

2. Idaho State Communications Center
a. Brief employees on AFF capabilities, limitations, and DOI requirements.
3. Western Regional Office, Aviation Management Directorate
a. Review aircraft carding procedures to ensure vendors are not in possession of
carding certification for unauthorized aircraft.
4. Idaho Fish & Gaine
a. Brief employees on vendor aircraft & pilot carding responsibilities.
b. Verify Satellite phone operation.
c. Brief employees on over-the-counter,-self-medication for employees.
d. Brief employees on Foreign Object Debris/ Foreign Object Dainage (FOD).

(
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A.

ACCIDENT
Location:
Date/Time:
Aircraft:
NTSB IIC:

B.

Kamiah, Idaho
August 31, 2010 (approx 0920 PDT, 1620 UTC)
Hiller/Soloy conversion UH-12E, MSN 2509, N67264
Michael Huhn

ON-SITE PARTICIPANTS:

Michael Huhn
Air Safety Investigator
National Transportation Safety Board
Los Angeles Office

Chuck Roberts
Inspector
Federal Aviation Administration
Spokane FSDO

David Riser
Air Safety Investigator
Rolls Royce
Indianapolis, IN

Colby Barron
Inspector
Federal Aviation Administration
Spokane FSDO

Steve Palm
General Manager
Hiller Aircraft Corp
Firebaugh, CA
Arlyn Miller
National Helicopter Specialist
Aviation Management Division
National Business Center
Boise, Idaho

C.

John Mills
Air Safety Investigator
Aviation Management Division
National Business Center
Boise, Idaho
Multiple (wreckage collection) personnel
from:
Lewis County Sheriff
Kamiah Marshals Office
Nez Perce Indian Tribe Police
Idaho Dept of Lands
Idaho Fish & Game

SlJMMARY

The helicopter, with a pilot and two passengers, was enroute from the operator's remote pad in
Clarkston, WA to conduct a wildlife survey flight approximately 70 miles east of the departure
point. The two passengers were employees of the Idaho Department of Fish and Game (IDFG).
The helicopter was owned and operated by Valley Helicopters/Leading Edge Aviation in
Lewiston, Idaho. The flight was being conducted under visual flight rnlcs in visual
meteorological conditions ·under the provisions of l 4CFR Part 91.
Examination of the airframe and engine was conducted on-scene during the two days following
the accident. Distribution of the debris field, and hardware damage patterns, were consistent
with the tail rotor being struck by a metal clipboard/case in flight, and subsequent loss of control.
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D.

AIRFRAME EXAMINATIO~

1.0

Debris Field Information

The overall debris field measured approximately 1,500 feet in length, and had a primary axis
oriented approximately west to east. The debris field was situated back along the helicopter's
flight path, west of the main wreckage. The main wreckage consisted of the cabin, engine, main
rotor system, and tail boom, and was located in the driveway of a residence. The residents were
not present at the time of the accident. The latitude and longitude of the main wreckage was
measured to be:
46 13' 39.13" N
116 01' 57.36" W
The area immediately surrounding the main wreckage impact site was residential. The main
wreckage was situated in a compact area su1Tounded by tall trees and utility poles. Trees
approximately 60 feet tall, and approximately 15 to 20 feet from the main wreckage, had no
significant signs of damage, with the exception of one approximately 1.5 inch diameter branch.
The tail boom impacted a travel trailer parked in the driveway, and one main rotor blade sliced
completely through the trailer.
Lewis County Sheriff (LCS) personnel, in conjunction with Idaho Fish and Game (IDFG) and
Idaho Dept of Lands (IDL) personnel mapped and recovered the distributed wreckage
components. Most items were photographed in place and had their GPS coordinates recorded.
The items were then brought to the investigators at the main wreckage location, where they were
identified and catalogued into a database. LCS personnel also mapped the components on an
aerial view of the locale.
Based on a preliminary on-scene 2-D reconstruction of the helicopter, investigators determined
that the tail rotor (TR) gearbox and inboard segments of the TR blades were missing. Review of
the database and the locations of the recovered components enabled additional searches to be
conducted in specific areas for the specific 'missing' components; the TR gearbox and the
inboard blades were embedded in the shake roof of a house near where the outboard blade
segments were found. It was then determined that no additional critical components were
missing from the wreckage.
Several eyewitnesses reported that they observed objects separating or falling from the helicopter
just prior to impact. Some of the earliest items in the debris path included segments of a 3-piece
metal clipboard/case that belonged to one of the passengers, and the outboard segn1ents of the
two TR blades.
The main drive shaft was recovered essentially intact with no non-impact related damage noted.
Visual inspection of the upper powerplant assembly, transmission and upper controls revealed
extensive impact damage. Aside from the TR damage, no other pre-impact damage or missing
components were noted for the flight control system or the engine.
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The helicopter's lead-acid storage battery, (a model Gill G-51, mounted forward of the
instrument panel) was found significantly offset from the debris trail and the main wreckage. It
was located about 600 feet south of the debris field axis, and about 300 feet west-southwest of
the main wreckage. The battery created a 10-inch deep hole in the ground.

2.0

General and Cockpit/Cabin Information

2.1

General

The helicopter was a 'Soloy' conversion which replaced the original piston engine with an
Allison (now Rolls Royce) M250 C20 mrbine engine. The Hiller Helicopter dataplate listed the
helicopter model as a "UH-12L4," and a supplemental dataplate stated that the helicopter was
converted to a UH12E version by Valley Helicopter Service in February 1998. The trailing digit
(in this case a "4") in the original Hiller dataplate designation indicates the number of seats. The
conversion dataplate did not contain any trailing digit. The correct designation should have been
a "3" to specify that the helicopter was equipped with three scats. This topic was further detailed
in a separate document.
The general configuration of the helicopter was as follows:
" A horizontal 'seat deck' which was the primary structural element of the cabin
" A metal, tubular canopy frame with plastic transparencies that fully enclosed the cockpit/cabin
• Metal-framed left and right side cabin doors
• Three abreast seating (passenger-pilot-passenger)
• A central pilot's seat with an instrument/control pedestal, and flight controls
• A vc1iical firewall that formed the aft cabin wall
• Left and right side high-skids for landing gear
• Left and right external racks (stretcher-like, approximately 6 feet long , 2 feet wide, and 2 inches
deep; sometimes referred to as 'baskets')
• Engine and transmission affixed to metal framework ('basket') behind the cabin
• Two-bladed metal main rotor (MR)
• Two metal MR control 'paddles' affixed to the main rotor hub
• Left and right auxiliary metal fuel tanks affixed to structure outboard of the engine
• A tapered cylindrical sheet-metal tail boom
• Multi-segment tail rotor drive system mounted atop the tail boom
• Tail rotor gearbox at the aft end of the tail boom
• Two-bladed metal tail rotor (TR)
• One horizontal stabilizer on the right end of the tail boom
The damage to the main wreckage was consistent with a high velocity, near-vertical trajectory.
The cabin was found essentially upright, but heavily damaged. The damage patterns to the seat
deck, pedestal, instrument panel, engine basket and skid gear were all consistent with some
lateral loading from the right. The skids were displaced/folded to the left, and the pedestal and
the instrument panel were crushed and displaced to the right. Those patterns could have resulted
from a right-side-low impact attitude, or some horizontal trajectory component to the right.
Ground scars were consistent with minimal travel to the right. The main rotor blade cut through
4
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the travel trailer was angled about 30 degrees from a horizontal ground plane, consistent with a
right-side-down impact attitude

Figure _l- Overview of Wreckage (showing cut in trailer)

The engine remained affixed in its basket, but the engine basket exhibited rotational
damage/defonnation. The seat-back/firewall was bent slightly forward, and was partially
separated from some structure. The transmission, mast and both MR blades were present at the
main wreckage site. The mast axis was found nearly horizontal, oriented aft and left.
The lower transmission pylon penetrated through the engine deck and into the fuel cell in the
center of the deck. The longitudinal snubber (a tubular stabilizing brace for the pylon) was bent
approximately 90 degrees down, but the snubber attach bracket remained intact and attached to
the engine deck. The lateral snubber was similarly deformed, and its attach bracket also remained
intact and attached to the engine deck.
The tail boom was angled about 40 degrees aft-end up, and the aft end rested on the travel trailer.
Its forward end remained attached to the helicopter structure. The canopy frame and
transparencies were fracture-separated into multiple pieces; many were found forward of the
cabin. A non-Hiller avionics rack, a variety of cockpit/cabin and personal items, and the forwardmost segment of the TR drive were also found several feet forward of the main wreckage.
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Figure 2 - Left Front View

Figure 3 - Front View (note skids collapsed to aircraft-left)
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When the wreckage was lifted for recovery, numerous penetrations ofve1tical structural
members through the fuselage skin were observed. The helicopter design incorporated landing
gear cross tubes designed to absorb modest vertical impact loads. The design did not incorporate
any seat stroking provisions for vertical impacts.

2.2

Seats and Personnel

All three seats are equipped with Pacific Scientific multi-point restraints -vith rotary buckles, an d
inertia reels. The lock and release function of the each inertia reel was tested and confirmed by a
sharp manual pull to each. The restraints all appeared to be in good condition, and no failures
were evident.

According to first responders, all three persons were properly secured by their restraint systems,
and all remained in their seats. Each person wore a flight helmet. The pilot was seated in the
center seat, the female passenger was seated in the right seat, and the male passenger was seated
in the left seat. The female passenger and the pilot were pronounced dead at the scene; the male
passenger initially survived the accident, but died soon thereafter.
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2.3

Medications

An "Advil liquid-gels" bottle (expiration date 08/09) that contained four different medications
was found in wreckage. Two elements of the contents were tentatively identified on scene as gel A dvil (quantity 2), tablet Advil (quantity 35). In addition, the bottle contained 1 pink and 12
green tablets with an embossed capital "P" that could not be readily identifi ed by anyone present .
The bottle or its contents could not be associated w ith any particular person on the helicopter.
An anti-nausea band ("Sea-Band")
in the right-side external rack.

was found in an unopened plastic case that was found secured

<.

--

_ _ _ _ _ ,.....w.;.w.,c

Figure 5 - "Sea-Band" Box an d " Advil" Bottle
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According to IDFG personnel, the female passenger (who was an IDFG employee) was new to
helicopter survey flights, and she was reportedly prone to airsickness. This information could not
be verified, and the Sea-Band could not be definitively associated with her or her belongings.

2.4

Lead-Acid Storage Battery

According to the Hiller represenfative, the battery tray and support structure was heavily
modified, and was not a non-type design configuration. The tray had a crack on the right side,
and bending damage in the right-downward direction. The battery hold-down mechanism
appeared similar to the type design, with two threaded rods with wing-nuts for retention. The aft
rod remained attached to the tray and had a large washer under the wing nut. It was bent
approximately one hundred degrees forward just above the lower attachment fitting (bottom of
the rod near the tray). The forward rod failed at approximately the same location. The upper
portion of the forward rod was discovered just below the battery mount in the main wreckage
however no washer was observed in this location.

No evidence of a battery hold-down crdssbar was found in the wreckage. The battery cover was
found in the forward section of the main wreckage, but did not show evidence (abrasion or wear
on the cover) that a hold-down crossbar was installed. The wing nuts had safety wire provisions,
but none was found on either wing nut. The battery cover exhibited damage to the hold-down
"U" consistent with the battery being restrained without the hold-down crossbar.
The battery quick-disconnect remained intact and attached to the airframe, and the connector
housing that was part of the battery remained attached to the quick-disconnect that was part of
the aircraft. The battery vent lines, with attachment elbows, were found in the main wreckage.

2.5

Fuel Tanks

The helicopter was equipped with two metal, side-mounted auxiliary fuel tanks, and one standard
belly bladder tank. The belly tank was the main tank, and had a capacity of 40 gallons. The metal
auxiliary tanks each had a capacity of 20 gallons. The fuel caps remained securely mounted in
their respective receptacles in the main and auxiliary tanks. The fuel lines remained attached to
the auxiliary fuel tanks.
The main bladder tank was compromised by downward penetration of the engine snubbers and
lower transmission. The tank was devoid of fuel when examined the day after the accident
Both auxiliary tanks were ruptured, consistent with hydraulic defom1ation, and both were devoid
of fuel when examined the day after tht: accident. Each of the auxiliary fuel tanks' mounting
boxes had been modified with a steel plate along its upper surface. The upper side of each plate
had a raised, coarse cross-weave pattern, which was characteristic of a slip-resistant surface for
persons to stand on. According to the Hiller representative, this was not a Hiller modification.
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Damage patterns were also consistent with one or more main rotor blade strikes on the tail boom .
The Hiller representative noted that in-flight loss of the tail rotor and horizontal stabilizer could
result in a rapid nose-down pitch, and consequent main rotor strikes to the tail boom.
All three MR system vibration dampers (referred to as "apple knockers"), which were attached to
the cyclic bellcranks on the upper firewall , were found at the main wreckage site.
7.0

Tail Boom and Tail Rotor System

7.1

General

The tail of the helicopter consisted of a semi-monocoque tail boom, a two-segment drive shaft, a
tail rotor gearbox, a tail rotor assembly, and a horizontal stabilizer that was located on the right
side of the tail boom. The drive shaft was mounted atop the tail boom, and the tail rotor control
cables were also routed on the exterior of the tail boom. The tail boom, tail rotor drive system,
tail rotor control system and tail rotor were all fragmented into numerous segments. The tail rotor
and tail rotor gearbox were among the earliest (westernmost) components in the debris field .
7.2

Tail Boom Damage

The aft section of the tail boom had separated from the aircraft at a location approximately 2
inches forward of the aft-most tail rotor drive pillow block. The tail boom skin and bulkhead at
that location exhibited significant upward bending deformation. The tail boom "stinger" (ground
contact prevention rod), which was mounted just forward of that location, exhibited a dent along
one side, in a location that was consistent with the ti )ath of a de ressed main rotor blade.

Figure 15 - 2D Layout of Tail Rotor and Boom
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7.3

TR Control System

The helicopter was equipped to accommodate two sets of anti-torque pedals, but only the center
(pilot's) set of pedal bars was installed for the flight; the left side pedal bars were not installed.
The pedals were partially free to move, but full travel was not possible due to restrictions caused
by crush damage to the forward fuselage. Continuity was established between the center and leftside pedal mechanisms in the cockpit.
Anti-torque control was normally effected by pedal movement, which controlled TR blade pitch
via cables. Anti-torque control could not be positively established due to the separation of and
damage to the system. The forward segments of the control cables remained attached to the pedal
linkage, and cable continuity was established from the pedals aft, to the cable separation fracture
locations about 5 feet from the tail rntor. The cable separation fractures were consistent with
tensile overload, and those separation points aligned with the tail boom fracture location that had
damage patterns consistent with a main rotor blade strike. Control cable segments also remained
attached to the TR pitch change mechanism at the TR gearbox, and extended forward about 5
feet, to the same cable separation fracture locations as the forward cable segments. Thus, the full
lengths of both cables were accounted for.
The TR hub and yoke assembly remained attached to the gearbox, but the gearbox was fractureseparated from the tail boom. The TR pitch change mechanism was intact, and remained
attached to the hub and yoke assembly. The root ends of the TR blades remained attached to the
TR hub. Movement of the pitch change shaft could not be accomplished due to damage to the
output shaft and output shaft housing.

7.4

TR Drive System

The TR drive system consisted of a two-segment drive shaft and a TR gear box. The forward
segment of the drive shaft was approximately 5 inches in diameter and approximately 96 inches
long. This segment consisted of a slip joint attachment to the power takeoff of the transmission
and the 5 inch drive tube. It extended down and aft from the transmission to its junction with the
aft drive shaft segment. That junction was comprised of a "cardanjoint" that was mounted on the
tail boom, with two universal joints, one forward and one aft of the cardanjoint. The aft drive
shaft segment was 1 inch in diameter, and approximately 116 inches long. The aft end of the aft
drive segment attached to the TR gearbox via a slip joint mechanism and a cast "T" fitting. The
aft segment was mounted atop the tail boom, and supp011ed by four pillow-block bearing
assemblies attached to the tail boom.
The forward drive shaft segment was found essentially intact at the main wreckage site, but
fracture-separated from the helicopter. The forward end of the forward shaft was fractureseparated from the transmission output shaft, just forward of the slip joint. The output shaft
fracture was consistent with torsional failure due to overload. The cardan joint remained attached
to the aft end of the forward drive shaft, but was fracture-separated from the tail boom. The
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cardan joint retained its aft universal joint, including the splined shaft which inserted into the an
drive shaft.
The aft drive shaft segment was found fracture-separated into four sections. From front to rear.
these were as follows:
·
Length
(inches)

Forward End

7

32

54
46
49

48
16

Slip joint separated from aft
universal cardan joint
MR blade strike
MR blade strike

Wreckage

Part
Number

Aft End

I

I

20

MR blade strike

Slip joint fracture-separated
from TR gearbox

All four pillow block bearing assemblies were recovered, and no bearings displayed evidence of
lack of lubrication, overheating, or rotational failure.
Witness marks, including a conforming sized- and shaped-dent, and red paint transfer, indicated
that the TR gearbox moved down and to the right and struck the top outboard surface of the
horizontal stabilizer. The fracture separation which liberated the gearbox occurred at the
cast/machined gearbox attach fitting. That fracture surface was consistent with one-time
overload, with no evidence of pre-existing damage such as fatigue striations or corrosion. The
TR gearbox and hub assembly was one of the earliest (western-most) components in the debris
field.

Tail Rotor Blades

The TR consisted of two metal blades, with an overall rotor diameter of about 66 inches.
According to the Hiller representative, the tail rotor blades were equipped with non-Hilier
abrasion strips along their leading edges.
The tail rotor was found in three main pieces; the central hub and blade roots, and the t\vo
outboard blade sections. The fracture separation point was located at a rotor radius of
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I

MR blade strike

The damage patterns at the aft drive shaft fracture-separation sites were consistent with torsional
failure, MR blade impact, or both. No damage consistent with in-flight failure of any TR drive
shaft was observed. The forward slip joint failure was consistent with torsional overload. The
forward section of the aft drive shaft fracture-separated at the weld between the solid forward
splined section and the hollow aft tube section of the shaft. The forward splined section remained
attached to the universal joint. The aft slip joint remained attached to the aft portion of the aft
drive segment. The aft slip joint separated from the tail rotor gearbox by fracture of the T fitting.

7.5

i
I

I

I

approximately 12 inches, which resulted in each outboard section being approximately 18 inches
long. These items were some of the earliest (western-most) components in the debris field.
One blade, arbitrarily labeled "A," exhibited significant leading edge crush damage in the
chordwise direction, from leading edge to trailing edge. This blade section was identified as part
number 45 in the wreckage database. The crush damage was present on both segments of that
blade, which was consistent with the crush damage occurring before the blade fracture. The
crush damage and paint color were consistent with damage to one section of the metal
clipboard/case that was found in a similar location in the debris field. The outboard 2 inches of
that blade were not recovered.
The other blade ("B") exhibited a small (approximately 1/2 inch long) angular dent in the leading
edge, but aside from that and the fracture at the 12 inch span location, was otherwise
unremarkable. This blade section was identified as part number 41 in the wreckage database.

8.0

Metal Clipboard/Case

Several sections of an aluminum clipboard/case were recovered early in the debris field. The
location of the fragments, including one which bore an "Idaho Fish and Game" and several antipoaching stickers, enabled association of this unit with the accident flight.
In its undamaged state, the unit consisted of three approximately 9 inch by 12 inch aluminum
plates, which were attached by a common hinge along one of the short edges. The plates were
hinged and formed at the edges so that 1:'.vo of them (bottom and middle) formed a case for paper
storage. A steel spring-clip assembly affixed to the top edge of the middle plate to serve as a
paper/sheet retainer, and enabled the middle plate to be used as a hard writing surface. The third
(top) plate functioned as cover for the papers retained by the clip. The overall thickness of the
unit when fully closed was about 3/4 inch. The aluminum plate thickness was about 0.040
inches.
The top (part 2) and bottom (part 20) plates, as well as one piece (part 42) of the spring clip,
were recovered shortly after the accident. A few days after the accident, the middle plate, which
had the accommodations for the spring clip, was recovered in the same general area as the other
clipboard sections.
All three plates of the clipboard exhibited creasing, tearing, and red paint transfer marks. The
spring clip was tom into two sections, and deformed. All damage was consistent with the
clipboard being struck by the tail rotor blades. In consideration of the clipboard's light weight
and large surface area, the damage was not consistent with that expected if the clipboard simply
exited the helicopter and fell to the ground.
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•

Figure 16 - Clipboard Fragments, with Identifying Stickers

Figure 17 - Exemplar Clipboard (foreground) with Accident Clipboard Fragments
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•

Figure 18 - Clipboard Fragm ent with Witness Marks and Paint Transfer

E.

ENGINE EXAMINATION

1.0

General

The helicopter was equipped with an Allison (now Rolls Royce) M250 C20 turbine engine. The
air inlet system was non-type design, and appeared to be an after-market STC approved barrier
system.
A field examination of the engine was conducted, and the results are summarized below. A
representative of the engine manufacturer Rolls Royce was on-scene, and a detailed Rolls Royce
engine examination report was provided under separate cover.

2.0
•
•

•
•
•
•

Engine Exam Summary
N2 rotation was accomplished manually; continuity was confirmed to the power takeoff shaft
No manual Nl rotation could be accomplished
o The compressor face (inlet guide vanes and rotors) exhibited significant damage,
consistent with the ingestion of debris while the engine was running
Fuel was detected in the fuel line to the outer combustion case (OCC)
o It was captured in the line by a check valve
The fuel nozzle exhibited a normal appearance, with no excess carbon buildup
Full travel was obtained on the fuel control unit (FCU) arm/lever
Gearbox. oil
o Quantity - full
o Oil was visually clean
24
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PETER J. JOHNSON
Johnson Law Group
103 E. Indiana, Suite A
Spokane, WA 99207-2317
Phone: (509) 835-5000
Fax:
(509) 326-7503
ISB No. 4105
Attorneys for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LEWIS

***
PERRY KRINITT,
Plaintiff,

NO. CV 12-146
MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND
AUTHORITIES IN RESPONSE TO
PLAINTIFF'S BRIEF IN OPPOSITION
TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

V.

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND
GAME and STATE OF IDAHO,
Defendants.

*

**

COME NOW Defendants, by and through their counsel of record, Peter J. Johnson and
Johnson Law Group, and submit this memorandum ofpoints and authorities in response to Plaintiffs
brief in opposition to Defendants' motion for summary judgment.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Plaintiff s 1 claims ofnegligence against Defendants2 fail as a matter oflaw. Krinitt must offer
more than speculation and conjecture to create a genuine issue of material fact as to whether the
actions of Danielle Schiff caused the accident Krinitt has failed this burden. In an attempt to create
a genuine issue of material fact, Krinitt presents argument on issues not before the Court and
otherwise offers inadmissible evidence. Furthermore, Krinitt' s reply brief clearly misstates IDFG' s
position as: "Krinitt cannot prove why Schiff opened the door." IDFG makes no such argument.
As IDFG clearly articulates, it is pure speculation as to why or how the door opened - there is
absolutely no evidence that any act by Schiff caused the door to open. Instead, Krinitt's expert
merely offers speculation and conjecture that Schiff must have intentionally opened the door. Now
recognizing the claim that Schiff opened the door rests solely on speculation and conjecture, Krinitt
shifts his theory to contend that how the door came open is unimportant because the IDF G clipboard
came out of the helicopter and struck the tail rotor. While the parties agree that the clipboard exited
the helicopter after the door came open, there is no evidence that Schiff caused the clipboard to exit
the helicopter. Krinitt's argument is flawed in every respect.
1.

Krinitt asserts that his experts have reached "unambiguous fact-based conclusions."

(Briefin Opposition, pg. 2.) Contrary to his assertions, the conclusions reached by Krinitt' s experts,
even if admissible, are speculation and conjecture, and are not fact-based.
2.

Krinitt asserts that the opinions ofIDFG's expert support those ofK.rinitt's experts.

In fact, Colin Sommer' s opinions do not support those ofKrinitt' s experts. (Bricfin Opposition, pg.
2.)

Hereinafter "Krinitt."
2

Hereinafter "IDFG."

3

Hereinafter "Schiff."
JOHNSON LAW GROUP
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3.

Krinitt asserts that the concepts of circumstantial evidence, res ipsa loquiter, and

deductive reasoning place fault on Schiff, but Krinitt offers no material facts demonstrating what
Schiff did wrong. (Brief in Opposition, pg. 2.)
4.

Krinitt asserts that Schiff opened the door but offers no evidence to support this

statement. (Brief in Opposition, pg. 2.) No one who observed the helicopter as it approached
Kamiah, Idaho, has testified that they saw the door being opened, only that it was open at some point
after the witnesses heard a noise coming from the helicopter.
Implicit in Krinitt' s arguments and allegations is that Schiffbreached a duty merely because
the clipboard came out of the helicopter after the door opened. There is no evidence as to the
location of the clipboard when the door came open. A critical element in establishing a claim of
negligence is demonstrating that there was a duty imposed upon a defendant to conform to certain
standards of conduct. Based upon general testimony that all occupants should secure loose items,
Krinitt suggests that Schiff's alleged failure to secure the clipboard was a breach of a duty. There
is no evidence that Schiff had not secured the clipboard. Not even Leading Edge, the owner of the
helicopter and the pilot's employer, reasonably foresaw that an untethered clipboard posed any
problem. Undisputed testimony from Leading Edge personnel, Pope and Atchison, confirms that
they did not consider loose clipboards a problem; Leading Edge did not supply lanyards to secure
clipboards; and Leading Edge still does not provide lanyards or other devices to tether a loose
clipboard. See Pope Deposition, pg. 66, 11.13-15, pg. 124, 11. 16 to pg. 126, 11. 16; and Atchison
Deposition,pg.105,11. 19topg.106,ll.15;pg.107,ll.12topg.108,ll.6. ForKrinitttoassertthat
Schiff breached a duty by failing to secure the clipboard is not a duty even recognized by the
helicopter service itself. See Pope Deposition, pg. 66, 11. 13-15, pg. 124, 11. 16 to pg. 126, 11. 16; and
Atchison Deposition, pg. 105, 11. 19 to pg. 106, lL 15; pg. 107, 11.12 to pg. 108, 11. 6.
A.

K.RlNITT FAILS TO PRESENT ADMISSIBLE EVIDENCE IN OPPOSITION TO SUMMARY
JUDGMENT.

JOHNSON LAW GROUP
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IDFG has previously articulated the standards to be addressed by the party moving for
summary judgment. Because of Krinittt' s approach in his reply brief, it is important to again detail
the non-moving party's obligations and burden. The non-moving party's case must be anchored in
something more than speculation; a mere scintilla of evidence is not enough to create a genuine
issue. Zimmerman v. Volkswagen ofAmerica, Inc., 128 Idaho 851,854,920 P.2d 67, 69 (1996). The
non-moving party may not simply rely upon mere allegations in the pleadings, but must set forth in
affidavits specific facts showing there is a genuine issue for trial. I.R.C.P. 56( e); see Rhodehouse v.
Stutts, 125 Idaho 208,211, 868 P.2d 1224, 1227 (1994). "[E]vidence presented in support of or in

opposition to motions for summary judgment must be admissible evidence .... " Hecla lvlin. Co. v.
Star-Morning Min. Co., 122 Idaho 778, 784, 839 P.2d 1192, 1198 (1992). "The question of

admissibility is a threshold question to be answered before applying the liberal construction and
reasonable inferences rule to the admissible evidence." Id. If the non-moving party does not provide
such a response, summary judgment, if appropriate, shall be entered against the party. See id.
Pursuant to Hecla, if the evidence would be inadmissible at trial, the court should not consider the
evidence in ruling on the motion for summary judgment. Id. Applying these principles to Krinitt' s
responsive materials leaves the Court with nothing more than speculation and conjecture.
1.

The Affidavit of Larry Grandy is Not Admissible.

As articulated in the Memorandum of Authorities in Support of Defendant's Motion to Strike
the Affidavit of Larry Grandy, his affidavit in opposition to IDFG' s motion is inadmissible. Grandy
was not disclosed as an expert; his conclusions do not rise to the level of expert opinions admissible
pursuant to I.R.E. 702; and his affidavit is based upon inadmissible hearsay. See Memorandum in
Support of Motion to Strike.
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2.

The Affidavit and Report of Douglas Stimpson is Not Admissible.

Similar to the Affidavit of Larry Grandy, the Affidavit ofDouglas Stimpson4 and his attached
report are not admissible testimony in opposition to a motion for summary judgment.
a.

Stimpson Has Not Qualified as an Human Factors Expert and His
Opinions in this Area Must be Stricken.

For the first time Krinitt offers Stimpson as an expert on human factors in aviation accidents.
See Brief in Opposition, pg. 13. There has been no agreement by the parties at any point as to

Stimpson's qualifications as a human factors expert. The only agreement was that Stimpson
qualified as an expert in accident reconstruction in relation to the opinions provided in his report.
See Stimpson Deposition, p. 86, 11. 16-24. Krinitt' s briefincludes an extensive review of Stimpson' s

qualifications as an aviation accident reconstruction expert. However, Krinitt has not provided any
qualifications to render Stimpson as an expert on human factors. More importantly, Krinitt has not
provided a report regarding Stimpson's opinions in this area or the bases for any opinions. Absent
appropriate disclosure under the Court's scheduling orders and LR.C.P. 26(b )(4), any human factors
opinions offered by Stimpson must be stricken.
The admissibility of expert opinion testimony and the admission of scientific evidence are
governed by the Idaho Rules of Evidence and case law. In IHC Hosp. v. Board of Commrs., 108
Idaho 136, 697 P.2d 1150 (1985), the Court held that a witness must be properly qualified as an
expert prior to giving expert testimony. \Vb.ether a witness is sufficiently qualified as an expert is
a matter largely within the sound discretion of the district court. Sidwell v. William P1ym, Inc., 112
Idaho 76, 730 P .2d 996 (1986). Krinitt has failed to offer any of Stimpson's qualifications as a
human factors expert rendering Stimpson unqualified to offer expert opinion testimony in this area.
b.

4

Stimpson 's Report Does Not Qual(fy as an Admissible Expert Opinion and
Should Be Stricken.

Hereinafter "Stimpson."
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In determining whether an expert opinion is admissible, the Court must evaluate the expert's
ability to explain pertinent scientific, technical or specialized knowledge principles and to apply
those principles to the formulation of his opinion. Admissibility depends on the validity of the
expert's reasoning and methodology rather than on his ultimate conclusion. Coombs v. Curnow, 148
Idaho 129,140,219 P.3d 453,464 (2009).
The Court's function is to distinguish scientifically sound reasoning from that of the selfvalidating expert who uses scientific terminology to present unsubstantiated personal beliefs. State

v. Konechny, 134 Idaho 410,418, 3 P.2d 535,542 (Idaho Ct. App. 2000). In summary, Stimpson's
report concludes that the clipboard exited the right-side door of the helicopter and, because Schiff
was the right-seat passenger, she therefore did something to cause the clipboard to exit. This is
nothing more than Stimpson' s unsubstantiated belief and a speculative conclusion.
There is no dispute that the clipboard impacted the tail rotor. Based solely upon this one fact,
Stimpson then offers an opinion that Schiff caused the clipboard to exit the helicopter. He supports
this opinion by speculating as to what act of Schiff may have caused the clipboard to exit the
helicopter. This opinion is nothing more than a speculatory conclusion insufficient to be admissible
as expert opinion pursuant to I.R.E. 702. The analytical gaps contained in Stimpson's report and
opinions are numerous and significant. For exan1ple:

1.

He concludes that Schiff lacked safety training and should not have been allowed by

IDFG to participate in the flight although he does not provide any reasoning as to why any training
had a nexus to the cause of the crash.
2.

He concludes that Schiff intentionally opened the door because she was ill, but he

does not provide any facts upon which he bases this conclusion. To the contrary, he has admitted
that there is not "any personal knowledge of that, and [his] report is based on [his] reconstruction
and not personal knowledge." See Stimpson Deposition, pg. 29, 11. 17-19.
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3.

He concludes that Schiff was ill because there was an antinausea wrist band in the

luggage hold but concedes that: "antinausea wrist bands were found in the external luggage, but they
could not be definitely associated with any particular person." See Stimpson Deposition, pg. 29, 11.
7-9. Again, to the contrary, he admits there is no evidence that Schiff got sick. See Stimpson
Deposition, pg. 35, 11. 21-24.
4.

He concludes that Schiff was prone to airsickness based on his interpretation of

Atchison's deposition testimony that at some point in time Atchison became aware that Schiff was
prone to airsickness. See Stimpson Deposition, pg. 34, 11. 9-11. However, he failed to include in his
report any other references in Atchison's deposition that are not supportive of this conclusion. See
Stimpson Deposition, pg. 34, 11. 12-18. For example, Atchison testified at deposition to the
following:
•

"I don't know if she said she was prone to airsickness at the briefing or not."
(Atchison Deposition, pg. 96, 11. 19-20.)
"I don't have any evidence that she got sick." (Atchison Deposition, pg. 61, 11. 1618.)

•

"I don't recall exactly when she told me that." [Schiff getting airsick in the past.]
(Atchison Deposition, pg. 95, 11. 25.)

•

"[Y]ou asked me why I didn't document it [Schiff comment as to airsickness] in
this statement; is that correct? . . . I didn't believe I knew that at the time. I don't
believe I did know that at the time." [At the time of typing his statement the day
after the accident.] (Atchison Deposition, pg. 96, 11. 22-23, and pg. 97, 11. 5-6.)
"I don't know if I knew that she was prone to airsickness. You said prone to
airsickness. I don't know that she was prone to airsickness at that point in time or
ifl found that out later. I don't remember." (Atchison Deposition, pg. 97, 11. 1418.)
5.

Stimpson testifies at deposition that: "\Ve don't have anybody that saw her vomit.

It doesn't mean that that wouldn't be a likelihood or a possibility." See Stimpson Deposition, pg.
37, 11. 5-7. This statement is pure speculation and conjecture. Not one shred of evidence has been
presented that anyone in the helicopter became sick.
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6.

In his report, Stimpson concludes that: "Schiff did not have sufficient experience, nor

had she been properly trained ... " See Stimpson Report, pg. 9, attached to Stimpson's Affidavit. In
his deposition he testifies that he based this opinion on the fact that she had not completed certain
pre-flight requirements the IDFGplaces on its employees. See Stimpson Deposition, pg. 89, 11. 6-11 .
However, nowhere in his report or his deposition testimony does he offer any analysis as to why the
every three-year, in-person training Schiff did not undergo before this flight caused or contributed
to the accident. In fact, IDFG employee Crenshaw testified that Schiff was qualified to fly the
salmon survey even though she had not repeated the in-person class within three years. See
Crenshaw Deposition, pg. 7211.12-24. Stimpson's opinion that a cause of the accident was Schiff s
training or lack thereof because she did not repeat the in-person class is nothing more than an
unsupported conclusion which is inadmissible as expert opinion pursuai.-it to I.R.E. 702 or as
evidence in opposition to summary judgment. I.R.C.P. 56.
In Ryan v. Beisner, 123 Idaho 42, 844 P.2d 24 (1992), the Idaho Court of Appeals vacated
the summary judgment granted by the district court and remanded for a determination of whether
the facts relied upon by the expert in forming his opinion were of a type and sufficiency which other
experts in the field would have reasonably relied upon. In its analysis, the Court stated:
Under I.R.E. 104(a), the admissibility ofDodson's expert opinion testimony is to be
determined by the district court. The evidentiary rules which govern the court's
determination of admissibility include LR.E. 702, 703 and 403. Rule 702 provides:

If scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge will assist the
trier of fact to understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue,
a witness qualified as an expert by knowledge, skill, experience,
training, or education, may testify thereto in the form of an opinion
or otherwise.
Thus, under Rule 702 qualified experts may testify in the form of an opinion only if
their specialized knowledge will assist the trier of fact to understand the evidence or
determine a fact in issue. Because a verdict cannot rest on speculation or conjecture,
Petersen v. Parry, 92 Idaho 647, 652, 448 P.2d 653, 658 (1968), expert opinion
which is speculative, conclusory, or unsubstantiated by facts in the record is of no
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assistance to the jury in rendering its verdict, and therefore is inadmissible as
evidence under Rule 702.
Other courts have also held that experts may not give "net" or conclusory opinions,
but only opinions which are substantiated by facts in evidence. McGlinchy v. Shell
Chemical Co., 845 F.2d 802, 806 (9th Cir. 1988) (district court properly excluded
opinion testimony of expert who did not back up his opinion with specific facts,
rather his opinion was speculative. resting on unsupported assumptions); Theonnes
v. Hazen, 37 Wash.App. 644,681 P2d 1284 (1984) (opinion of an expert must be
based on facts, and an opinion which is simply a conclusion or is based on an
assumption is not evidence which will take the case to the jury).
[The admissibility of expert opinion testimony] depends on the
expert's ability to explain pertinent scientific principles and to apply
those principles to the formulation of his or her opinion. Thus, the
key to admission of the opinion is the validity of the expert's
reasoning and methodology. In resolving these issues, the trial court
should not substitute its judgment for that of the relevant scientific
community. The court's function is to distinguish scientifically sound
reasoning from that of the self-validating expert, who uses scientific
terminology to present unsubstantiated personal beliefs.

Landrigan v. Celotex Corp., 127 NJ. 404, 605 A.2d 1079, 1084 (1992).
Rule 703 provides another foundational requirement for the admission of expert
opinion testimony. This Rule provides the following with respect to the facts or data
upon which an expert's opinion is based:
The facts or data in the particular case upon which an expert bases an
opinion or inference may be those perceived by or made known to
him at or before the hearing. If of a type reasonably relied upon by
experts in the particular field in forming opinions or inferences upon
the subject, the facts or data need not be admissible in evidence.
Thus, under Rule 703, an expert's opinion is inadmissible if it is not based on the type
of facts and data "reasonably relied upon by experts in the particular field in forming
opinions upon the subject."
Finally, I.RE. 403 provides that
Although relevant, evidence may be excluded if its probative value
is substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice,
confusion of the issues, or misleading the jury, or by considerations
of undue delay, waste of time, or needless presentation of cumulative
evidence.
An expert's opinion which is unsubstantiated by facts in the record, but which is
speculative or conclusory, has little or no probative value, and therefore may be
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excluded because its probative value is "substantially outweighed by the danger of
unfair prejudice, confusion of the issues, or misleading the jury." I.R.E. 403;
]11cGlinchy, 845 F.2d at 806 (citing United States v. Solomon, 753 F.2d 1522, 1525
(9th Cir.1985)).
Under the rules discussed above, in order for expert opinion testimony to be
admissible, the party offering the evidence must show that the expert is a qualified
expert in the field, the evidence will be of assistance to the trier of fact, experts in the
particular field would reasonably rely upon the same type of facts relied upon by the
expert in forming his opinion, and the probative value of the opinion testimony is not
substantially outweighed by its prejudicial effect.

Ryan v. Beisner, 123 Idaho at 46-47.
Neither Grandy' s nor Stimpson' s affidavits meet the criteria required by Ryan. As such, they
are not admissible in opposition to IDFG's motion for summary judgment. The affidavits are
unsubstantiated by the facts in the record; are speculative and conclusory; and have little or no
probative value. These affidavits would not assist the finder of fact in rendering a verdict and are
therefore inadmissible as evidence under Rule 702, whether at trial or at summary judgment. See

Ryan v. Beisner, 123 Idaho at 46.

B.

THERE IS No GENUINE ISSUE OF MATERIAL FACT

Krinitt presents mere speculation and conjecture with the hope of creating a genuine issue
of material fact to argue that some wrongful conduct of Schiff caused the clipboard to exit the
helicopter. As previously articulated, the non-moving party cannot rely on mere speculation. In
addition, and a mere scintilla of evidence is insufficient to create a genuine issue of material fact.

IntermountainReal Props., LLCv. Draw, LLC, 311 P.3d 734, 738 (2013);see also Bollingerv. Fall

River Rural Elec. Co-op., Inc., 152 Idaho 632,637,272 P.3d 1263, 1268 (2012).
The evidence in this case does not demonstrate that all the elements of a common law
negligence claim are potentially present. A cause of action for common law negligence requires four
elements: "(l) a duty, recognized by law, requiring the defendant to conform to a certain standard
of conduct; (2) a breach of that duty; (3) a causal connection between the defendant's conduct and
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the resulting injury; and (4) actual loss or damage.n Nation v. State, 144 Idaho 177, 189, 158 P.3d
953,965 (2007) (citing O'Guin v. Bingham County, 142 Idaho 49, 52, 122 P.3d 308,311 (2005)).
Krinitt has not offered evidence as to what, if any, conduct of Schiff was a causal connection
between that conduct and the accident.
Krinitt attempts to distinguish Dent v. Hardware Mut. Casualty Co., 86 Idaho 427 (1973);
Petricevich v. Salmon River Canal Co., 92 Idaho 865 (1969); Splinter v. City ofNampa, 74 Idaho

1 (1953); and Macaw v. Oregon S.L.R.R., 49 Idaho 151 (1930); cited by IDFG in its supporting
memorandum based upon factual differences. Krinitt' s attack on these cases is flawed as he fails to
recognize that the law articulated in these cases is the same law applicable to this case. Cases
seldom, if ever, have identical facts. This does not mean the law attributable to certain legal issues
differs because the facts are not identical.
C.

THE ALLEGATION THAT THE IDFG EMPLOYEES FAILED TO MEDICATE FOR MOTIO:K
SICK~ESS IS PURE SPECULATION.

Krinitt alleges that "failing to properly medicate against motion sickness prior to the flight
... is but one of the negligent acts" of the IDFG employees. Brief, pg. 23. This allegation is not
based upon any facts in the record and is insufficient to create a genuine issue of material fact. As
reviewed in detail infra, there is no evidence that Schiff or anyone else became airsick. Without
repeating the actual evidence, the allegation that either one of the IDFG employees in the helicopter
failed to medicate is simply speculation. This allegation is built upon other unsubstantiated
allegations. Furthermore, there is no evidence that someone's failure to medicate played a roie in
this tragedy.
D.

KR.INITT DOES NOT MEET THE REQUISITE ELEMENTS TO ESTABLISH ANEGLIGENCEPER
SE CLAIM

Krinitt alleges negligence per se on the part of IDFG because Schiff was permitted to
participate in the flight. Brief, pg. 25. Negligence per se does not arise in the context of a common
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law duty. To replace a common law duty of care with a duty of care based upon a statute or
regulation, the following elements must be met: ( 1) the statute or regulation must clearly define the
required standard of conduct; (2) the statute or regulation must have been intended to prevent the
type of harm the defendant's act or omission caused; (3) the plaintiff must be a member of the class
of persons the statute or regulation was designed to protect; and (4) the violation must have been the
proximate cause of the injury. Ahles v. Tabor, 136 Idaho 393,395, 34 P.3d 1076, 1078 (2001).
In support of the negligence per se allegation, Krinitt submits the IDFG Regional Summary
of Procedures (see Krinitt's Exhibit K). However, Krinitt fails to provide any authority that this
manual is a statute or regulation. In order to support a private cause of action in Idaho, an agency's
internal policies must have been adopted pursuant to the Idaho Administrative Procedures Act.
Service Employees Intern. Union, Local 6 v. Idaho Dept. ofHealth & Welfare, l 06 Idaho 756, 759,

683 P.2d 404,407 (1984); see also Mallonee v. State, 139 Idaho 615,620, 84 P.3d 551,556 (2004).
In Service Employees International Union, the Court explained that an agency's internal handbook
must be construed as internal guidelines if it was not adopted under the procedures set out in ID AP A.
Therefore, it would not have the "force and effect oflaw" and does not give rise to a 11 cause of action
based on an alleged violation." 106 Idaho at 759,683 P .2d at 407. Krinitthas pointed to no authority
that the ID FG procedures manual has been adopted pursuant to the Idaho Administrative Procedures
Act. Thus, any alleged breach of the internal IDFG procedures cannot give rise to a private cause of
action and a negligence per se claim. Nation~ 144 Idaho at 189.

E.

RES IPSALOQUITERDOESNOT APPLY

Krinitt contends that this case presents a "classic example" of res ipsa loqu.itor. However,
he fails to demonstrate how the present facts support an application of this doctrine. As stated in
Christensen v. Potratz, 100 Idaho 352, 355-356, 597 P.2d 595, 598-599:

To infer negligence through application of the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur, two
elements must co-exist, i.e., the agency or instrumentality causing the injury must
JOHNSON LAW GROUP
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be under the exclusive control and management of the defendant and the
circumstances must be such that common knowledge and experience would justify
the inference that the accident would not have happened in the absence of negligence.
The mere happening of an accident does not dispense with the requirement that the
injured party must make some showing that the defendant against whom relief is
~o:Ught was in some manner negligent, where there are other probable causes of the
lilJUry.....
By affinning the conclusion of the trial court that res ipsa loquitur was not applicable
in Kress, this Court did not hold that the appellant therein was barred from the use
of the doctrine only because of his own possible negligence, but rather that where
there are other possible explanations of the cause ... it is necessary that the
plaintiff must present sufficient evidence pointing to the defendant's negligence
as a cause of the injury, in order to apply res ipsa loquitur to that defendant.
Where any one of a number of persons, wholly independent of each other, may be
responsible for an injury, the case is one for affirmative proof and not for
presumption by way of res ipsa loquitur.
Christensen v. Potratz, 100 Idaho at 355-356 (citations omitted) (emphasis added).

For example, Krinitt fails to provide any evidence that the clipboard was under the exclusive
control of Schiff. The only evidence is that the clipboard had been placed on the seat of the
helicopter before it took off from Clarkston, Washington. See Atchison Deposition, pg. 83, 11. 23.
There is no testimony as to where the clipboard might have been in the 40 minutes the helicopter was
in flight. It could have been behind a seat, in the door, on the floor, between the seats, or elsewhere.
See Stimpson Deposition, pg. 48, 11. 9-17. There is no evidence that Schiff had exclusive control of

the clipboard. In fact, Krinitt cannot meet any of the elements to establish a res ipsa loquiter claim.
Thus, Krinitt cannot rely on the doctrine of res ipsa loquiter.

F.

IDFG IS ENTITLED TO SUMMARY JUDGMENT AS A MATTER OF LAW.
As articulated by the Idaho Supreme Court in Summers v. Cambridge Joint Sch. Dist. No.

432, 139 Idaho 953, 956-957 (2004):

Summary judgment dismissal of a claim is appropriate when the plaintiff fails to
submit evidence to establish an essential element of a claim. Summary judgment
must be entered against the non-moving party who fails to make a showing sufficient
to establish existence of an element, which is essential to his case and upon which
he will bear the burden of proof at trial. If the nonmoving party cannot make a
JOHNSON LAW GROUP
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showing on elements essential to his claims, 'there can be no genuine issue of
material fact since a complete failure of proof concerning an essential element on the
nonmoving party's case necessarily renders all other facts immaterial.'

Summers, 139 Idaho at 956-957 (citingMcGilvray v. Farmers New WorldL;fe Ins. Co., 136 Idaho
39, 42, 28 P.3d 380, 383 (2001). Krinitt cannot meet the basic elements necessary to survive
summary judgment. He has failed to demonstrate any facts that Schiff owed a duty which was
breached and which proximately caused Plaintiffs injury. Because Krinitt has failed to demonstrate,
beyond speculative conjecture, the existence of a "genuine issue of material fact," this lawsuit must
fail.
DATED:

May ],2014.
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COME NOW Defendants, by and through Peter J. Johnson, of Johnson Law Group,
attorneys of record, and move the Court for an order striking the Affidavit of Larry Grandy and the
Affidavit of Douglas Stimpson as a matter oflaw. This motion is made pursuant to the Defendants'
Memorandum of Authorities in Support of Motion to Strike the Affidavit of Larry Grandy, and the
Memorandum ofPoints and Authorities in Response to Plaintiff's Briefin Opposition to Defendants'
Motion for Summary Judgment.
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)
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\
)
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)
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Defendant Idaho Department of Fish & Game has moved to strike the affidavits
of two of plaintiff Perry I(rinitt's experts. For t.1-ie following reasons, the motion
should be denied.

I.

The Grandy Affidavit Shnuld Not Be Stricken
A. The Opinions of Larry Grandy were Timely Disclosed
Krinitt served a copy of the Grandy Report on January 17, 2014. See Exhibit

0. This was timely because the report to which Grandy was responding, that of
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Colin So1mner, had been served on December 19, 2013. 'The Sommer Report is selfevidently not a rebuttal to the report of Douglas Stimpson because (a) it makes no
mention of the Stimpson Report or any conclusion in it and (b) it was drafted by
Sommer nearly a month before tl1e Stimpson Report was served. The Grandy Report
was served by the same method used for service of the Sommer Report. If the
Grandy Report was untimely, so was the Sommer Report to which the Grandy Report
was explicitly a rebuttal - they rise and fall together.
On February 2, 2014, Krinitt asked Fish & Game if it wanted to schedule a
deposition for Grandy. See Exhibit P. There will be plenty of time for this deposition
pt-i.or to trial- the harm against which the Supreme Court warned in Radmer v. Ford
1Vlotor Co., 120 Idaho 86 (1991), \V111 be avoided here.
B. Grandy Supplies Adequate Factual Basis for his Conclusions
Fish & Game also complains that Grandy's affidavit does not provide sufficient
factual support for the conclusions that he draws. Pish & Game specifically points to
two statements in the Grandy Affidavit that, it claims, miss the mark: (1) Grandy's
opinion that "A likely reason for the exit of the clipboard was that Ms. Schiff
experienced significant nausea, opened the right cockpit door, and allowed the
clipboard to exit the cockpit" and (2) Schiff "did not maintain the required level of
security" over the clipboard. With respect to both of Grandy's conclusions, it is
important to keep in mind that the Grandy Affidavit, and his report, are offered as
rebuttal to the Sommer Report. Sommer expressed the opinion that the clip board
2
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slipped out of the cockpit when the door inadvertently opened. Grandy' s rejoinder is
that the door did not open inadvertently- conclusions he reached because (a) the
door had been fixed and (b) Ms. Schiff blocked the handle from coming forward,
which would prevent inadvertent opening. These conclusions are solidly based on
facts, including the deposition testimony of Pope, an interview witl1 Pope, and careful
study of the door handle and its placement. See Exhibit 0. Grandy further concluded
that even if the door had come open by itself, Schiff should have maintained control
of the clipboard - this too is based on the fact tl1at however and whenever the door
came open, she did not have sufficient control over the clipboard to keep it in the
cockpit. In addition, Grandy bases his conclusion about what she should have done
on the briefings she received (which were recounted in depositions reviewed by
Grandy) and on his opinion concerning her responsibility to maintain control of the
clipboard. Id
C. Grandy is Entitled to Take his Interview Into Account with the Owner

of the Helicopter Concerning Repairs in Formulating his Opinion
Fish & Game complains that in conducting his investigation, Grandy spoke ·with
the owner of the helicopter and his mechanic about repairs to the helicopter, claiming
that these conversations are hearsay. Grandy has personal knowledge of the
statements made to him by Pope and Bloodsworth, and his opinions based on those
statements arc admissible: Idaho Rule of Evidence 703 specifically allows an expert to
base his opinions on inadmissible matter. Under that Rule, Grandy may not disclose

3
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his conversations to the jury at trial unless or until the Court is satisfied that the
probative value of the expert's opinion outweighs the prejudice of admitting
otherwise inadmissible evidence. Krinitt anticipates having Pope testi.fy at trial, which

'\vill completely obviate this issue prior to presentation to the jury. Grandy's reliance
on his own interviews with the principals in forming his opinions provides no basis
for striking the Grandy Affidavit at this point.
II.

The Stimpson Affidavit Should Not Be Stricken

Fish & Game has not stated its specific bases for seeking to have the Stimpson
Affidavit stricken in its motion to strike, but instead refers the reader to its reply brief
in support of summary judgment. The grounds stated therein are limited, and do not
apply to the entire body of Stimpson's testimony.
A. Fish & Game Stipulated to Stimpson's Qualifications to Present His
Opinions
· Fish & Game complains that Stimpson is not qualified to give human factors
evidence, but does not identify any particular opinion it contends is unqualified. As
noted in Krinitt's Opposition Brief, Fish & Game stipulated to Stimpson's
qualifications to offer each of the opinions presented in his report. In his affidavit,
Stimpson has not offered any opinions beyond those set forth in his report. Indeed,
his affidavit consists almost entirely of a summary of his qualifications and his report.
Stimpson has not gone beyond his report in his affidavit, but even if he had, he is
qualified to give all of the opinions he has offered.
4
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B. Stimpson's Evidence is Admissible
Fish & Game's litany of reasons for contesting the admissibility of Stimpson's
conclusions - introduced in a reply brief rather than Fish & Game's opening brief
although Fish & Game had had Sti1npson's report for nearly two months at the time
it filed its opening brief - amount to little more than disagreement on the part of Fish
& Game "\vith his conclusions.
1. Stimpson's Opinion Concerning Nausea is Admissible

Four of tl1e six arguments Fish & Game presents have to do with whether or
not Stimpson has sufficient factual basis to have concluded that airsickness was a
factor in this crash, despite the fact that I<iinitt has shown that his claim does not
depend on whether or not Schiff (or Barrett) was experiencing airsickness. Nausea is
primarily relevant here as the reason for opening tl1e door. If, as I<iinitt has argued,
the reason for opening the door is not material to his negligence claim, then the
opinion of Stimpson on this issue (among several he opined about) is not case
dispositive either way.
Stimpson's conclusion here was derived by inductive logic, and is based on
specific facts. Schiff had expressed some concern about airsickness prior to the flight.
Pope at 70. There was an unused nausea band in the wreckage. The door was open
prior to the clipboard exiting the cockpit Increased airflow is a common first
treatment for motion sickness. The mission was interrupted by an unscheduled
landing, the ordinary causes for which clearly did not apply. These are facts, and a
5
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skilled and experienced accident Reconstructionist - as Stimpson clearly is

must put

them together to find a conclusion that fits the evidence, is not contradicted by the
evidence, and in his experience, represents the most likely possibility. See Exhibit I.
This he did, and Fish & Game's attack on his conclusion is basically an attack on the
concept of expertise.
As noted here and in Krinitt's opposition brief, even if Stimpson's conclusion
that nausea was a likely contributor to the crash were excluded, the bulk of his
conclusions would still stand. They are not dependent on her having become
nauseated (or indeed, on Barrett having become nauseated). Fish & Game's
argument, even if valid, would lead to striking a few words of Stimpson's testimony,
not the entire presentation.
2. Stimpson's Opinions Concerning Schiff's Training is Admissible

In addition to Stimpson's opinion regarding nausea, Fish & Game also attacks
Stimpson's conclusion with respect to Schiff's Training. And as to whether Schiff's
lack of proper training was a causal factor in the crash, the evidence for Stimpson's
conclusion is clearly sufficient. 'That Schiff had not had the training required by Fish
& Game's own rules is indisputable - and this fact is not affected by Crenshaw's
apparent ignorance of his agency's rules. The rules themselves are clear and
unambiguous, and were not complied with here. Schiff should not have been on the
flight.

6
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That her lack of training was a factor in the accident is similarly fact based.
clipboard, which she had brought

to use on the mission, exited the

caused the accident. This is not in

training that she skipped

included (a) an instruction to secure loose objects (as Crenshaw put it, "hang on to
your clipboard") and (b) handouts such as that cited by Stimpson directing Schiff to
maintain security of her clipboard.
3. Fish & Game

not Attack Stimpson's Other Opinions

The conclusions about nausea and Schiff's training are not the only conclusions
offered by Stimpson, and striking them would not be case-dispositive. The other
op1n1ons

notably that Schiff opened the door for whatever reason and failed to

control the clipboard for whatever reason -- do not depend on the validity of these
opinions concerning nausea and training. Consequently even if the Court concludes
that Stimpson's opinions relating to :nausea and training arc not admissible, which
conclusion I<ii.nitt believes is unfounded, this is still not sufficient basis to strike
Stimpson's other opinions.
III. Conclusion
For the foregoing reasons, the motion to strike should be denied.
DATED this 21 st dav ofMav.
., 201
.;

'
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II
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COlJNY OF LEWIS

PERRY KRINITT,
Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND
GAME, and STATE OF IDAHO,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV 2012-146
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

UNDISPUTED FACTS
Perry J. Krinitt was a helicopter pilot He died in a helicopter accident on August 31,
2010. The plaintiff, Perry Krinitt, is the decedent's father.
On August 31, 2010 the helicopter was being flown from Clarkston, Washington to
Selway Falls, in Idaho County, Idaho. The helicopter was to be refueled and then flown along
the Selway River for a fish survey.
The pilot was in the middle seat of the helicopter.

Two employees of the Idaho

Department of Fish and Game were on board to conduct the fish survey. Lany Barrett was
seated immediately to Mr. Krinitt's left and Danielle Schiff was seated immediately to Mr.
Krinitt's right. Mr. Barrett was going to look for salmon spawning beds in the river and Ms.
Schiff was to record the sightings on a document attached to a clipboard. Other than the three
occupants of the helicopter, the last person to see the clipboard observed it lying on the seat

FINDINGS-1

where Ms. Schiff was going to ride. That observation was made shortly before the pilot, Mr.
Barrett and Ms. Schiff boarded the helicopter.
The helicopter has two doors, one right and one left. The doors are bubble shaped so the
passengers can sec down from the aircraft better. The doors were attached when the helicopter
left Clarkston. The doors were to be removed after the refueling to enable the fish and game
employees to better see the riverbed.
During the flight the pilot radioed that the helicopter was making an unscheduled stop at
Kamiah, Idaho. No reason was given for the stop.
Sometime during the descent into Kamiah the fish and game clipboard came out of the
helicopter and engaged the rear rotor of the aircraft. This caused the pilot to lose control of the
helicopter. All three persons in the helicopter were killed as a result of the ensuing crash.
The right door of the helicopter was observed to be open and then closed shortly before
the crash.
The fish and game employees were briefed before the flight began.

That briefing

included being advised to keep control over any loose items inside the helicopter.
Ms. Schiff had previously taken an in~person class to qualify her to make these flights,
but that class was more than three years before this flight.

Ms. Schiff had more recently

completed an on-line class on the same subject.
LEGAL STANDARDS
Summary judgment is proper "if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file,
together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and
that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law." I.R.C.P. 56(c).
"All disputed facts are to be construed liberally in favor of the nonmoving party. and all
reasonable inferences that can be drawn from the record are to be drawn in favor of the
nonmoving party." 1'1ackav v. Four Rivers Packing Co., 145 Idaho 408, 410. 179 P.3d 1064.
1066 ()008). If reasonable people might reach a different conclusion from conflicting inferences
based on the evidence then the motion must be denied. fiL "If the evidence is conflicting on
material issues or supports conflicting inferences, or if reasonable minds could reach differing
conclusions, summary judgment must be denied." Doe v. Sisters o(the Holy Cross, 126 Idaho
1036. 1039. 895 P.'">d 12'19. P32 (Ct.App.1995).
"The burden of proving the absence of material facts is upon the moving party." (quoting

FINDINGS-2
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Baxter v. Crunev, 135 Idaho 166, 170, 16 P.3d 263. 267 (2000)). The party opposing a motion

for summary judgment "must respond to the summary judgment motion with specific facts
showing there is a genuine issue for trial." Tuttle v. S11de1yga Indus., Inc., 125 Idaho 145. 150.
868 P.2d 473, 478 (1994). "[A] mere scintilla of evidence or only slight doubt as to the facts is
insufficient to withstand summary judgment; there must be sufficient evidence upon which a jury

could reasonably return a verdict resisting the motion." Hamole v. State. 131 Idaho 437. 439_
958 P.2d 594, 596 (1998). "[A] moving party is entitled to summary judgment when the
nonmoving party fails to make a showing sufficient to establish the existence of an element
essential to that party's case on which that party will bear the burden of proof at trial." Thomson
v. Idaho Ins. Agency, Inc .. 126 Idaho 527. 530-3L 887 P.2d 1034, 1037-38 (1994) (citing
Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317. 372. 106 S.Ct. 7548, '7552. 91 L.Ecl.2d 265. 273 (1986)).

To infer negligence through application of the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur, two elements
must co-exist: the agency or instrumentality causing the iajury must be under the exclusive
control and management of the defendant and the circumstances must be such that common
knowledge and experience would justify the inference that the accident would not have happened
in the absence of negligence, Christensen v. Potratz, 100 Idaho 352, 355, 597 P.2d 595, 598
(1979).
The only function of Res ipsa loquitur is to replace direct evidence of negligence with a
permissive inference of negligence: It furnishes circumstantial evidence of defendant's
negligence where direct evidence may be lacking. The burdens of proof of the parties remain the
same. The plaintiff, with the aid of the inference, must prove his case by a preponderance of the
evidence. If the plaintiff presents sufficient evidence to get to the jury, the defendant is obligated
to produce evidence to explain or rebut plaintiffs prima facie case. Christensen v. Potratz, 100
Idaho 352, 356, 597 P.2d 595, 599 (1979).
DISCUSSION
The plaintiff's case is based upon the theory that the fish and game employee, Ms. Schiff,
was negligent by not keeping control over the clipboard, and that her negligence was the
proximate cause of the fatal accident.
The space inside the helicopter is cramped. Keeping control over loose items is essential
so that a loose item does not interfere with the pilot or aircraft's controls during the flight.
No one knows how or exactly when the clipboard left the helicopter and subsequently hit
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the tail rotor of the aircraft. There is no evidence indicating how or exactly when the clip board
left the cockpit of the helicopter, or who had control over the clipboard just prior to the door
being opened.
The plaintiff has not offered any facts to show that Ms. Schiff or Mr. Barnett had
exclusive control over the clipboard. The pilot was also in the cockpit and had access to the

clipboard. Therefore res ipsa loquitur does not apply to the undisputed facts of this case.
Mr. Pope, a helicopter pilot and owner of this helicopter, in his deposition, testified that
having a clipboard fall out of this helicopter and engage with the rear rotor was not foreseeable.
Mr. Pope now tethers his clipboard in the helicopter when he is flying, but it is not required of
passengers.
The fish and game employees were not crew member::.. They had nothing to do with the
operation of the helicopter. They could indicate to the pilot \vhich course they wanted to fly, but
ultimately the decision on where to fly, how high off the river to fly, and the speed of the
helicopter where all up to the pilot.
Mr. Ban-ett and Ms. Schiff had the duty to control any loose items of their personal
property inside the cockpit of the helicopteL Failure to do so would amount to negligence.
The plaintiff does not have to prove negligence by a preponderance of the evidence to
meet the defendant's motion for summary judgment, but the plaintiff docs have to put f01ih some
facts showing the defendant's employee was negligent.
The plaintiff suggests that the helicopter was making an unscheduled landing because
Ms. Schiff was experiencing motion sickness, opened the door (either to get fresh air or to vomit
outside the cockpit), and lost control over the clipboard.
There is some evidence that Ms. Schiff had experienced motion sickness during air travel
in the past. There is no evidence that she experienced motion sickness during this flight. She
had been instructed to vomit inside her flight suit if she got sick. No evidence was found that
anyone on the flight got sick or vomited. A wrist band was found in the luggage of the air craft
after the accident.

The wrist band was to be worn to lessen motion sickness.

There is no

evidence that the wrist band belonged to Ms. Schiff
The plaintiff argues that Ms. Schiff was not properly certified or trained to be on this
mission. The fish and game department requires periodic training for personnel who are going to
be conducting these types of surveys from a helicopter. Part of the training is done in-person and
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some may be done via computer. Ms. Schiff did go through the "in-person" training, but more
than three years before this flight. She did complete the computer training. Part of the
emphasizing the need to maintain control of lose items. The purpose of the training is to avoid a
lose object from interfering with the pilot or

controls. Dropping an object outside of the

helicopter would not reasonably be an event

would interfere with the pilot or the controls.

There is no evidence, only suspicion, that the clip board was in Ms. Schiff s possession
when the door was opened.
The plaintiff's theory of negligence is based upon speculation, but not supported by facts.
In addition, the cause of the accident was not foreseeable. It would be expected that any
object dropped from a height would fall towards the ground. If an object was dropped from a
helicopter preparing to land it would be expected that the object would be forced towards the
ground at a rate greater than gravity due to the downYvard thrust of air from the rotors
immediately above the cockpit.
How the clipboard got from the -~ ··"~,.
Because the plaintiff has not nr,,ce>·n1
negligent, and because the accident was

the way back to the rear rotor is unknown.

any facts to support his theory that Ms. Schiff was
a foreseeable consequence even if Ms. Schiff did

negligently drop the clipboard out of the air craft, the defendant's motion for summary
should be granted.
Dated this7~ay o ~ , 2014.

~9<;d~:-Michael J. Ghlfin ·
District Judge
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Spokane, WA 99207-2317
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNY OF LEWIS

PERRY KRINITT,
Plaintiff,
vs.

)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV 2012-146
JUDGMENT

)
)

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND
GAME, and STATE OF IDAHO,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)

For the reasons set forth in the comi's findings and conclusions filed contemporaneously
the defendant's motion for summary

to the issue of negligence is granted.

Judgment is entered for the defendant as follows: IT IS ORDERED that the

s

complaint is dismissed.
Dated this 7-Kiay of June, 2014 .

.~94f---

Michae1 J. Gfiffin
District Judge

4 \)

1
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CERTIFICATE OF MAlLING

I,

undersigned Deputy Clerk of
jhe fyregoing was ,191iled to,
1
20C::L,
c/rr /
I
, i. to:

£/1;;1

cert:zw\at
a
f
1

,

'

~1a:lcs /4/carpenter

Carpenter Law Firm, PLC
210 N. Higgins Avenue, Suite 336
Missoula, Montana 59802
Peter J. Johnson
Johnson Law Group
103 E. Indiana, Suite A
Spokane, WA 99207-2317
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Charles H. Carpenter
Idaho Bar No. 8322
Carpenter Law Fiim plc
210 . Higgins Avenue Suite 336
rvfissoula, Montana 59802

fr-=

AT( r;/(0

1

CAJ;HY LARSON
Ciqrk 'pf Ois:rict
sr/ ;

(406) 543-0511

Ft I ~
BY-/--V. I

ca1:pentc@carpenterlawfirmplc.com

I

Attorney for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE SECOND JUDICL\L DISTRICT
COUN'IY

PERRY KRINITT
Plaintiff-Appellant,
V.

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND GAME, and
STJ\TE OF IDAHO,

No. CV 12-146

)
)
)
)
)

NOTICE OF APPEAL

)
)
)

Defendants-Appellees.
)
______________
)
TO: IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GATv1E et al, AND PETER J.
JOHNSON, JOI-INSON LAW GROUP, 103 E. Indiana, Suite A, Spokane, WA
99207-2317,AND THE CLER.I(
THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN TI-IAT:
1. The above named appellant,
respondents to the Idaho Supreme
respondents entered in the
Honorable Judge Griffin presiding.

K.rinitt, appeals against the above-named
from the final judgment in favor of
action on the 7th day of July, 2014,
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2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the
judgment described in paragraph 1 above is an appealable order under and pursuant
to Rule ll(a)(l) I.A.R.
3. Appellant currently intends to raise the following issues on appeal:
(a) Wnetl1er the district court properly applied the standards for granting
summary judgment;

(b) Whether the district court's factual findings in ruling of the motion for
summary judgment are supported by the evidence; and
(c) Whether the district court's legal conclusions in ruling on the motion for
surmnary judgment are correct as a matter of law.
4. No order has been entered sealing any portion of the record.
5. Appellant requests preparation of a reporter's transci-ipt of the May 30, 2014
hearing on the motion for summary judgment.
6. The appellant requests the follovving documents to be included in the clerk's
record in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I .A.R:
(a) Defendants' motion for summary judgment, filed January 31, 2014
(including all attachments thereto).

(b) Plaintiff's opposition to the motion for surm11ary judgment, filed April 16,
2014 (including all attachments thereto);
(c) Defendants' reply brief in support of summary judgment, filed May 08,
2014 (including all attachments thereto);
(d) Defendants' motion to strike, filed J\fay 08, 2014; and
(e) Plaintiff's opposition to defendants' motion to strike, filed May 23, 2014
(including all attachments thereto).
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7.

(a)

certify:
a copy of this Notice has

served on

court

Keith Evans
K & K Reporting
P.O. Box 574
Lewistown, ID 83501

(b) That the clerk of the district court has been paid the estimated fee for
preparation of the transcript.
(c) That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's or agency's record has
paid.
(d) That the appellate filing fee has been paid.
(e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to
Rule 20.
DATED THIS 6th day of August,

4.

Respectfull~di~~~~~---········ .

-

/:---r--

.....~·_.,.,,,,,..-··-·r , ,., . ./

.

(,/

a};k~ H. Carpenter
RPENTER LAW FIRL\1, plc
210~Iiggins Ave., Ste. 336
Missoula, MT 59802
Telephone :(406) 543-0511
Facsimile: (406) 258-0365
carpentc@carpenterlawfirmplc.com
Attornry far Defendant
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Lewis Count',' :Jistnct Court

IN THE DISTRICT COURT
THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COlJNY OF LEWIS

PERRY KRINITT,
Plaintiff,
vs.

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF FISH
GAME, and STATE OF IDAHO,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV 2012-146
JUDGMENT

)
)
)

Judgment is entered as follows:
The plaintiffs Complaint is dismissed.
Dated this 'Y'{day of September, 2014.

/CJ::::> 2 ~f,4-.-{"_....--c,,...
Michael J. Gfiffin '
District Judge
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CERTIFICATE

MAILING

I, the undersigned Deputy Clerk of the above entitled Court, do hereby certify
that a
.----; / \ , f
of the foregoing was mailed to, faxed to, or delivered by me on the '"" 1 ·-"'· dav of
(>(>·::}~ ;(nbf/~0 1-..J· , to:
~·

S
--

ii

.

.

1

l

Charles H. Carpenter
Carpenter Law Fim1, PLC
210 N. Higgins Avenue, Suite 336
Missoula, Montana 59802
Peter J. Johnson
Johnson Law Group
103 E. Indiana, Suite A
Spokane, WA 99207-2317

ti/
Jl_U.S.Mail

-K--U.S.Mail

406

rtarrison/Trigg/Carpenter

4067217~~4

PAGE.

Charle:.,, H. Carpenter
Iclnho Har No. 8322
Carpenter Law Firm pk
210 N. Higgint-. Avenue Suite 336
Missoula, Montana 59802
(406) 543-0511
s;,aq21;ntc@cai:pe11terlawfirmplc.com
i\ttomey for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE SECOND JUDTCI AL DISTRICT
I Jf•:WIS COUNTY
PTIRRY KlUNITT

)

No. CV 12-146

\

)

Plain tiff-Appellant.,
V.

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
FISH .AND GAME, and
STATE OF IDAHO,

___________
Dcfondants-Appellees.

\I

)
)
)
)

AMENDED

NOTICE OF APPEAL

)
)

))

TO: IDAHO DEPARTMENTOFPISH AND GAME etal,.AND PETER].
JOHNSON,JOHNSON LAW GROUP, 103 E. lndiana, Suite A, Spokane, WA
99207-2317, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT.

NO'TICE IS HEREBY GIVEN Tl1AT:

1. The }tbove :named appellant, Perry Knnitt, appeals against the above-named
1'espondents to the ]daho Supreme C:01.1.r.t from the final judgment in favot of
respondents entered in the above~entitled action on the 3rt1 day of September, 2014,
Honorable Judgc Griffin presiding.

40?

2

PAGE.

2. That the party has a right to appeal to

Idaho Supreme Court, and the

jw:.l!:,imcnt dcscdbcd in paragraph l above i;; an itppcala.bk order under and purl'iuant
to Rule 11 (a)(l) l.A.R.

3. Appellant currently intends to

the following issues on appeal:

(11) Whether the <lifitrict court properly applied the standard8 for grarlting
:,;;1,.11nmary judgment;

(b) Whether the district court's factual findings in ruling of the motion for
summa1-y judgment are wpported by the evidence; and
(c) Whether the disttict court's legal conclusions in ruling on the motion for
summary judgment arc correct as a matter of law.
4. No order has been entered

any portion. of the record.

5. Appclhtnt requests ptepa:tntion of a reporte.t's trnnscripr of the May 30, 2014
hearing on the motion fot summary judgment.

6. The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the dcrk1s
record in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.AR:

(a.) Defendants' motion for summary judgment, filed January 31, 2014
(including all attachments thereto).

0)) Plaintiff;; opposition to the motion for summary judgment, filed i\p:ril 16i
2014 (including all attachments thereto);
(c) Defendants' reply brief
of summary judgment, filed Ma.y 08,
2014 (including all attachmer'.ltS thereto);

(d) Defendants' motion to

filed May 08, 2014;

(c) Plaintiffs opposition to defendant.s' motion to strike, filed May 23, 2014
(including all attachments thereto); and
(~ The district court's findings and conclusions entered on July
7, I certify:
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2014.

3/

5

~ep.u~.

u~q

Ui:b4

Harrison/

4067217364

served on the court

That a copy of this .Amendt:d Notice has
That the clerk of the district court

PAGE.

paid

foe for

prc.:paration of the t.ranscript
(c) '11:iat the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's or agency's record has been
pakL
(d) That the itppdlat0 filing fee has beet). paid.
(c) That service ha~ been m~dc upon all partic;; rcc.1uired to be i;crved pursuant to

Rule 20. See Certificate of Service appended hereto.
DATED this the 9 th day of September, 2014.

ades H. Carpenter

-€AR-FEN~ 'EE LAW FIRM, plc
210 N. Higgins Ave., Ste. 336
Mis'i:mula, MT 59802
Telephone :(406) 543-0511

Facsimile: (406) 258-0365
ca1-J?entc@carpenterlawfirmpk.com

Attornry for Defendant

4 ()

4/

5

PAGE.

CER'l1FICATE OP SERVICE
I hereby certify trult on the
·······-··,-, and emailing a true and

September, 2014) I served the roregcllng
f"'l"W3/'nr,

copy to:

Peter J. Johnson
JOHNSON LAW GROUP
103 E. Indiana, Suite A

Spokane, WA 99207-2317

Keith M. P,vans, RPRi CSR #655
K & K Reporting
P.O. Box 574
T,cwisto11, ID 83501

Clerk of the ldah<) Supreme
P.O.Box 83720
BoiRc) ID 83720-0101

& Court: of Appeals

--,.-..,,,,,.·__ s .. Carpenter
::-....;;;:,..

I

SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF IDAHO
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LEWIS
PERRY KRI
Plaintiff/Appellant

)

vs.

Supreme Court No. _ __

)
)

STATE OF IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME, and

)

STATE OF IDAHO.

)

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF APPEAL

Defendant/Respondent

Appeal from: SECOND Judicial District,

County. Honorable MICHEAL GRIFFIN presiding.

Case number from court or agency: CV2012-146
Order or judgment appealed from: FINALJUDGMENT IN FAVOR OF RESPONDENTS
Attorney for Appellant: CHARLES H. CARPENTER
Attorney for Respondent: PETER J JOHNSON
Appealed by: PERRY KRINITT
Appealed against: IDAHO FISH AND GAME and STATE OF IDAHO
Notice of Appeal filed: August 11, 2014
Amended Notice of Appeal filed: NA
Notice of Cross Appeal filed: NA
Amended Notice of Cross Appeal filed: NA
Appellate fee paid: $1292.00 {including filing fee) on August 11, 2014
Respondent or Cross-Respondent's request for additional record filed: NA
Respondent or Cross-Respondent's request

additional reporter's transcript filed:

Was District Court Reporter's transcript requested? YES
Estimated number of pages: UNKOWN AT THIS TIME
If so, name of each reporter of whom a transcript has been requested as named below at the
address set out below:
Name and address:

KEITH EVANS
K&K REPORTING

l_/_

Dated _i5""'---+-(_,__(-_/

4

SECOND JUDICIAL
INAND

COURT, STATE OF IDAHO

COUNTY OF LEWIS

PERRY KRIN

)
Plaintiff/Appellant

Supreme Court No. 42417-2014

)

vs.

)

Case No: CV-2012-0000146

)
STATE

rn:: IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME, and

)

STATE OF IDAHO.

AMENDED CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF APPEAL

)

Defendant/Respondent

Appeal from: SECOND Judicial District, LEWIS County. Honorable MICHEAL GRIFFIN presiding.
Case number from court or agency: CV2012-146
Order or judgment appealed from: FINAL JUDGMENT IN FAVOR OF RESPONDENTS
Attorney for Appellant: CHARLES H. CARPENTER
Attorney for Respondent: PETER J JOHNSON
Appealed by: PERRY KRINITT
Appealed against: IDAHO FISH AND GAME and STATE OF IDAHO
Notice of Appeal filed: August 11,2014

Amended Notice of Appeal filed: September 9, 2014
Notice of Cross Appeal filed: NA
Amended Notice of Cross Appeal filed: NA
Appellate fee paid: $1292.00 on August 11, 2014
Respondent or Cross-Respondent's

additional record filed: NA

Respondent or Cross-Respondent's request for additional reporter's transcript filed: NA
Was District Court Reporter's transcript requested? YES
Estimated number of pages: UNKOWN AT THIS TIME
If so, name of each reporter of whom a transcript has been requested as named below at the
address set out below:
Name and address:

KEITH EVANS
K&K REPORTING
PO BOX 574
LEWISTON ID 8B501

Dated

7-/o-/1
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LEWIS
Perry Krinitt,
Plaintiff/ Appellant
CASE NO. CV-2012-146
Supreme Court No. 42417-2014

vs.
Certificate of Exhibits
State of Idaho Department of
Fish and Game and
State of Idaho,
Defendant/ Respondent.
STATE OF IDAHO)
County of Lewis)
I,

Cathy Larson,

Clerk of

the

District

Second Judicial District of the State of Idaho,
County of Lewis,

Court

of the

in and for the

hereby certify that the following are all the

exhibits to-wit:
NONE

Dated this

day of

<-----,, +
--~'.'
/

-'""'-"-'---'--

/

, 2014.

I

Cathy Larson, Clerk
/

By:

!'

i ·

, ......

,

'

',r\_{/

.·

A 14 H--- i//

Deputy Clerk
/

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE RE: EXHIBITS
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LEWIS
Perry Krinitt,
Plaintiff/Appellant
LEWIS COUNTY NO. CV2012-146
SUPREME COURT NO. 42417-2014
vs.
State of Idaho Department of
sh and Game and
State of Idaho,
Defendant/Respondent

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Lewis
I,

Cathy Larson,

Second Judicial District,
County of Lewis,
Re

lerk of
o

the

District Court

State of Idaho,

of the

in and for the

do hereby certify that the above and foregoing

the above entitled cause was compiled and bound under my
rection, and is a true,

land correct Record of the pl

and documents as are automat

ly required under Rule 28 of the

Idaho Appellate Rules.
I,

do

further

cert fy,

that all exhibits,

offered or

admitted in the above entitled cause, will be duly lodged
Clerk of

the

Supreme

Court

along

with

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE - 1

4I4

the

clerk's

record,

the
as

required by Rule 31 of the Idaho Appellate Rules.
IN WITNESS

WHEREOF,

I

have

hereunto

set my hand and

affixed the seal of said Court at Nezperce, Idaho, this
day of

2014.
CATHY L~RSON, ~LERK
'

11

BY:;\
I

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE - 2

4 15

I

r :-1fyL

11(it/i'\"\

Nrool'e Kinzer
Deputy Clerk

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LEWIS
Perry Krinitt,
Plaintiff/ Appellant
CASE NO. CV-2012-146
Supreme Court No. 42417-2014
vs.
Certificate of Mailing
State of Idaho Department of
Fish and Game and
State of Idaho,
Defendant/ Respondent.

I, the undersigned, a Deputy Clerk of the above entitled
Court,

do hereby certify that a copy of the Clerk's Record and
day of _ _ _ _ _ , 2014

Reporter's Transcript was mailed on
to the following persons:
Charles Carpenter
210 N Higgins Ave
Missoula MT 59802

Peter J Johnson
103 E Indiana Suite A
Spokane WA 99207-2317
CATHY !LARSON, CLERK/
by

/l' • / ":, (

,··

,

't

I ( (' 1 ·

\

''--'v,_..\_, \

N;Lcole" lll.zer

Deputy Clerk

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING - 1

/

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LEWIS

Perry Krinitt,
PLAINTIFF/APPELLANT

LEWIS COUNTY NO.CV-12-146
Supreme Court
Docket NO. 42417-2014

VS.

NOTICE OF LODGING
REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT
AND CLERK'S RECORD

State of Idaho Department of
Fish and Game and
State of Idaho
DEFENDANTS/RESPONDENT

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT on the

day of

- - - - - , 2014, the Clerk's record in the above referenced
appeal was lodged with the District Court Clerk.
The parties shall have twenty-eight (28) days from the
date of service of the appeal record to file any
objections, together with a Notice of Hearing, with the
District Court.

If no objection is filed, the record will

be deemed settled and will be filed with the Supreme Court.
Cathy
By .

1!

"

;-/

1' (
I

'

::\Xl)..,; /
} \/,~'(/\

Deputy ci"erk
Cc:
Clerk of the Court
Idaho Supreme Court
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0101

NOTICE OF LODGING

4l7

..

